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CRITIQUE OF ACCELERATOR TECHNIQUES

ABSTRACT

The requirements for accelerator techniques are reviewed from the

standpoint of their supporting role in the field of high velocity impact.

The areas of interest to high velocity impact are noted and their

various demand- on accelerators are discussed. The performance

of the accelerators now in use are critically evaluated in terms of

their abilit.y to meet these demands. Future expectations are summa-

rized briefly.
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INTRODUCTION

Techniques for the acceleration of projectiles to high velocity play

an important part in advancing our knowledge of high velocity impact.

Since this field of science is still largely empirical and a fully com-

prehensive theory has yet to be developed, the limits of the experi-

ruents mark out the boundaries of our understanding. These limits

are determined in part by the performance of the accelerators.

Despite their irnportancv, accelerators play a supporting role and

represent a m-eans for accomplishing the ends of the experiments.

It is important te relate closely the rcquircmunts of the accelerators

to the needs of the experiments.

The purpose of this paper is to review the performance of acceler-

ators from the standpoint of the demands placed upon them to support

the experiments and applications in the field of high velocity impact.

The areas of primary interest will be defined; the requirements for

accelerator performance will be listed; the performance of existing

accelerators will be criticized; the gap between the performance of

existing accelerators and that desired to meet the needs of the field

will be discussed.

4
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At this point, I wish to acknowledge the substantial assistance of

my colleagues, Dr. C. J. Maiden, Mr. J. W. Gehring, and Mr.

R. L. Warnica. It is appropriate to note that a critique inevitably

involves subjective opinions to a certain extent, and for t&- I

assume full responsibility. It is hoped that differences from the

views of others will serve as a grindstone for sharpening our

common understanding.
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AREAS OF PRIMARY INTEREST

The areas of primary interest to this audience are: (1) the physics

of impact, (2) the applications of impact to military weapons systems,

and (3) the meteoroid hazard to space flight.

Physics of Impact

The physics of impact is concerned with the dynamics of inipact such

as projctile fragmentation, cratering, spalling, etc. It involves

studies of the properties of materials at high stress and strain rat,',

of energy transformations and changes in state, and of other basic

physical processes.

Military Applications

Impact has been used as a "kill mechanism" in warfare from man's

earliest beginnings. The advent of high velocity impact in warfare

began with the introduction of the shaped charge( 1 ). Recently a new

facet to the high velocity application has been added with the attack on

missiles and satellites.

6
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In discussing the requirements of accelerators for this area, it is

convenient to classify the impact situation as active or passive. In

the active situation, a high velocity projectile is hurled at a slow

moving or stationary target; in the passive situation, a slow moving

projectile is placed in the path of a rapidly moving target.

It is important to note that certain military applications extend the

role of impact from that of a kill mechanism to that of a reconnaissance

device. The consequences of the impact provide information on the

nature of the target.

Meteoroid Hazard to Spacecraft

The latest area of interest to the field of high velocity impact is the

(2)
meteoroid hazard to spacecraft . The regions of space in the solar

system near the plane of the ecliptic are populated with ineteoroids -

postulated to be the fragmentary debris of comets and planets. They

move at very high velocities, and are sufficiently numerous so that

the possibility of being struck by one is a serious hazard to spacecraft.

7
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Our knowledge of meteoroids is limited but the evidence at hand

suggests the following. In general, their composition is believed to

range from a porous, pumice-like substance of meteoroids having a

cometary origin to stone and iron for those meteoroids of planetary

origin. They are probably irregular fragments for the most part.

Their velocities range'from roughly 10 to 80 km/sec. Their sizes

range from elementary particles such as protons on the smnall side

to asteroids with diameters of several kilometers on the large.

Fortunately for space flight, the m-neteoroid population is very sparce

and the largest metooroids are the rarest. Their numbers are

r'oughly inversely proportional to their masses, the relation being

according to Whipple (1957)

1. 3 x 10 " 1

m

(1)

where p is the flux per meter -sec of particles above mass rn

in grams.

8
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The meteoroid hazard is twofold. First, exposed surfaces - windows,

thermal control surfaces, etc. - can be eroded by the small meteor-

oids and even by elementary particles (protons). Second, the hull of

the spacecraft can be penetrated and components such as power plai

radiators can be destructively damaged by meteoroids of sufficient

size. The spacecraft must be protected against the largest meteoroid

is is likely to encounter, taking into account the size of the spacecraft,

the length of the journey, and the allowable risk. Three representa-

tive cases are summarized in the following table.

MOON 14 0.W999 5 0.04 3

VENUS 320 0.999 25 0.9 9

MARS 500 0.999 25 1.4 10

The results of this table show that meteoroids weighing as much as one

gram constitute a hazard to space flight.

9



REQUIREMENTS FOR ACCELERATORS

An accelerator is required to deliver a projectile of given mass at a

specified velocity. The projectile may have certain requirements of

shape, construction, and material. In addition, the accelerator

design may be restricted by the conditions of its use.

Projectile Velocity and Mass

The velocities required by the physics of impact stretch from a few

mneters per second for impact in liquids to nearly 100 kilometers per

second for the "natural" velocities of bodies in the solar system.

Actually, the physics of impact is too broad a subject to set well

defined limits on accelerator requirements.

A better definition of requirements is given by the application to

warfare and the meteoroid hazard to spacecraft. The masses,

velocities, densities, and shapes involved in these areas of interest

are indicated in Figure 1. The!re is no attempt in this Figure to

delineate the boundaries in precise detail; rather, the purpose here

is to o•t forth the broad limits of masses, velocities, and projectile

characteristics.

1 '
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PROJS & FRAGS

3-19 g/cc: 0. 1-10 1/d

10 6

P11035 & JETS

02 MISSILES
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i(-C
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t-241
1 10 100
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Figure I Requirements of Mass, Velocity, Density and tShape
for Projectiles for Military and Space Missions
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The results of this figure show that the masses and velocities divide

rather naturally into three regions. The region labeled Armor

relates to the attack on a relatively slowly moving target as typified

by an armored tank or warship. All impact in this region belongs to

the active situation. Both armor-piercing projectiles and HE shell

fragments are included. The jets from shaped charges are also

included in the Armor category. The masses and velocities of shaped

charge jets overlap those in the Missiles region but this sub-region

has been left unmarked for the purpose of clarity.

Io the Missiles region, the military mission is the use of impact as

a countermeasure against IRBMs, ICBMs, and satellites. The

requiremient for projectiles in this region involves both active and

passive attack situations. In the attack situation, the important pro-

jectiles are jets and pellets fired by explosive accelerators. In the

passive situation, the projectiles are placed in the path of the missile

and depend primarily on the velocity of the missile for their impact

action. The means of their delivery and distribution can be con-

trolled so that wide variations in projectile design are possible and

the projectile can be tailored to a certain extent to produce the effects

desired in the particular engagement anticipated.
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The projectiles of the Spacecraft ragion are the meteoroids. Their

properties have been described earlier. These projectiles are the

product of "nature" rather than "man". The requirement insofar as

the accelerator is concerned is to launch projectiles similar in comn-

position and velocity to meteoroids.

Projectile Density and Shape

Before givirLg a critique of accelerators, it is important to define

the extent to which the shape of the projectile, its density, and other

details of its construction determine the consequences of impact as

well as the primary variables of mass and velocity. The projectile's

configuration may well be a controlling factor in the selection of an

accelerator.

There is common agreement that projectile properties are important

in the Armor region. For example, experiments at the Ames

Research Center show that at velocities of 2 km/sec both density and

shape play a significant role in the impact of semi-infinite, ductile

(3)
metal targets . The effects of density can be seen from the Ames

formula fur spheres,

13
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Z)1/3 rn \1/3
P=2.8 ( ° ',

Vol 34 0 1/2 (myV
2 )

P P T C'I

Whore P - Depth of pjen(tat0io

Vol - Crater volume

P Projectile density

1OT Target density

m = Projectile mass
p

V - Impact velocity

C Bar speed of sound in target matcrial

C = 5. 10 km/sec in aluminum)

The Ames data show that penetration varies with the cube root of

density and that volume with the square root of density for spheres

of constant mass at velocities in the neighborhood of 2 km/sec. In

14
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other experiments at Ames, it was shown that varying the shape from

a. sphere to a rod increased both the depth of penetration and the

crater volume.

The question here is whether density and shape are also important

for the high velocity regions of missiles and spacecraft. Indirect

evidence suggests that the importance of these varial-les diminishes

with velocity, and some investigators have expressed the opinion that

projectile density and shape have no influence on cratering at veloci-

ties grealter than 6 k1./sec.1 However, in my npinion, the njviIlcc'l"

at hand was insufficient for a firni conclusion.

Recently, we have carried out an experiment at the GM Defense

Research Laboratories(4) to determine the effect of density and

shape on cratering in semi-infinite ductile metal targets at a velocity

of 6. 5 km/sec. I will digress for a moment to describe the experi-

ment and present the results.

The experiment consisted of firing projectiles of constant mass into

semi-infinite targets of soft aluminum at a velocity of 6. 5 km/sec.

The plan of the experiment is shown in Figure 2.

½•
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6.0

4.0 ir

2,0

1.0
0.8

0.6

0. 4

0.2

a. i - - - -no -- - -

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8,0

P

ALUMINUM

Figure 2 Plan of Experiment with Projectiles having Constant Mass
of 0. 32 gm and Varying Shape and Density

16
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The basic projectii:. is an 0. 32 gm aluminu•n sphere. In the first

experiment, the density of the sphere was varied by changing the

material from zelux M to steel and adjusting the diameter to keep

the mass constant. In the second experiment, the shape was varied

by changing the projectile from a disc to a rod, making both from

aluminum and keeping the mass constant. The targets were massive

blocks of soft aluminum (I 00F). All their dimensions were large

compared to those of the craters so that their size was effectively

semi -infinite.

The experiment was carried out in Range "C" of C3M's Flight Physics

Laboratory (see Figure 3). The apparatus consists of a 20 mm

accelerated-reservoir light-gas gun, blast tanks, a flight test cham-

ber, and an impact chamber. All projectiles were fired with seg-

mented sabots, the segments of which separated on leaving the gun

and were caught in the blast tank. The flight test chamber is equipped

with two spark photography stations and cycle-counter chronographs,

and their records gave the velocity and orientation of the projectile.

The target was placed in the impact chamber with its face perpendic-

ular to the flight direction. On the disc shot, a B&W framing camera

movie was taken of the disc striking the target in order to record its

orientation at impact.

17
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I'lhc cross sections of representative targets are shown in Figure I

(arranged in the format of Figutre 2). Silhouettes of the proj ectiles

are sLpecrinriposed on the phot.ographs and all are reproduced in

correct relative scale. It is clear that the crater dimensions vary

with both density and shape.

The effect of density on penetration and volume is shown in Figure

5. Both quantities are seen to change signi t icantly with vai-lation in

density. The variatinn in hoth penetration and volume nay be giv.en

by ;i pnw, r llt',.ith the nxppocit ft r pemetuarlion being 0). LL and tor

volume 0, 16. TIhese results suggest fornuitlae fo r ponetIratien and

VolllUmo it 6. 5 |kin/,sec that are similar to the Ames formulanc for '

impact at 2 kin/sec, namely

P 3.0 P V_.

'IFTC 9\PT ý PT

0.16

Vol =43 i

1')
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Figure 4 Cross-sections of Craters from Impact Tests in Semi-infinite
Aluminum (I OOF) Targets with Projectiles of Constant Mass
(0. 32 grn) and Varying Shape and Density at Velocity of
6.5 kmi/sec
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1, 1

2.0
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0.6 _____ -O,-16
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Figure 5 Effect of Projectile Density on Depth of Penetration and Crater
"Vrolume. Projectile: mass - 0. 32 gin, shape =sphere;
Target: uerni-infinite Aluminum (I O OF); Velocity =6.5 kin/sec
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These results demonstrate that the depth of penetration and the

volume of the crater do vary significantly with the density of the pro-

jectile at a velocity of 6.5 km/sec.

It is also correct that the variation at 6, 5 km/sec is not as great as

that at 2 km/sec. Comparison with the Ames results shows that the

exponent of the power law has decreased from 0. 33 to 0. 24 for pene-

tration and from 0. 50 to 0. 16 for volume with increases in velocity

from Z to 6. , kmi/sec. Nevertheless, density is still a significant

variable at 6. 5 ktin/see. For example, thesc recsulL. predict that the

penetration of a tungsten sphere will be nearly twice that of a plastic

sphere having the same mass.

The effects of the projectile shape on penetration and volume are

shown in Figure 6. Both the penetration and volume are seen to

increase significantly with increase in fineness ratio. The penetra-

tion of the rod (fineness ratio 4 to 1) is nearly double that of the disc

(fineness ratio 1 to 6). These results demonstrate that the shape of

the projectile is also an important variable in impact at 6. 5 km/sec.
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Figure 6 Effect of Projectile Shape on Depth of Penetration and Crater
Volume. Projectile: Aluminum (Z017), mass = 0. 32 gin;
Target: semi-infinite Aluminum (I 1OOF); Velocity = 6. 5 kn/ sec
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In my opinion, the results of these experiments show conclusively

that the configuration of the projectile must be taken into account as

w,-Jll as its mass and velocity for all military missions. To illustrate

this point, consider the problem facing the designer of an ICBM who

must take steps to protect its warhead from an impact kill. He

plans to use a massive metallic -hield. His reconnaissance tells

him that the enemy expects to use tungsten rods; he also knows the

mass and fineness ratio of the rods. He has available to him the

results of impact tests of aluminum discs on metallic shield struc-

tures. Assuming that the cifects of density dnd shapO are Unmhportant,

be designs the thickness of his -hield to prevent penetration on the

basis of these tests by using the penetration of aluminum discs

having the same mass as that known for the enemy's tungsten rods.

He will be sadly misled. The penetration of tungsten rods will

actually be several times that of aluminum discs having the same

mass. If the fineness ratio of the rod is 10 to I and of the disc is

1 to 6, the shield thickness required to prevent penetration of the

tungsten rod must be nearly three times greater than that needed to

stop the garme weight aluminum disc,

Z4
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The importance of the projectile's shape and density to military

missions is based on the impact in semi-infinite targets. On the

other hand, the projectile's configuration is equally important for

impact in multiple, thin-sheet targets. Evidence to this effect will

(5)be given in a subsequent paper at this symposium

Are density and shape effects still important at the velocities of 10

to 80 km/sec involved in the meteoroid hazard to spacecraft? Com-

parison of results at 6. ri with those at Z km/see certainly suggests

that the effecl of the projectile's configuration will be less in the

Spacecraft region, but how much less is a moot point. In view of our

limited knowledge of meteoroids, it is rmy opinion that engineering

estimates of meteoroid impact can be made satisfactorily on the

basis of mass and velocity alone. Nevertheless, the real answer to

this question depends on precise experimental data obtained at the

velocities in question.

Environmental Restrictions on Accelerator Design

The third requirement for accelerators is the restriction that the

environment places on their use. For use as a weapon, weight is

25
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usually at a premium and accuracy of tire and precision of timing

may be critical. On the other hand, if the accelerator is to be used

as a laboratory launcher, weight is usually not a large factor, and

accuracy of aim and precision of timing, while important, are often

not critical. The significance of these will appear in the following

section.

CRITIQUE OF ACCELERATO:R TECHNIQUES

Military Mission: Armor Region

The requirements of mass and velocity for the Armor Region alone

are shown in Figure 7 (including shaped charge jets). The limits

marked by the solid lines reflect not only the requirements based on

target-kill but also the current performance of guns and HE shells,

a consequence of the existing balance between offense and defense.

Many improvements are needed for the accelerators of this region,

but only two need concern this symposium.

The first is the traveling charge gun: This accelerator combines

the advatagcs of a gun and a rocket. Although it hold. forth the

Z2)
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GUNS AND H-E SHELL

TRAVELING CHARGE

(WORKING UNIT 7?)

JETS (CONICAL LINER)
(SPIN COMPENSATION =?)

H 1

10"0

1 10

VELOCMIY, KM/SEC

Figure 7 Accelerator Retuirements for Ar mr R-.igm if Mil itary. N4;Aqqons
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promise of increasing the velocities of guns by improving their

ballistic efficiency, proper functioning of the charge requires a

burning rate orders of magnitude greater than that of ordinary

nitrocellulose propellants 6 ). A suitable propellant has not yet

been developed.

I refer to the traveling charge gun as the psychotic weapon, It has

been analyzed at great length but the technical detail of inventing a

fa"t-h, trning p rupellanl has r,.nw;'iind the -Aunibling block, If the

I raveling clharge can be gotten out of analysis and into the cannon,

so l•teling lnay conie of it yet.

The second is spin compensation for shaped charge jets. Good

progress has been made in developing methods of spin compensation

for low spin rates, but compensation for high spin rates still remains

a pr.)blim. Spin stabilized shells have advantages in accuracy of

fire and simplicity of construction, and a method of spin compensa-

tion permitting a marriage of the shaped charge with ordinary

artillery shell would represent a significant advance.

as
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Military Mission: Missile Region

The use of impact in the Missile and Satellite Region of the military

mission is a subject of more immediate concern to this symposium.

The approach to the requirements of this Region is diagramed in

Figure 8. 1 will consider four situations distinguished by, first, the

attack being either active or passive and, second, the accelerator

being used as a weapon or for experiment and test in the laboratory,

and will limit my critique to making a "best choice" of accelerator

for each of the four situations.

Consider, first, tho active attack with the accelerator used as a

weapon. Here, an explosive with a pellet or jet is a "best choice".

An explosive gives the maximum ratio of projectile to accelerator

weight. It can also fire a projectile on a precise timing signal and

with reasonable accuracy.

Consider, second, the active attack with the accelerator used for

experiment and test. Here again, the explosive with a pellet or jet

is a "best choice". By testing the samne explosive-pellet combination

used in the AM missile warhead, one duplicates the actual attack

Z9
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situation in his laboratoryi expe'rin.cut - a highly desirable obj-ctive.

The velocity may be lower in a static test than mn an engageinIcnt, and

how to make this up is onice of the problemnis. Incidentalty, it sho ald

be noted that a tight-gas gun can be Used as an alternate choice if

test conditions preclude the use Of explosives.

Consider, third, the passive attack with the ikceelerator ust'(] as a

weapon. Hemre the "best ctoice' is a projectile, or rather, n. group

of pr olectilIs dispersed from hle warhead of an AM cuissite. This

system la1ke.s iLdvaitAgc' [If Ihce vclot ity of t1 IC1BIvI ,iid [h high-

speed ciissile, since ti. ci l'gy i)f i•h• ie poct is supplied by tin,1

velociti, s :)f then missiles. Great subctletty and seophistic'ttion can bh

designed into the construction of the projectile so that :i can be

tailored to provide the m-ost effective kill n eclhanisin for the particilao"

mission in question.

Consider, fourth, the passive attack with the accelerator used for

experiment and test. Here the "best choice" is a light-gas gun.

Experience indicates that this is the only accelerator capable of

firing projectiles with the complex shape and construction involved

Al
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(4)
in the passive attack situation . The problem is that the velocities

of light-gas guns are a little low at the moment, since it is possible

to fire complex projectiles at velocities from only 6 to 8 km/sec.

Here is the challenge for further development.

Comments on the Performance of Light-Gas Guns

In order to illusutate the performance of light-gas guns and to

thereby sot ip Hsowe standards for their selection, it is instructive

to carry out a short design exercise, as follows: Design a gun for

firing a 1 gin slt-] spiere to 9 krn/sce. '[he procedure is sketched

in Figure 9. The basic equation relates the kinetic onergy to the

work done. The maximum pressure is determined by the strengths

of projectile and sabot; a value of 30, 000 psi is possible. The ratio

of average to maximum pressure is given by the ballistic efficiency

of the gun; I have chosen an efficiency of 1/2, a high value for most

guns. The area, A, is the cross-sectional area of the projectile.

The diameter, D, is the caliber of the gun. The L ratio is the

length of the gun in calibers; experience indicates that a value of 300

is reasonable without incurring too severe losses from bore friction
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and boundary layer effects. The problem is to determine the caliber

of the gun, D.

The solution to the problem is indicated. The basic equation has been

recast in suitable form. Putting in the given conditions, we obtain a

caliber of 34 mm and a length of gun barrel of 10 meters.

From my experience, these gun dimensions are reasonable for

firing a I gm steel sphe re at 8 kmn/sec. They are in aLgreernent with

ithe Vpleerat ohservation that a large gun is r'equired to firCc a sc rall

r)'jeCtile with 1 highIV dencity o0 loading, that is, a high value. of

mass to arei ratio due to high density or high fineness ratio.

It shouild be noted that Ihe ballistic efficiency plays a controlling

part in determining the gun's performance. The size of gan required

to launch a particul ar projectile will vary inversely with the value of

the ballistic efficiency. Conversely, if one has a given gun, the

velocity with which he can fire a particular projectile will be a direct

function of the gun's ballistic efficiency.

I.t
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In our experiunce the best choice of light-gas gun is the acceleratedd-

rcscrvoir guLa. It has a high balli ,it e [icicncy. MIso, pressure is

applied to the base of the projecU l[c in a relatively gentle inanner and

this avoids shock waves being set up in the projectile itself. Otr

experience with accelerated-reservoir guns has been very favorable

in this respect-. We have been able to launch slender conical bodies

at velocities of 6 km /sec without damage to the projectile. Other

models, more rugged, although still relatively fragile, such as glass

siil'rcs, hatve 1heet ,lhinchl-eod al velocities in e'xc(ess Of B kin/sec.

Accele rator Requiremoents for Space Mission

The accelerator requirements for the space mission arc shown in

Figure 10. The lri-ijcCtilts for this region are the Inelt, roids. The

task required of the accelerator is to fire -iminlated ineteoroids at

flight velocities up to 80.km/sec. In a certain sense, man is com-

peting with nature and he finds this a challenging experience.

Only two types of accelerators to date have been able to penetrate

this region. Explosives with fast jets have fired projectiles up to
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velocities of about 25 km/sec with masses ranging from 0. 01 to

(7)
1. 0 gm . Other explosive devices have fired microparticles with
masses from 10 to 10 gm at velocities tip to 15 ki-/see

Other types of accelerators for launching projectiles at meteoroid

velocities are currently under development, such as the explosive

(9) (10)
foil gunl and the electrostatic accelerator . These devices

show promise but at the moment they are still in the experimental

1ý_' The.re arc certaiin proe llcnis in thl i r [flit luilinlilog ,tid Ititit'F-

tainoties in their results which nui stI he overcolr e before they can li)(

c smo idctr d fatlly ope ratiooatl.

The development of an accelerator to study the meteoroid hazard is

the most severe problem now facing the experimenter. The veloc-

ities of the fastest existing accelerators, the fast-jet explosives,

must be tripled before the Spacecraft Region can be covered. Also,

explosives are limited in the choice of materials which they can fire

so that accelerators need to be developed which can handle projec-

tiles of variable shape and density. It seems likely that these shape

and density effects may be less important in the Spacecraft Region

bitt a direct experiment is needed to test this point.
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GONCLUDING REMARKS

To smonroarize, the picture with respect to the accelerators for

military missions is reasonably brighgt. In the Armor Region, accel-

erators appear to be able to meet the requirements of mass and

velocity, with improvements being desired in the traveling charge

gon and in the spin cowpcnsation of !;haped chairg juets for use with

artillery projectiles.

[n the Missile Regio, lie ,lalmus of accelerato|'s is not quilte is good

tas in time A roii ) R gI 1, , Im I Pit' 111 re mlwni t.; I• ,r, ;I r I ,,, - I'"1 r

Ibyood tihe capabilities of existing emtcl' r-tlors. I;xplosivws pri-

dttcing higher vwlocitics are alwalys de si rmmble 1 lt p, rhapS the p 'emit.

est improvement here is needed in the invention of devices for

achieving better control of aim and timing of fire. Light-gas guns

require fturther dlevelopment ill order to in)Creatsc. themir pirforlme ore

to the point of firing complex projectiles at ve;locities of 10 kin/sec

and higher. Also, improvements in the design are desirable so that

heavier projectiles can be fired without undue difficulty. Fortunately,

the developments needed in this area fall almost within, or perhaps

.aust bteyrd, t.be staite-of-the•-art.

',8
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"T•he alet est challtenge for the dIe(eOplCjcent of accelerators comes

f roin the Spacecraft Region. To duplicate the flight characteristics

ofl ci icoroids has proven a difficult task indeed. At the moment,

guns do not harve velocities re4chic g into the Spacecraft Region, and,

although improvements in velocity may be expected, they will

probably be able to penetrate only the lower velocity part of the

Spacecrraft Region. Explosive accelerators have made some inroads

on this region, hot the laximuim velot ities are still low by a factor

()I '). .' •, thWy h.ivC li iil capal)iliti.-s fr firhig pruyerctiles with

viatriable shape and density. O11her devices, such as the exploaivw

loil gull anitith cil trt u Ltati ,ur etCln' r are- undrr developmIent hot

not yet fully operaticoal. A vif)orous effect will be neuded to develop

accelerators that are fully aduquate to explore the conditions of

impact significant to the inetuoroid hazard to spacecraft.

In con•elusion, let me reniark that a balanced effort is desired in the

development of improved accelerators. The requirements for the

space mission are the most challenging but those for the military

missions are equally important. There are substantial rewards in

both areas to be derived from the improvement of accelerators and

the invention of new techniqoes.
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BALLISTICS OF LIGHT GAS GUNS

ABSTRACT

This papcr reports the progress of a theoretical and experi-
mental investigation de-signed to improve: the perlon'mance of two
stage light gas guns used as hypervelocity launchers. Two theories,
which have been programmed for the BRLESC digital computer are
discussed. Predictions resulting from the- application of the two
tih..ories are compared with experimental results obtained from a
small, highly instrmented light gas gun. The dusign of' a longer,
high performance light gas gun capable of accelerating one gram
projectiles to velocities in excess of 20,000 f/s is discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper reports the progress of a theoretical and
experimental. interior ballistic program, being conducted in
the Interior Ballistics Laboratory, which is designed to
improve the performance of light gus guns used as hypervelocity
launchers.

Two reports on this topic have been presented at the 4th and
5th Hypervelocity Impact. Symposia1 . 2 respectively, thus this
paper brings the developments reported at those two meetings up
to date.

The current program being conducted by this laboratory is
divided into two parallel tasks:

1. Task 1 has as its objective, the development of
theoretical models of light gas guns; these models when set up
on a digital computer will unable une to prodlct Lhe pc," rn-ano

cP a!n' J.ziz or ype el light; gas Vun andI in addition gain some
insight into the performance capability of a particular model of
gun. In -dt Lon these programs can be used to determine the
uppCe,; velocity limit ni tainabl.- in a light gas gun.

2. Task 2 has as its objective, the experimental
confirmation of theoretical predictions obtained from these
light gas gun models.

THEORETICAL TASK

As mentioned in the 5th Symposium Report 2 , four mathe-
matical models have been studied in this investigation. They are;

i. Charters method

2. Adiabatic compression model

3. Mass point model (Richtmyer Von Neuman "q" method)

4. Method of characteristics

All four of the models have been programmed for the ORDVAW
end BELESC digital computers, and many cases have been computed
using each of the models. The assumptions used in each of the
models are listed in Table I of the 5th Symposium Report2.
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Currently Charter's method is not being used in this program
because of the limiting assumptions in the method. The method is
good for a preliminary look at a large class of light gas guns,
but for detailc.d studies, the method has its limitations.

The method of characteristics is a very powerful :iethod
for studying gas dynamics and has been used extensively by
investigators in the past. Unfortunately, this essentially
graphical method is difficult to program for a digital computer,
and if any shook waves are formed in the process the programming
becomes very difficult indeed. A characteristics program simulating
a light gas gun was set up on the ODFVAC computer, but wc w4ere unable
to complete the program because of lack of memory space due primarily
to logical difficulties in locating the shock wave position.

The adiabatic compression model uses a set of simultaneous
ordinary non-linear differential nquations to simulate the light
gas gun. These equations are integrated numerically with time
as the independent variable on the computer to give a table of
the variables of interest (pressure, displacement velocity, etc.)
for even incremento of time. The naLhematical development of these
equations and the assumptions used are diseussped in Appendix 1.

This model has been used extensively to predict the performance of
the laboratory's experimental light gas gun which is of the heavy

piston ty-pe (piston velocity subsonic with respect to compressed
gas.)

The mass point model, the most useful of the four systems
discussed here, represents the gas column between the piston and
the projectile by a series of mass points possessing volume, temper-
ature and pressure characteristics. The equations used in this model
have been derived from those used by Richtmyer and Von Neumann in
the "q"t method. These equations, their development, and the assump-
tions used are presented in Appendix I1. Computer solutions to the
problem describe the motion of the mass points as they are compressed
and expanded in the light gas gun cycle. This model consequently
accounts for pressure gradients and shock waves in the gas column.

It has been found that the adiabatic compression model is most
closely applicable to light gas guns which use heavy pistons; that
is the piston) for most of its travel in the pump tube, moves at a
velocity which is subsonic to the velocity of sound in the gas being
compressed. This has been confirmed in the close agreement between
predicted and experimental results observed in guns of the heavy
piston type.

4I1
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The mass poirt model is applicable to light gas guns which
use either light pistons (velocity of piston is generally super-
sonic with respect to the gas being compressed for a major portion
os the compression cycle) or heavy pistons. Thus the model is of'

greater generality in simulating the flow of gas in the light gas
gun and thus the overall performance of the gun.

it is interesting to compare the results obtained from the
two models when the piston weight and propellant charge weight
for a particular light gas gun configuration is changed such that
the piston velocity changes from subsonic flow to supersonic flow.
The particular gun chosen for this model study is the large 37 nmm
.50 cal light gas gun now under construction in this laboratory.
Figure 1 is a sketch of the guns used in this model test. It will
be noticed that gun used in the adiabatic model run does not have
a tapered nozzle. This is because the mass flow rate through the
nozzle used in this model depends only on the area ratio between
Uhe, pump tube- and launch tube. The guns are the same in that theI I.,iial pmmp tub' volum, ; ox,r-. .qial.

Tie resiults of 1,' computations using both the mass point
moudel rmd Lh, ad llatic compr,,osci on model are shown iii FTi glr 2.
[ hi .2 i " i Ili, nx im!x ii , hi-'3 hus preosur, developed 1in the piump
iull,, and ti" 111zzi' viloec ily o01 the, projectile are plotL,,ed n.1- a
I'mniti o- of' pinLon wi gh and propellant charge weight.

In Table I additional information i-s given for the'se, com-
puter runs. It will be noticed thalt the difference between the
mass p-oint and adiabatic compression codes is slight at low pro-
peli.ant charge weights. In these runs the pressure gradients
observed in the ,asse point method were slight. At lhb high pru-
pellant charge weight the piston velocity was higher and thus
shock waves as wcrl as severe prczsure gradients should ,-mphamniz1-
the difference between the mass point method and the adiabatic
compression method as indeed it does.

The mass point method was also used in the design of the
propellant burning chamber of the light gas gun currently under
construction. Since it was proposed in the design of the gun
to attain high temperatures in the light gas by shock heating,
it was important to design a propellant burning chamber which
would be capable of accelerating a light piston to a maximum
velocity of 7000 - 8000 f/s. A modification of the mass point
model was net up on th- computer to e nxamine the characteristics
of prop llant chxnb'ir-s of' varying shap, . This modil'ical ion 1on-

: I ,d ci div 6ii 1 f,1,- ga:.; co3s b,.tw,.- thi I -: r , ch -.If o " I h,
.el ee fI :.ca1r1 0.:
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BALLISTICS OF LIGHT GAS GUNS

gas column consisted of propellant gas which bhd burned out in
the chamber before the piston started to move. At time zero the
piston was allowed to move. Pressure and velocity profiles were
computed in the gas column at each time step until the piston
left the tube. This is admittedly an idealization of the actual
ease in which the propellant burns as the piston moves but it
was thought that in this way the influence of chamber shape on
performance of the gun could be studied.

It had been previously determined (see ref.9) that, in order
to accelerate a 0.5 pound piston to a velocity of about 8000 f/s
in a 5( mm pump tube, where the chamber pressure is limited to
100,000 psi or less, a chamber volume of 80 in3 is required.

Five chamber designs were studied using the mass point
model. The characteristics of these chambers and the resnj.ts
of this breech chamber design study are shown in Table ii. It
will be noticed that the velocity of the piston varies between
u -and yi%4 i'/k; after 120 inches of travel.

As a result of these computations Type IV chaifuer wan chosen
a.; the breech chamber for the light gas gun as •i; gav. I helb h igL1, -ii.
velocity of the Five chamber typosn 7tudied.

Tihe mass-point and adiabatic compression models can be us.ed
in a computer program for improving the perf'ormance of light ga:s
gumns. Of the two models, the mass-point model is of greater us:-
fulness because it has fewer limiting assumptions. The usc of'
this more favorable model is limited by longer computer running
time; 15 minutes to 40 minutes as contrasted to 1 minute or less
Por the: adiabatic eampres sion method.

One method of improving the performance of light gas guns
is to preheat the light gas to some temperature above ambient
temperature before compressing the gas. Three methods have been
used in preheating the light gas:

1. By electric discharge into the gas.'54

2. By preheating the pump tube with the light gas inside.

3. By preheating the gas outside the pump tube and
rapidly injecting the hot sas into the coli pump
tube prior to compression. '

All three methods result in contaminating the gas with metal
vapor, either from the heateirs or the electric discharge; however,
it. is[, expected thal. indirýect heating, although more complicutcd,
will ccu5il.t in 1:c contamination to l-b,, gan..

,1 .
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TABLE III

Light Gas Gun Model used to Predict Effects of Increasing Initial

Temperature of Light Gas

Length Pump Tube 135"

I.D. Pump Tube 1.5"

Length Launch Tube 72"

Breech Chanber Volume = k0 in3

Piston Weight = .5 Lb.

Projectile Weight = I gram

Light Gas - Hilium

Range of Initial Temperature Variation u3ou to 1500oK

Shot Start Pressure ý 70,000 psi

lIstial Helium Pressure = 400 psi

Transition Nozzle Angle = 30°

Frictional Resistance:

Pump Tube 500 psi

Launch Tube 2000 psi

50
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To assess the effect of preheating the gas, a gun model
similar to that being constructed for the Interior Ballistics
Laboratory Hypervelocity range was chosen. The characteristics
of this gun are shown in Table III. In Figure 3 a plot of muzzle
velocity vs. maximum pressure shows the effect of preheating the
gas. The mass point model was used in all of the computations.

A more promising procedure, than preheating the.light gas,

is Lo so design the parameters of the light gas gun that constant
pressure is applied to the base of the moving projectile for a
portion of its travel down the launch tube. No reports, as yet,
are available as to how this might be done but informally it has
been reported that two methods are being tried experimentally.
These are the following:

1. To determine the pressure profi.le needed to attain
constant base pressure; and working backwa:rds determine the
motion of the piston necessary to attain this profile.

2. Extrude a rapidly moving flexible piston through
atap • kri•dzAi•o •uuii that Whe front ena of tlie piston is moving
more rapidly than the rear eud. TMis rapidly moving piston face
will act as; a moving chamber for the projectile and thus for a

jicrt itJi ,,f the travel keep an essentially constanG preýscure sn

the base of the projectile.

First let in deteroine the velocity attainable if a constant
pressure is applied to lrte base of a projectile for its entire
travel in a launch tube.

The performance of this type of gun can be computed from the
well known relation between work and projectile kinetic energy:

2
t) PAL - WV

2g

solving for velocity we obtain:

2) v

If we assume that the projectile is a right circular cylinder

we can introduce some important simplifications into the above equation.
Using the relation for projectile weight w = pAl and substituting
in the above equation we obtain:

3) v 
2g7P T)
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In Figure 4 a plot of muzzle velocity vs the parameter L

as a function of pressure is presented. In this plot, pressures
L

are varid from 10,000 to 500,000 psi and the parameter L
Pi

from 50 to 700. The upper limit on pressure is picked from a
consideration that it is unlikely that pressure vessels can
be made to withstand gas pressures in excess of 500,000 psi
without considerable deformation. The last reported work on a
high press)ure vegse. of this type was that of Utah Research and
Development Corp0 , who succeeded in making a pressure vessel
which would hold 400,000 psi using stressed concentric cylinder
construction.

r
Higher pressures up to about 4 x 10 psi could be obtained in

a barrel by constructing it in concentric layers with annular spaces
between the layers filled with high prwessure gas or liquid meich that
Lhe pressure on any one layer would not exceed the tensile strength

tfb [hr lay'r. The end:i of such a"i abiicmbly would be hei•d Uy hydraulic
pi.stone; of a type used by General Electric in their diamond making
equipment. It is therefore assumed in this study that using mono-
bloc construction 500,000 psi i.8 an upper limit on attainablh press-
ures. Higher pressures could be held but the cost and complexity
of construction would increase rapidly.

Use of this plot is illustrated by, three examples in Table IV
in which projectiles of 3 different densities are launched from the
same barrel at a constant base pressure of 100,000 psi. The result
illustrates clearly the effect that changing projectile density has
on the muzzle velocity. The above cases, however, represent a highly
idealistic situation, other mechanism must be postulated which will
account for deviation of' the light gas gun from this ideal behavior.

One possible mechanism by which this may occur is to allow the
piston face to move at a constant distance behind the accelerating
projectile until a velocity is reached which is a portion of the
final muzzle velocity. At this time the piston face will then move
at a constant velocity until the projectile is ejected. Motion of
the projectile when the piston face attains a constant velocity
will follow a characteristic expansion relative to the moving face
of the piston.

In appendix ITT the nssumptions and derivations of the equa-
tions used in this thr-ory are listed. A pictorial diagram of' the
,.vnts uc-'d in this th,,'ry is shown in Fi.gure 8.
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A parametric study was conducted on this problem using the

same range of variables used on the constant base pressure gun.

In addition, however, we have to specify the gas used, the temoer-

atur> of the gas, and the portion of travel which the projectile

moves undr characteristic expansion processes. In the cases
siudied the gas used was hydrogen and the temperature of the• gas
varimd from 3000 K to 50,0000 K. Figure 5 to ( show some of
the results of this study. It w1ll be noticed from these figures
that at the low end of L/p9 there is very little velocity differ-
ence between operating the gun as a constant pressure gun or as a
pure characteristic expansion gun. As L/pi increases the differ-
ences between the two modes of firing increases. Increasing the
I-nal gas teýmperature improves the perfoimance as does operating
lh- gun as a con!-tant pr,,ss-ur, gnu for a portion of' its travel.

Moans of attaining in a practical light gas gun constant
ba,, pressure for a portion of its travel vary:

I flq,', zi' tht ehsnb'mber and barr '1 close belln ild Iihi,

nwo i, ,. t 11. by mans:; of' ail e:ýc,,lerai. lit;, (Ill) t i oln weev,,

S) RPapd'lly 1.05,11,all' liii* phSlou iii Lib- Iki,;. portioil

o l' il.,: I.i'av ,' by um', m1 an;, rocket:;, h il h ,X'plo:;iwi ':; .li .

9) Squee'ze a'• it'lor'initl i J]J , stoun i.h'olllh i l.al ),i' d iiiezzl''

Dutrei ji 1.1i," d ,.format !on ti.] . p sI n;o l'as ' Will Iraýve], f' s thaln I'll-

pis ston base.

In this report we will discus the last ml'thod only as; having
th,' mu!;t proulim'. 'fhlu oth01r two illehods shoulld i•.- tri,,d bNO wo,--
ably would be very difficult to control.

Th, .aimplst cas, of th,, flow of' a d,,l'ormabll pietoLu through
a nozzle is to assume the piston ie incompr-essible; that is the

total volume of the piston remai-is constant. Thcs imples that
the mass flow rate through the nozzle will be a constant, there-

fore we have:

i) Mass flaw rate:

di Alxl1 = X A 2 dx 2  = Constant
dt dt

P,>arrasxg;ill :

%1,
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Tihe acceleration equation for the pisce .

dvI Fl - F2 (PbA 1 _ PAk2 ) g,6) 1 b 1 P A 2

p p

Figurc ) illustrates this relationship.

Two compuPter prograUu were :sct up to illustrate the rcsullt,
of integration of equation (5) and (6). In one program it was
assumed that the piston by some means had attained a velocity an('
was just entering a nozzle of a known geomctry. The piston was
accelerated only by a base pressure Pb and opposed by a resistance

pressure Pr; the resistance pressure could be frictional Or gas
pressure ahead of the piston. Figure /0 illustrates the restlt:s of
three of theseC' computiations. The cone in this •aso was fixe!d,
only the piston lengths, weights, :c.nd initial velocities wer, varied.
Looking, at the motion of the front face of the p:1 ston it is i.eei
Leýnt ither i; aln initial acOUlertJIe. phase s..eciVT.i. oVerUe Jli igtlt

is tint ½11ruil! i1-t1 unil. the I',Ll 2- i i'12i.o)i of thu, pi;ston ,iers the-,
nov,xzlc . ThL2c. t ile] i lLu ies u de:atc .iý LL] L. o tt [hi]ZU;k. whi h l L.;

l r,.:' !]K: i o! ui. th,- 'e of thi1 pJ.'"to1t 'I tt(2Jf thie l lae chL " tLil,. - i'U:.
final, vluoe!Ly of the p)iston w.1. Cittl t UC tiiLL:ul veLlociLty, of
tho pl.!;'son iii.nua: ,uiy losses which liight hILiVn yseeocerr hi ni , thu,
iXtrd~ioin p-roccs*;. Tie firtst two pha;1 :'ire whtt 15 ili:e.fl2'd o2' at

eunsLtcuit base! pressuýre glut followed by a ehuracs tie eXc .iLi;
that is; s-n acceleration phace for the face of the pistonl such that
the voliume of gas behind the accelerating projectile remains a
conntant. 'Tlis is followed by a constant velocity phasae .[i wiicih
the vol.umec betwcun the projectile and the pis;cll face i]]rcemes
during the characteristic expansion. It is to be hoped that the

pri•ijitil'! as•; left Uhe 1. iIUtichii'b' I t Wie ti.e the pis.totQii deCcel-
"(.rat.ion lthuc eiALtr.'5 itl.

Equations (5) and (6) were progranmnud into the moss; point model
so as to simulate the interior ballistics of a light gas gun with
a deformable incompressible piston. The results of a number of
computer runs indicated that the light gas pressure increased
rapidly forward of the accelerating piston face. This increased
pressure was not transmitted to the base of the rapidly moving
projectile, because the projectile was moving faster than its local
sonic speed. Further study will be required to determine the con-
ditions- necessary to obtain a velocity advantage from the xvtr ldalile
pieIteJi e!t iciw
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EXPEI•iINENAL I'IOGRAM

The initial objctive or tih, experimental program was to build

a small 37 mm - .50 cal light gas gun out of available parts and
fire it in a program which would snrve to check out instrumentation
to bc used in a higher performance light gas gun, In addi tion, the

results of the firings could be used to cheek the adequacy of theorie,:
developed in the parallel theoretical program. Knowledge gained in

title program would TIP used to design and build a high performance'
QY mm - .50 cal light gas gun.

The gun, as finally designed, launched 2.5 and 5 gram aluminum
projectiles at velocities ranging from 6000 to 10,000 f/s. The
pump tube For this gun cons tus of a smoothed bored 37 snm tank gun.
To the muzzle of this gun is attached a three part high pressure
,-etion consisting of a two-diameter high preusure section, a gang.

'ino to hold the pr'ssuire gauge, and a. trannsiti on section lietw r-n
,h, puTS; tIlt;. and thic 1lainch tul ,. To th, transi-tion :;irctIon 'I;

ittached a .50 cal smooth berp Mann burel, which serv q as th(,
launch tube. The muzzle end of the la'uli:h tub..- has a vacuum adapt,-r

.t.hd la l 1tfn, I y i1 - . v:, ,I:,! . ". it :h: s 0Ii n , , ' •,ie iK.
u ,'-d ;n I.1,. VZIiiiiii i: q.jt r 1.0 ;:Ii. ;' h .I h.., A sk le ofi u .lh'

, I 'll "I III , ll, it. I ll ; i sh o wn\2 i11 i i .I. .1

""uiP , ia•.l , III," .,!, IC r •i ,tI .- ill ,Hl" '). mill it. 11vi I, ii, irel.d,
el, hr;ut::;. AI'i" r. I ,, 'ruw ].i1",h'l ,,xn,; •'u ' • n 9 t •.a ,v id..ni, t'lh{•'1,

roil-, I atid as leakag,, a"round l.. iii iit',t, ,' li.,,d [,hli.. .' -

iv,'S;: ol ts l iii:; ofrl • til t ; r \This; liwa i"iltt-'iid by aIt, ._1
tas'r , dpti eaw IIt •wilt -!I'ij-. L n w hau. now. olsu,'v.,

uany fa:; i,-akag, VrOii Liilt eorl 0 I Il h. iiI L. ih, lol , 10 'r ,,,.P1

rounds.

''lh.' ý11"1 ,- It'b h i t,) pl .m r'. ' . I io l ;. h. .I1 It,• rb ' b' :L

system of heavy steel flanges and bolts. Thu prcsent design con.

ints or P Ilanr', 2-3/8 ineh-, thick and 15-1/1 incphes in dinasi,
hard i'd Lo Llockwell 30/ T. 

T  'h I "tu' z , i lo It oI my r Up y .',

tollt espec ially machined and hardid LPo tr.duc, st•'is. Il&

design which, is shown in Figur- i., represents the fourth try in
the design of a clamping arrangement, three previous tries ending
in castastrophic failures.

The two-diameter high pressure section was made initially to

be used with scintillation counters; the counters were to be used
to track a radioactive cobalt 60 source held in the base of the
piston.

Thin- nproa'h wa• kil,- int •.- F ec-m.te,. Th- radioae+ive
. . .. ; IA' ý ... ic o o r it ii. ' a tado d .... . , ... .w d... id .

Wi i t tl ' 1 W ( • I!V:tJý111''i 5 ' , u , :. • , ,1 ' ] I . " " : ' 1" ' 1 ' 10 :
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Twio typv-s of pi ' stons; have b'tes ued in thae light. gas gunl.
For Upi ink U al firn ns a stee-,l piston was used fitteýd with a
m,.opper errs obtur-ator at one end (to se-al off propellant. gase(-s)

arind rr nly) on butler at tb. o)ilier cud (to coshiion the, shock of' the-
final iiratof' the- piston against thel transition section). A
lat-~r deinof the pistoni had ~/"or, 7(/16;" width grooves about

1/1dr-:p. Thlese pistAons were ue''d in experiments; with the. magnel. i,
euon~at:0. q~lb ajllnirii nra peoj.' i-lee-- andR shear ring werre machi fled in

one2 pie-ce out ot' aluminum bar stoc.k. The two types of pistons and
projectiles used are shown i~n Figures 1.5 and 14.

To obtlain ýnter ir ballistic hinormat-ion from the- light, gas

gfullb t' followllt g neirrurienlts We r'.- useýd

I) Q1'1-1.z, L' ;y:talj pj'7 leolusurauge, - used to Sleaslir'
prope~llant gas preecý;uir' in the hr I'c~cli chambler of theý sripIII lubeI

2) P etor: t~vp' 7thrnai n emre- nee-.d Le m'ee,asi- b,-hl u
jr.s.;r'' ii Ii- filllp jl - 'tel h -Ir-- Lh, ae Ixam ii r:;-r lsu'r

Mamn:; I- -i kl:n mdi Iam'. (uI Ji'' ouiliel1;;Io

ii) t ;imi'O 1iV'' il.''I'll01'li 1; i i i.. il jt-'I

t- mpa roi:'v it ni L,-'' j u Ir '.i Ir um ,I- - I;C I.- 1z',

Th.,i' quart-, crysta-ld. IpL -'o fug, ir' I0 1 a typ'-neU at -.1i

Ballistic lierrcareh Laboratorier,; Ion the sieasurement of transient
gunup se refor' a period of about 20 years.. When prop' rly riced

h-h gang- has: giJv' iqm i' el i'rsls

The piston type strain gn',ige consists of a steel piston 1/4
!I nI,,t 'in !I dcv tu I I' lunil L- I/,,: ric 's L long , w rib ll hIn; a st's in Patech
e''m',nt''d at. 1t.1s upper 'ird. Wh1 Ii thIl- gFng:' wIRns tust'd in a high
pr,ýssure- shocK tube at about 1000 psi !t gavre a ringing frequency
of )t- KC. This corresponds to a rI-se time of 19 microseconds.
Thi ,s type of gauge is quite rugged and has been used previously in
light gas guns instrumentation systems.

The magnetic contact is a relatively new development in the
fi'el-d of' light gas gun i1nstrumentation, no published literature
has been found concerning its use in light gas guns, however, it
has been used in other fields, notably rocket launcher instrumen-
tatiton. The 't.t eoata'v' ner;d in tb" '57 i121 .50 cal light gasý

'in 'on- of0 ' R 'ri 1Z- mm iold-rsll''d :2.-el bar 1/M illceW's
dumii -eI -)/)1 d ii-:Iti, piin-wi ti l.iP tmrier: ci Nn . 53 uo~ppr

ix~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~a Viirio ''ik-';r'-~-:m I'1'-15 i s'1i, Ill
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'Pl1:l cuip in Lurnt Ls supported by a stee(l hollow cyliad ''i. A
volilaft signal is indac,'d inl U1' coil ldhe'i i-li' slo Lie(d pet il~l

lass -.is ua' ah ii ontact.

A mfiscrovave, i t'c erml. a1ad to iileastlit p~os Iit. ion of'
lie1 proj 'ct-it inl the lallnch -I' as t i'miict Is o I' t sw Th, s~ystnII
,i::' d iii tin Tat 'rior Pall i is L~ies LaboiatJoiy has; Isr, nciP-c i'0i'
xila nr and Only a bc'fdoser pl!oil -w ±. 1 Ns' g ivei h i-

Thp prirneiple' on which it wurký.i i.. the same as that for an
opt. i (,a]. f ntirU-ostr A radar ,,i gnat I r-oli a klyel;ion Iis ýý opa-
pat.' d throap~li a hybrid Janet ion into 'fIianchcs-E of' a wa-ve ai''
''liili, ot along, onc- branch i s dilyrc M d to Ihe- Aasi y iOtas01
;t. iinvi aid p i'ltr and '11. -ii popagatkel; alongLiv Uh. oc' olP ifýc-

ha I've], to 1t1., pro)'lCtI. 11<'ace, iT'( ' Lic'ltlfl ici'OpLLkLati liplfi* L001ýiJI'
istlhc'1 braichi is di rect~ed to a fI~xe~d way', to idc' short'. ThiFe r, I.-ct di

:m;~at!: 1'ron both branche-s reýtaijn t-o a Jimtnti oii aiid thcic'to a
''t l- . 0'In '. T'If Oi l ' olli-p 0i oF it, ccY;-L, I LI -ýtil I'..

I'tico ', It- rc Y! Il.;Ii I V )l tat-' ''i mCip is ii aitici i fait '' iti it ic, ai'.y

N; i s; II 'hi~'l .i inU 1 '. (c . I rillcc' il, A Fl. 'I' 1 l
:i;ipif'i0, Ji- htpc cii ~ 1 0 ' ls o ' ;~ ;I A1s 1-c Oi'ic

asl al Wii c l Hai i~ 1lcitotIi. islMupiiiisl'cii''a Tfic
'-oi i.iiltl liiivr l '11 at 'a s c p li'c' r, o tý nl , isp ill, 'gii fe o
accoiit. Oil- in' pasytcic' TL'I;i ,- c qil ivablc'ui. t.(-l a :1, 'e ic -sloc'i Iy
ill tile .')0 cal barrel at' about. 50,000 i'1; 'Ill,' lliiiccowaLvc qi

'im-t at. iii' f'rani. at' theý laaiclic r isl showni i n F iugore 15ý.

A s;ktch oi' a portion ul' iii' WLf~ h pu!i'''SsO'sii Oti t hullii
launcher tube of the light gas gun, together with th, rnagnc-tic.
''01 HeeL. and th.1 - lii h pc-isti s an '; isho n ii l i ic' 16.

Muzzle valoc ity filli-h'' liipht p"as gull isý Cter1-Itly ill, as-
ared by timing the, passage of the projec2tile betwee ,lPc p'iiit- d
circuit paper screens which are set about 5 feet apart. Thcse.
screens~when broken by the projectile, start or stop electronic
counters. Since these screens are in air the projectile exper-
iences considerable aerodynamic drag and thus a velocity loss
when passing between the screens. The muzzle velocity of' the
projectile is then determined by extrapolating the screen
velIocities black to the muzzle. For low velocities (less than
10,000 f/s) thifs is anl acc'w-tablo mc'nthod f'or nicasaring, nmzzl,
V. O-1cc 'if i-, i 1,01, c 'hIc ii iceý g'-~aU'-r t han 10,000 f'/.; at-h r

wuv- JU"1
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EXPM3TIMENTAL RESIJLTS (SMAbLL GUIN)

A total of 52 rounds have been fired in the small 37 mm
.50 cal light gas gun. A large number of these were fired to
check out verious modifications in light gas gun instrumentation
so the results obtained from those rounds were either non-existani.
because of instrumental malfunction or only partially adequate.
In other rounds, the instrumentation worked perfectly so these
rounds were compared with the theoretical predictions described
earlier.(See Table V ). Both the adiabatic com-ression method
and the mass point method were used in making predictions. The
results from both of these predictions, since in general they
do not agree, are listed separately.

The detailed interior ballistic trajectories for two rounds
are shown in Figures 17 to 20 . The experi`s!ental results of'
these rounds are compared with the predictions from the mass
point and the adiabatic compression methods.

The interior ballistic trajectory for round 26 gives fair
agreement between the mas poiinL m,•thod, the adial,at ic 'omp,',-:- en
method, and experimental resutlts. H|owever, the mans poirint method

ro,] ,,, hig•her prcslo'e ,A.jnd veIoc iLies thian observed expecri-

mental ly. L, round )10 the. ngz'-omel itt not a:s good. Again t,hii
mas po ihti. yeteod predicts higher vloc ii es and pt'entree than

i I h v- ' thie ad.' t bali• C: i oil I m L thod or thu týxper i lmt 111;1,l
rs,,;ults. Mont. of this error is probablly due to predie,•id pi.teon
vt.loeities being higher thanl that, dt'vtlop,-d !i t he gnui 'ring.

This di screpency i I stun \'loe t i 5,,; may be can' by the
following:

1. Unlforsreewl rie.tional 1l, l . ts t. 11tw..v tiLl, i; ;tsn itd
thu pump tubs bort+, foz exanple:

a. Thit ,slightly erod-d condition oi' the pimp tubt.

b. The "braking effect" caused by a compressible
nylon buffer on the face of the piston.

2. Observed propellant gas leakage at the breech end
of the system, particularly at the higher propellant charges.

It can be noticed that in both of these rounds the adiabatic
compression method gives smooth helium pressure-time traces which
is in contrast to the oscillatory pressure-time traces from both
the experimental record and the mass point method. In general
these pressure oscillations start with motion of' tht projectile,
and are' du-. to shoeet wavos form'.d by th' rapid F`low oa' gas in t.
tranA; (t us, e;,Ct ion.

SCI
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Thi~s is, cwtn Fi gin's 21 whicah 5: ,,,''t' of one illo-
;sops, recoris, ol' l(ight gasv roust:,- vo1-h s rit ry widt ly in \T lostily.

lonit) IL'a '':u ar(e Bali ni. P1, '-SKC s asured at Uii' Ieati-

;i lion 5-rt jot andl~ii ih tt JI,'tltUc'' ir;.id tunastriiriq }troa''et 1
paý0,i~ c-n. Ilit Lii>' on, incord rio( w"'; lU'o t lllin a int' (I

Phi :; wtn: a low ve-locity (0'- It8 I/ ih a u cu

the amplitude and. freqtiency of oscillation inre~rases; bult, it
will be noted in most cases,, tho, oscillation starts al'ter
proi'ctl i start 01' troti on. ItI Uhe, hit% 'tI. ocity t'n s
ose i'llat ions aoe not-d betot';;Lart ci' wot ioti, but, lth: i:- dil. th

to lItI' loitLionri' shoc 'wav-'s by tie: rapidly nor:inil pi :Loti.

A ityp ieal liht.1 g:as; itttn anv-Io!ot .i''td i :; dlab.-F ' it;

I' tail witU nhowtn !in FIgure, 2P.. Tht' prot'opcti].e vs i glra 2.' 1 en
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LARGTE 41 I)0 . , AT, TGTOM GAS GIN:

A larv'1n mit uul r '' ii' li. ý) I '' 5. i11 .1)0 cal 11 gt.ll ga:l gain i:;

lo 11 1d. iit .t te a''ii d -C~n;t.iuzeti01:. 't'i: vI i 11 en Il,, t <'Ii d(18i gi' (1
to VI i 1 gii'"l:J: t. 0 jict I Im inl '-11 G'), 0001 - ;co, 0oo 1'/:1 Ve 0c; Lty

'g'buit, wjill 1w iui'i'd W. Obtnfitie v lll HPIal:4.1 iC 11lornIat 001
oil .1 IiI t''a:' gin '0't in itr [lild r ;-6 w ids V ri Afl ' ol, ciiiiil it iulen.

1, ~ Iý t II Itt. ký~ -I. i r~prov',(- ' iit'i iu 11 ' 8- guil n g ':; '-d by I Ill'

I it uig ol' tit- nmail gun. Thb2 large light gas gunl has two 10
I oot oump tuhuns owhifch e (-Lt ubed se,.(c parately or together givirig
IL '11 tub,' PG0 1vol loutq' Th- 1. i ti J)'18lI ý Lcat ionl utim . i !t;i

1llL1I-I lon ' b g :I n -'ai h 1 iC1 to !Ill ::iZZIe 'ild 01f tU P um A
'TO Lk. IlifliI'si1 !1 -Liol It ii 1.10: hl fdalIacd. lb .5-0 Cal

'l WIid h'TA' 1 1008o 110 l" 'onctc o

(ii ij 1P 1 tI. :rit l C-. i tiM GI. oill) cof' cons 1)0, st 01' t~ut~l ~ iol lii

k i i.71'. I Ltl ;IA..L l'tli jhuhL 1"111) tli Coli stI p. of1'! gajWo 'il

01' Pit,' It~oWI Ats'i l (ki- u'i' 01' )Ii' 110 11i':sc 0. '), clit 1on)

in 0( iou ý ilili thi resu ltd.iýý 1 u ,1 th ito'. 1 et o tl br. ' : ci i t(I e'r gunt

; TL1' 1 1W : 0 111 gUIl 01' 1it' bi' t'.1 Ii II iou of ti' liýhI. I~c uiIi

"()it, h(1. '::e o' , ' I 1, '' hi le PeO i i'tiS I Its 01 a sl I cc' I oh'-

pmplll tube-. (MThreel breec polug can be used ing this; chabet
givechamberh voum of 4 it6, and 80 cu.i inc hes ol resecively

Thc-isci alows thne tol a, vary , the pi ton velocity ovrwide -lim-Loits
(op al to amaimu veýiloct of ' 6,0 /hith a .5 lb. isto)

with oufth exceeding the 10,0g pipesuelmtn. h cabr

Tll ''-111': I u 01 : i 'l . . -itn k ll i f' 0 il 111 icl light.IL: 1111"l



BALLISTICS OF LIGHT GAS GUNS

1) Propellant gas pressure in the breech of the gun
will be measured by means of a HAT gauge inserted into the breech
plug. The HAT gauge is a speciolly designed pressure transducer
consisting of a hemispherical shell with strain patches bonded to
the inner wall of the hemisphere. The transducer has a high
f'requency of response and a linear calibration. Further inform-
ation on this transducer is contained in Reference II.

2) Helium pressure will be measured by means of a piston
type strain gauge similar to that used in the small gun. The
laboratory is investigating other types of pressure,: trarsduc-re,
b,it , so I'ar, none have met our requirements.

3) Piston position and velocity will be measured by
means of magnetic probes placed along th, bore of the pTimp tube'.
Of' importance will be the positions where the piston starts to
move and the, position where the piston stops or reverses its

)I) ,I ro,ojoctile poetion will bst, tin •w''eti by m(ane ; of' 0 ll,'

rlitcowavi I inlver oitie'1tir d sel[ifid t ar'iA ,i'. * 8oIIii'. , Il l will I"

SXjitnIId,.d i ill fvi iuilt -ran I rolllnr .,eýr whlicti .i . :,i, llf , 0t '
p .n,.i'aLi ing th' l:,y'r of0 i ini d gas:; which build Ul Ih nih a(I ofr
I,1iii projc'il, 1 'vl whn the ].,r.Uli i hulnb,, is .vaellal'.fd.

5) ) Muizzlf, vw locity of' th'. p)oi('.it, il will ,'i (1b4'•,rt 'li ,. d

i n a ,:spc cially deo i gn<nd vacuum rang,, e.•quipped with opt i ,l vilo. iy
measuring equipment. This range shown in Figure 23 is capable
of bteing pumped down to a 15 microni vacuum. The range has five
ojticul viowinng port:;, loin' of' whichi a±., ii,f. u with lh, opLicl1
velocity measuring equ pment. This equipment similar to that
d•seribed in Refsrenee, uses a esri,'s of lights, l,,nees and
mirrore• -10 jeojetet shadows of' t1,6 iro,ie•til, on Ilil' Iillli of' a
;.treak camera as it passes: ach viewing port.

Predicted performance of this gun using the mass point pro-
gram has given indications that this gun is capable of accelerating
1 gram aluminum projectiles to velocities in the 20,000 - 30,000
f/s range without exceeding the 200,000 psi maximum pressure rating
of the high pressure section. Later on in the program it is planned
to use tapered transition sections and compressible pistons in an
attempt to exceed the 30,000 f/s velocity mark.
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DISCUSSION

Theoretical work on the, Interior ballistics of light gas gones

ind-icate that it is possible to attain, projýctile velocities high -i
than 50,000 I/s. Velocities of 4i0,000, 50,000 f/s or higher should

be possible blt' only by great].y increaseing the- press25ures and/or:
temperatures. The constant pressure followed by characteristic

eýxpans bun theory no ds to be backed upl by c~omputer runs using the
mass point theory to give theý former th-ory sonic connection with
reality and to indicate to the engineer what type of gun would be
needed to attain these supervelocities.;

Th- mass point commuiter programi need~s further improvement
iri the removal of' the ideal gas assumiption, whilch works well- for

leýliuji: but would give unrealic~tic! reut 'or hydrogenI. In addit~i 1i

s-ia' cocnside.,ration should be taken in this progra for heat los
Crom the hot gas by radiation and/or convection to the1 walls;. Tiji:;

i;expeeledl to 11' of Importancer as the, light gas. temperatur- is:

C cod afge' I rient , 'tw''l rii tlir t h(or' 3;i at e 0iiiii 1 ill i n S- aiii

[oH idl iri it:; " l Ie ' ( en Obtatii''d I'or t.11- l LoW I', I-

Llieily i:.' l'i11 ill pe-di eting 0os 1o tie' eoiiplix je'i-il \tLV(

Plu-110111' 'neil observed [ill this3 gull. R( j)LW-(!''il'ii uC' Liii :;Iiiail gnu11

v ith L11 i lurgo rI h rlle rnani' ght. gas- gun sluoulit i al
one, to .'Xii 'id th, tUhe cry v(ýie i cation to IJ~Lglie perl[ornianc- guiui,
Any ni'ccsosGa'y moditiicat Louus to the theory will be made, in !oni-
paring theory with experimental results.
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BALLISTICS OF LIGHT GAS GUNS
APPENDIX A

ADIABATIC COMPRESSOR MODEL

The assumptions used in this model are as follows:

1) Ideal gas with constant specific heat.

2) Frictional loss in the pump tube and launcher tube are
considered to be a function varying with piston or projectile travel.

3) Frictional losses between the light gas and bore surfaces,
including the transition section are assumed to be negligible.

4) Heat loss from the light gas to the pump tube, transition
section, and launch tube is assumed neg-ligible.

5) Pressure of the gas propelling the piston is governed by
conventional interior ballistic equations.

6) Light gas velocity in the pump tube and launch tube is
acrumed to be comc arbitrary fraction of the iiisiiUun v,-,UoLy and pou-
.lectile velocity respectively.

7) Light gas velocity in the transition section between the
pump tube and the launch tube is assumed to be either subsonic or eon h

,h• upont Ul•, the prescnure gradient between pump tube and launch tubC.

In this model we set up three thermodynamic systems:

System ]:

This system includes the propellant gas and a moving piston
of weight w . The piston does work against a frictional resistancep
pressure P and a light gas pressure P .r g

In this system it is assumed that conventional interior ballistic
equations will hold.

System 2:

This system includes the light gas only from the face of the
piston to the inlet of the nozzle. Work is done on the light gas by
the motion of the piston. If the piston reverses, then the system will
include the piston with the light gas doing work on the propellant gas.
There are two limiting cases to this system:

a. the light gas has a uniform velocity V (velocity of piston
face) or--

b. the light gas has no velocity (V = 0). When the projectile
starts moving, heat and mass are lost through the nozzle.

5•



BALLISTICS OF LIGHT GAS GUNS

System 5:

T~his system includes the light gas and projectile of weight wf

freo the nozzle exit to the face of the projectile. As in f;ystem L,

there are two limiting cases to this system:

The light gas has a uniform velocity vl (velocity of Projectile)

or the light gas has no velocity (vI = 0). The light gas does work

against a frictional resistance pressux pre

in the System 2 the energy relationship is:

[EChange in kinetic enerr' I Fhange in Inturziai7 ate of work

I system 2 _.Lner.,u of syus tes _J Laone ou systemJ

Pa' of ork Fate of h--lt
Woes hy syi',test PJ L t from c,

Inc tlysem ih(' (-nrcy'r ilcntiolthilp is:

{hlllcan e icc h kiietliL) . (iheng icc ] icc;clncl 7 j :• hal> 1wr

U'"'r"V''y c cystecs ... __ [ ercp, ci] sysnl ... L nle b)y s;yc;ue,

lisle of heat ,sain,,d]
by sylUem

'a Syste!m "2:

Jlhange In kinetic enery•) - " [Vj ,j Pm V d

rahnge in Internal ener M7 =m JdT =m R di?

Lone on sys
t  

p ý(i- P 0i
Fat o w rk F C o x

Rate of work done]

Lbr system

nozzle la

m dt
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-Piston motJ.on on wp V dVCeversvl = --

} dt

Fate of work against propellant A

r1esslire on reversal Ap pp V

-_-- We, J C Tp -RTp dm

rate of heat lost by system I J C v T p d

to launcher tube dt T7-I) M cit

Writing out all the terms:

L m V dV I R dT A p p V PgV dmi

2g dt g dt- 7--I)M -dt + m i tP

+ • - + 9 p V " -I ) di-

up];1 rivcrstil u1,1y

Rlcnrranjiig tLic ucgunltun:

(I V-' P A p W

w V A p V-1

vn g g dt _ in

upon piston reversal

A term X has beon added in oaqiatlon (2) 0 < X < I

if ' = 0 then the gas is not moving in the pump tube,

If X = 1 then the gas in the pump is moving at the velocity of the
piston.
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In System 79:

2 din
hange in kineti +.- - X w,
energy of system 2g dt g dt

Change in Internal, mi JM C dT i m R dT
nery of system 7 7 i)M at

Fate of work done by AI Pr v

F system on frictional resistance]L.-

F- din J CT RT din
/ate of heat gained by d J- v p ( -- £l) M

system from pump tube Ft (-l)M d

Writing out the entire equation:

3)k 2 dmi vdn•'m , • mIR dT• £r

L>-, !! Xv L n A A p r)M -I
2g dt g dt T57-)M "•

RT drag

Rearranging and solving for dT /dt:

I• tdv IXm A + V•]

Eýquation (4) thus is the ener•y equation used for system 5, the
region between the end of the nozzle and the base of the projectile.
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For the nozzle itself an equation is used to determine the mass

flow rate of the gas between the pump tube and the launch tube. This
mass flow rate depends upon the pressure at the pump tube side of the
nozzle (upstream si-e) and the pressure in the launch tube (down
stream side). It is assumed that the gac flow through the nozzle is
similar to that through a rocket nozzle, that is, the flow is pseudo-
steady state and that depending upon the pressure differential, flow

is eithcr subsonic or sonic.

The mass flow rate through a nozzle is:
gV ýgPl 2/7 -7-

5 ) d L _= 4 P g / T p

for subsonic flow: P = P > P*

7

7+1

for sonic flow: P = * = P (-+-

The complete set of equations used in the program Ure ae followS:

For the pump tube:

Equation of energy: upon piston reversal

dT 7-1)M AAPV Vw AVP V

b) dt R M - g dt} g/ m At M

L p,

upon projectile motion
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Equation of mass conservation:

7) m = m m-
p 

po

Equation of State:

g P P where: v. A ( .xm-X)
v g9 p

Equation of Piston Motion:

av A Pg P9) -T = - r - gJ
p

1o) K V
dt

For the launch Tube:

Equation of Energy:

11) dT, dn -RTý [T V2

dt T- d PVMAvM p R •B

( 7- 1) T v A t P r , + I d [ % M P 1 v w A
P v +I g d RT +

Equation of State:

12) PA MITIC
V, (M)

Equation of Motion:

(pp) L A 9 ( xV
S A I r dt

Equations (5) through (13) are used a* an option in a general
multigran gun program described in Ref. (9). Generally it can be said
that computation on the lighIt gas gun option takes place in the general
program after motion of the piston is computed.
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APPENDIX IT

Mass Point Model (Richiyer-Von Neuman %" Method)

The assumption used with this model are as follows:

i) ideal gas with a constant specific heat.

2) Frictional losses in the pumv tube and launcher tube are

considered to be a function vatrying with piston or projectile travel.

5) Frictional lcsses between the light gas and bore surfaces,
including the transition section are ass.umed to be negligible.

)i) Heat lose from the light gas to pump tube, transition
section, and launcher tube is assumed negligible.

5) Pressure of the gas propelling the piston is governed by
conveu•ti.nal. interior balli•ltice CquatLions.

T'PI, p,'t•rI• I 0iil'f'•',n-n'J•. ; 1 tio u l" in aieceerluing

the m11U0 point fl.ow )have been described by Riclumcryc O) aU1l will tj1.

be repented here, Thuse equatioun are eoiverto.'d ibt ie ful.low.Lg
liii Lu diffeore•nce equations:

I) it in n 1

" i U/1 1 1 - 1/ 2 J + 1/ 2

AAt

t Ulj /2]

5) 41 = (t _ ) A~x) [n : - I

0, p (0? Aul+x

"+ V
J +~n- 1/2! J + 1/2

j+1

0 if (U7n +'a + ÷
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ni- + n /n +1 n1 n +5) E+/ ++ /2 + +1/2 + 3 + 1/2 + j + /2
- 2

3+ 1/2 3+ 1/12

6) n n +1

vn+
1

3 + 1/2

Substituting Equation (6) into (5) and solving for E + 1/ gives:
En + i n n n,+ i •+1 _

/) n 2 + /2 - (. P +1/2 + qj +.1/2) " , + .1/2 - v+,/,2)

±~~~ 1f / p +~~ ~~ /1~) •ij2)

To insure compatability with the interior ballistic equations
Which arc ordinary dirferential equations; equations (L) mad (2) were
copverted into ordinary differential equations which then could be
BLO.Ver.C tDy LA 11~iiiUifdi EuierL l~tiearteUJu, oii n Tihe -ew Eii'fdtl.,Je
for three equations afe:

U,, ) 1 4. '1. . _ ýý,] L (. -E; ) (x) (1) '.j 4t - i/)(I" q j ,i

(13J - 1./2) fr 3 1, .,. ..... j .I

n+1 + u1 + 1

.) .. 3 for O, 1, 2. j
dt

We need two other• equL•oias to coulpletu the bowidary con-
ditions. One of these is the piston equation:

10) a n + 1 = A " ( "I -

wp

The other is the projectile equation:

3.) a 1 .2 + Ajg [pn, -/m" %r]-1/2 2. Pan

0 when Inj - 1/2 < P.s
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The time step used in the solution of the.c equations has to
be redetermined at the end of each integration step so as to insure
stability of the computations. The stability equation used is that
recommended by Richtmyer:

12) t, t = (Lf o) V M +i

C0

Where:

)Co g +r+1 V n + velocity of sound at maximaum pressure.

In the computer code the equations are solved in the following
order: ()0), (11), (A), (9)), (5), (4), l, (6). rOq•a•tion ]O0) i the
connecting link between the interior ballistic equations mentioned inl

(o)
ret'erence" and the light gas gun equations mentioned here since Pb'
thu b•'•esnLe on the base of the projectile bus to be deternined by
the interior balristic equations for a gun.
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APPENDIX III

A Constant Base Pressure Gun Followed by Infinite Chamber

Adiabatic Expansion from a Moving Chamber

ASSUMPTFIONS:

1. The gun chamber moves at the same velocity as the projectile
up to a velocity v1 . The chamber then maintains velocity vI until

projectile ejection.

2. The motion of the projectile after attaining velocity v1, will

follow that of a characteristic expansion (chamber appears to be of
infinite extent to the projectile) until ejection from the gun barrel.

At v the projectile has traveled a distance L1 under constant
nrcccurc:

i) L1  w2 'I - P 9 p A v

2vf PA 21g P 2T, P

At vm (ejection velocity of the projectile) the base of the chamber

will have moved:

2) AL = v1t where: t = time for base of projectile to move

from L to L

At ejection the projectile will have a velocity relative to the
chamber base of vr. Therefore ejection velocity relative to the

barrel will be:

5) vm = vr + v1 referring to figure 8 the total length Lt from face

of chamber to muzzle of fire is initially

4) , - L + L Where: L = projectile travel length

L= chamber length

When the projectile is ejected with a velocity vm
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5) It +,M + L + x where: L distance projectile
5 + L(or chamber) moves under

constant pressure conditions

AL = distance piston fact traveled
at constant velocity v 1

x = projectile travel by means
of characteristics
expansion.

Equating equations (4) and (5) we have:

6) L = L1 + AL + x

solving for x we have:

7) x = L - (LI + AL)

8) L kI L and AL k 2L

Thcrci'orc:

9) x = L -(kj9(L)- k 2L L (1i-k, - k 2)

The equation for an characteristic expansion from an infinite -
bore diameter chamber is:

10) V = c a

J-l) t = wczt p la t =Pa t

PAg P g P g

1)xwi 2~ 02 - 2 -
12)x -Waox P Ia x P lac x

PAg P g Pg

where:

OF+ i - U
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2a 1 7

15) o 2 7gRT
0 7-1 -T i T M

Solving for v

16) v. = 2 P L1 - Pg Pk,
~P-)

17 x Pg x P_ g k_ _ -
17) x 2.. . )

0 0

where: k 1 - k - k2

ifs (X) = f (b) u can be obtained by intcrpolxAling in u, Luble of
u! ana1 --

9) T f (u) from eqiation (i4)

Now time of projectile motion during characteristic expansion
is from equation (11) and (2):

20) b P o A kp 2
P g v 1  v2

Solving for V1:

k 2 Pg L _ 2gPkl21) v , -- 1

0

After some manipulation:

.2(a L'
2( • 76
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= ] k•• L• L =Pg
where: k = -k LtL L a° = ; b = 2 g P

Then:

23) k =k -k
L

To solve this problem we have given: P, L , T, 7, M, and k

We then solve equations (15), (17), (18), (19), (22), (2ý), (16), (10),
and (3) numerically in sequence:

If k3 = 0 and kI = 1.0 we then have the limiting case of a

constant base pressure gun.

If k., = 1 we have the limiting case of a characteristic expansion
only.
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GLOSSARY OF SY•f•OI1s

Equations

Symbol Units where found
2

A Cross sectional area of launcher bore in 1

A Cross sectional area of piston base in 2

A2  Cross sectional area of piston face in 2

a, Acceleration of piston base ft/seec

•2
A Cross sectional area of piston in I-I

p

A) Cross sectional area of projectile in 2-3

•2
A Initial cross sectional area of in 11-2

pump tube

A(x) Cross sectional area of gas segment, in 11-2
t'unction of posibion

a Viscous correction constant I1-h

Ia3  Acceleration of J gas segment a't time n 2  u-u

a Sound velocity

Cv Specific heat at constant volume

En Internal energy of j segment at time n i.n - lb 11-5
i lb

F 1  Force on piston base lb

F2 Force on piston face lb

g Gravitational constant 32.2 ft/sec
2

j Mechanical energy equivalent

L Length of launcher bore ft.

A Projectile length in

L Courant number II-12

m Mass of pistoni siug:s 6

Mas:s of ia n pumXp tubs cl I-]
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Equations

Symbol Units where found

m 0 Initial mass of gas in pump tube lb I-ip

m Mass of gas in launch tube lb I-i

P Pressure behind projectile lb/in 2

Pb Pressure behind piston lb/in2

P Frictional pressure on piston lb/in
2

P Pressure of gas in pump tube psi I-1g

P Frictional resistance pressure on lb 1-3
Pr projectile in launch tube in'

P I Pressure in throat of transition section lb2 1-5

PY, Pressure in launch tube ]b/in2 1-5

11X Prcssurc in t)roat of transition ib

section at sonic vcloclty in

n2
Pn Pressure in j gas segment at time n lb/in2 11-2

P Shear pressure for projectile psi II-11

tm Maximum pressure in pressure psi
m profile at time n

q Viscous pressure in J gas segment lb/in 11-2
at time n

R Gus constant in- lb 1-1
mole - OK

Tp Temperature of gas in pump tube K 1-1

T I Temperature of gas in launch tube K I-3

at Incremental time step see II-1

t Travel time for a projectile in see III-ii
characteristic expansion

T. Dimensionlessc travei time [or a 111-15
[piojOctLle in characteristic expansion
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Equal.ions

Symbol Units where 'ound

u Velocity of j gas segment at time n in/see 11-1

v Projectile velocity f/s

v Velocity of piston base f/s

v2 Velocity of piston face f/s

V Piston velocity in/sec I-i

Projectile velocity in/sec I-S

v Volume of gas in pump tube in5 I-8

V Specific volume of j gas segment at in 3  II-S

time n lb

Mqyji jum flOnpi F* N- vo lume in iýan profile in5 11-15
m at time n l.b

v p-nije'l i_] e v-oicly by a Pt/sec III-10
S charautLeristie expansion

w Projectile weight lb

wp Piston weight lb 1-1

V Projectile weight ib I-3

x Travel of piston base in

x2 Travel of piston face in

X Piston travel in 1-10

Xe Projectile travel in 1-13

a

x j Displacement of J gas segment in 17-i
at time n

x Dimensionless projectile travel 111-13

under characteristic expansion
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GREEK SYMOLS

Equations
Symbols Units where found

a° Escape speed of projectile under ft/sec 111-15

characteristic expansion

Y Eate of specific heat of gasr

P Projectile or piston density lb/in3

Po Initial gas density in pump tube lb/in3 11-2

X Ratio of gas velocity in pump tube 1-2
to piston velocity

% Ratio of gas velocity in latunch 1-2
tube of projectile velocity

A3 Initial length of gas jtLgiunt, in in 11-2
ptump tube
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TABLE V

Initial
Heliim Projectile Shot Start Projectile

Rounad Propellant Press Presbure. (psi) Weight (GM)
Number Charge (GM) (psi) Shear Exptl. Theory Exptl. Theory

2" 45.0 800.0 10000. 14000. 12200. 4.99 ..0

25 55.0 800.0 10000. 11000. 12200. 4. 89 S.00

26 55. 0 80u.O Z0000. 25023. 24400. 4, 96 5. 00

27 S5.00 800.0 20000. 24451, 21400. 1. 80 5.00

28 60. 0 800. 0 20000. - ---- 24400. 4. 93 5. 00

2) 60. 0 800.0 20000. 23540. 2,1400. 4. 86 5.00

30 65. 0 800.0 20000, 23899. 2,1400, 4. 92 0 00

10 66. 0 800. 0 20000. 21 0, ), 24,400). 4. 92 5. 00

Max. Prolpellant Maximum Il'h11i1

Rmlodi IV MIUie le VeloI ity (f/8) Pressure (psi) Plres.c re (psi)
Number . Adiab. Mass Pt. Exptl. Theory Lxpil, Adiab. Mass Pt.

24 4985. 5799- ------ -8022. 7176, 19665. 184L2, - .....

25 S5,10. 6273 - 8770. 90415. 2 )6936. Z7Z38 -. ....

26 6344. 7002. 7243. 9048. 9046. 31164. 314z9, 46198.

27 ----- 7002 . - ---- 9 12z6 . 90,4 6. 3 1 182 . 31.129. - .....

28 7'124. 7304. ----- 9961. 10053. 42284. 36548.

29 6874. 7304 ...... 15347. 10053. 40770. 36548 .......

30 7494. 7585 - . ... 19430. 1114Z. 39868. 4Z761. - .....

40 7573. 7731. 8765. 17964. 18169. 49690. 53885. 117457.
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BALLISTICS OF LIGHT GAS GUNS

VARI ATION Of MAXIMUM HELIUM PRESSURE AND MUZZLE VELOCITY
WITH PISTON WEIGHT AND PROPELLANT CHARGE
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140,000 1,'' 00
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Figure 2
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CONSTANT BASE PRESSURE LIGHT GAS GUN
FOLLOWED BY

CHARACTERISTIC EXPANSION

LAUNCH TU, E AT START OF PROJECTILE NOTIONL',',',\s\'. 0 1 V',\" C

LAUMNC TURE AT END OF CONSTANT PRESSURE CYCLE

SPSSTON•.\\".ISTON\\ -

- L I-LAO

LAIUON TUME AT PROJECTILE EJECTION

?'igure8
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COMPRESSION HEATER PERFORMANCE

ABSTRACT

Two main modifications of the free piston compression

heater have been considered for improving the performance of
hypervelocity launchers and gun tunnels. To be able to pre-
dict the performance, analyses of the shock heating and the
peak pressure generation including outflow of gas have been
made. The conclusions from the analyses are that shock

heating of hydrogen by means of a light piston at present
seems very inefficient, that isentropic heating of the pump
tube gas using a very high compression ratio would make it

possible to launch very light projectiles at velocities of
up to about 50,000 ft/sec, and that for gun tunnels, stagna-

tion temperatures of up to about 5500 OK would be possible to
obtain using hydrogen as driving gas.

I08
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iymbo ls
p Pressure
p Density

V Specific volume
T Absolute temperature

R Universa] gas constant

a Sound speed

u Particle velocity

U Piston or projectile velocity
C = /C V Ratio of specific heats

n Number of kilomoles

M Mulecular weight

Z Compressibility

H Specific enthalpy per kilomole of initially un-

dissociated gas

E Specific energy

S Specific entropy

x Distance along tube

L Length of tube

A Cross-section area of tube

D Diameter of tube

m Mass of piston or piujectile
t Time

£ Length of gas layer that flows out of the

chamber during time At

Indices

a Driver gas

8 Immediately behind the piston or the projectile

r Properties of working gas at room temperature

(290 OK) and atmospheric pressure
0 Initial conditions in main barrel, or physical

properties of main barrel

10 Accelerating section

1 O0



COMPRESSION HEATER PERFORMANCE

A Launch tube, projectile
n Conditions in main barrel after the passage

of the nth shock wave
Conditions in front of the piston when this has
come to rest with the same pressure on both sides

M Peak conditions
* Sonic conditions

p Piston
s When the projectile is released

t When the projectile leaves the launch tube

Dimensionless Variahles

U U/al

a/a

T T/T r T/290

Th .T//RT

E- *T H/Ur

E/RT

e T T E/RTr

S/R

an Pn/Pn-I

S(p,,Aox)/(mp • a&2

A/A0

r 2/(-y + 1)]

B Average value of (p/ps)

I I (
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COMPRESSION HEATER PERFORMANCE

INTRODUCTION

Gas compression by means of a free piston has been used

a long time for producing high pressure, high temperature

gases. Two well-known applications of this technique are the

gun tunnel and the two- (or three-) stage hypervelocity

launcher. In the gun tunnel air is heated for driving a hy-

personic nozzle; in the launcher, helium or hydrogen is com-

ptessed to form a driver for a light projectile. In both of

these cases it is desirable to reach as high a temperature as

possible. The reason for this is to be able to simulate real

gas effects (dissociation) in the hypersonic flow for the gun

tunnel operation, and to create higher sound speed which will

give a higher projectile velocity in the launcher.

The mai parameters that affect the final. temperature

duriiig a rapid compression arc rhe comprcssion ratio 1i,/pcR,

the piston velocity divided by the sound speed in the undis-

turbed gas, U/a,, and the initial temperature T,, where inde::

f refers to the final state. For an isentropic compression of

a perfect gas the final temperature is given by Tf =

To(pf/p,) ( -I/'Y . if the piston velocity is high enough to

create a shock wave, the entropy will increase and the final

temperature will become higher than for the isentropic com-

pression with the same value of Pf/Po and To.

Two main factors will limit the temperature that can be

obtained by free piston compression. First, the shock forma-

tion process, discussed below and in Refs. 1 and 2, makes it

impossible to fully exploit the advantage of shock compression

in a conventional free-piston compression heater. For high

piston velocities the final temperature can be considerably
lower than would be expected from theories not taki.& U-11a qif-

fect into account. Second, due to the kinetic energy of the

piston, a pressure peak will occur in the working gas when the

piston is brought to rest at the end of the barrel. This peak

I 1



COMPRESSION HEATER PERFORMANCE

pressure must be limited from a structural point of view.

Also, the piston strength itself might put a limit to the

peak pressure, as has b-een the case in all gun tunnels

so far, where this peak value has been considerahly lower than

reasonable design considerations of the facility would indicate.

Thus certain restrictions have to be made on the different pa-

rameters that affect the performance of a compression heater.

A modified use of the compression heater is suggested

in this paper to eliminate the entropy gradient in front of

the piston and to be able to use peak pressures in gun tunnels

of the same order as those currently achieved in launchers.

Calculations of the performance indicate that final temperatures

of about 500U OK could be obtained in gun tunnels, using helium

at 20UU atm as the driving gas. For launchers employing hydro-

gen as working gas it is shown that it is unrealistic to cuu-

sider shock heating hy means of a piston. By using pLLuhuCLL2d

hydrogen and bigh pressure ratios, the calculaLions inditate

LhiaL velociLies of up to 5•,)UU fL/soc could he obtLained wilth

light projectiles.

CONSIDERED MODIFICATIONS OF T1HE COMPRESSION HEATER

If the piston is accelerated directly into the working

gas, see Fig. 1, a shock wave with increasing strength will be

formed ahead of the piston. A lamina in the working gas will

be heated first non-isentropically through the shock wave and

then isentropically through the compression waves from the ac-

celerating piston, see Refs. I and 2. Thus an axial entropy

gradient with a corresponding temperature gradient will be pro-

duced in the working gas. The higher the piston velocity be-

comes, the greater this entropy gradient will be. This means

that the advantage of shock compression cannot be fully ex-

ploited. In Ref. 1 an evacuated accelerating section was sug-

gested for the piston to eliminate the entropy gradient in the

working gas. This modification of the compression heater will
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be considered here in connection with the launcher and the gun

t unne 1.

In gun tunnels the strength of the piston has been the

main limiting factor of the performance. For those light

pistons that have been used in gun tunnels the peak pressure

has destroyed the pistons at pressures of the order of 500 to

1000 atm. A modified operation of the gun tunnel will be con-

sidered in this paper using solid heavy pistons. Such pistons
will be able to withstand very high peak pressures (50,000 atm).

The end of the barrel must then be reinforced to the same de-
gree. The modified compression heater is shown in Fig. 2 with

corresponding piston and shock-wave histories.

To be able to predict the performance of the modified

compression heater certain details of the history have to be

worled olt; namely, the acceleration of the piston into vacuum,

the shock heating and isentropic heating of a real gas, and the

generation of the peak pressure including the outflow of gas

from the high pressure section. These problems will be dealt

with in the following sections.

PISTON ACCELERATION

In the modified compression heater, the piston is first

accelerated into an evacuated section which is separated from

the main barrel by a thin diaphragm (see Fig. 2). The re-

quired length of the accelerating section for different driv-
ing gases, driving pressures, piston masses, and piston ve-

locities will be given in this section. This has been done
in many papers before, but the final results will be

presented for use later on.

The equation of motion for the piston is

dt x Aopb (1)
dt

2  mp

I11
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or in dimensionless variables

d2x-.
d-t-2 = Pb (2)d-t

where the pressur, in front of the piston has been neglected

as well as the friction force at the barrel walls. For a

driver with a large cross section, the pressure behind the

piston, if the driving gas is treated as a perfect gas, is

given by

- U2 for T 2

P P €

(3)

2 Y•

( 2 1  2 __ p for 2

Integration of Eq. (2), using Eq. (3) gives for U p
/2/ (-y, + I)

2
pj +-Y'(•7 + I: C " - I- (+'/7I + Up

(4)
1_ _

+ (v 2 ..± +

Figure 3 shows i as a function of Up for , 1.40 and 1.66.

The corresponding driving gases are assumed to be air or

1 1:
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hydrogen, and helium, respectively.

SHOCK COMPRESSION

Equations and curves will now be worked out from which

the pressure and temperature change through a shock wave mov-

ing into a gas of knowu state can be iterated. The curves

will concern air and hydrogen.

The conservation equations for the transition through a

plane shock wave are, if (n - 1) indicates conditions in front

of the wave and (n) conditions behind the wave

H -1 (u +u )2 ipn n-i (un Un-i) n )n-M 2 p - p(5
r n n-i

. . . n n- i5
1'n P1- 1  (U U n-i n n

Ti n-a.

In addition Lo Lhese "u equatiou of state is needed which will

be written

R R ZT (7)

r

To simplify Eqs. (5) and (6) the perfect gas expression of the

sound speed at room temperature and atmospheric pressure will

also be used

a 2 = YR L (8)
r=r M- Tr r

r

where Tr = 2Y9 OK. Elimination of Pn and Pn-x between Eqs.

(5), (6) and (7) and Eqs. (6) and (7), respectively, gives

in nondimensional variables

n* -n-1 r( nr + (*n-- 1) Zn. 1
T n-. (9)
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1 L '2 _ _( 1n
n = 2 + -- 4 (Tn-1

where 2

Zn-1- n- -

Equations (9) and (10) may be written

hn h(hn-1 -yr Zn - - - a r, an' Zn-' Tn-)

where n- Un- 1 and n are the unknown variables, and

On =n(Yr' , - U n) ar' Iz n-1 "Tn-' ,zn Tn)

whTe -C. aud Z T are the unknown variables. Now, fromUn n-1 n
the definition of " and Z, it is known that

S= E(T, p) (1])

and
ZY = Z-T(T, p) (12)

i.e., T! and ZY are functions of the state in the gas and can
be found with the aid of a table of Lharmnodynamic properties

of the particular gas of interest.

Equations (9) and (10) and curves from Eqs. (11) and
(12) have been used for iterating values of PniPO and Tn for

repeatedly reflected shock waves in air and hydrogen according

to the following scheme, starting with n - 1:

(a) Choose a value of (un - .)/ ir and Po

(b) Compute 7a from Eq. (9) with the perfect gas

value of an

(c) Determine ZnTn from Eqs. (ii) and (12)

1n17
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(d) Compute -n from Eq. (10) and go back to (b)

(e) Repeat until the desired accuracy is obtained.
Determine T n from Eq. (12)

The corresponding curves to Eqs. (11) and (12) were

prepared from data by Gilmore (Ref. 3), Hilsenrath and

Beckett (Ref. 4), and Rosenbadm and Levitt (Ref. 5). For air,

Gilmore's tables were used whenever possible and Hilsenrath

and Beckett's only when needed (for lawer pressures). For

hydrogen the tables were extended to higher pressures using

the equations and curves of Ref. 5.

The results of the calculations are given in Figs. 4

and 5. Figure 4 shows the pressure and temperature behind suc-

cessive shock waves in nir for different initia! pressures and

temperaturcs. The same data Cor hydrogen with the initial tem-

perature equal Lu 290 'K are shown in Fig. 5. Figure 4a and b

hwav been compared with curves prepared by Stollery (Ref. 6)

and a reasonably good agreement is found. The deviations are

probably due to the high pressure effects tnat are included

in Gihlore's tables and thus do not show up in Stollery's re-

suits.

PEAK PRESSURE WITH OUTFLOW OF GAS

Due to the kinetic energy of the piston, a peak pres-

sure will be produced in the working gas when the piston is

brought to rest at the end of the barrel. This peak pressure

is of great importance both from a structural point of view as

well as for the launching conditions in a launcher.

In Ref. 8 the peak pressure in a launcher has been pre-
dicted by augmenting the energy in the working gas when the
piston has its maximum velocity with the kinetic energy of the
piston at this moment. This process can be described mathe-

matically by
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(M) (M)

U2" - P d(nV) -p dl (13)mp P fr , f

(2) (2)
S=const. S=const.

where it is assumed that the entropy remains constant during

the deceleration of the piston and that the contribution to the

peak pressure from the driving gas can be neglected. It is al-

so understood that the mass of the energy absorbing gas, M;

remains constant throughout the process.

Two different approaches will be made to improve Eq.

(13). First, the energy of the driving gas will be taken in-

to account; second, the outflow of gas will be included,

neglecting the driving gas.

In Eq. (i3) an extra term will be required to take the

vliuLgy (f tho driving gas into account and this term will be

assumed to hb ii constant, independent of U. Thus

oit.+2P 112 =- /" p dV (14)

(M)

S-const.

To determine the constant the case of m = 0 will be sultab]c.

In this case it is known that the maximum pressure will be

equal to

PM =Yc ---- PC, Poo

for a large area driver. It is then found that

const. - -r f p dV

(2)
S=const.
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;ild (H)

.~m~ U p dv (15)

S=Const.

From the first laiw of thermodynamics it is seen that

1) dV = - dE

.q incc dQ - .Furthermore, the mass contaitied inl the barrel

is nOMO ii r M ror LAOP, from which

where t-he eqia~to Lou . ýil-,lu has; ils 1wentU c T f Illu idt ial

temlporature alin l)JLh'Iae , p"d~ ,o ' 11- 'it is

po1si h~ loIi writeu

?" - i( Ils =,)

I'clilLdtioi (15 ~) CM)i 11eii11)be reWvit-tell

II~c 0 Ac 1), I L, A, pC (
2 ) p RY, '1`1 L co~

(co)t

S'~const.

or in dimensionless form

U(ib)

Equation (13) can, in the same way, be written

(GeM - ;.) . (17)
-9coflst. 2Eo(-ýo
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The dimensionless energy e = E/RTr is a state function and is

plotted vs entropy for air and hydrogen in Figs. 6 and 7, re-

spectively.

To show the importance of the difference between Eq.

(17) and Eq. (16) a simple example will be worked out. If iL

is assumed that hydrogen at 2000 atm is used as a driving gas,
hydrogen initially at 30 atm and 290 'K is used as a working

gas, a maximum piston velocity of 1800 m/sec and a value of

11.8 of the right-hand side of Eq. (16), then a peal- pressure

of 20,000 atm will be given by Eq. (13) and 33,000 atm by Eq.

(16). Thus for high drivin- pressures, when the outflow of

gas can be neglected the, until no,,, estimated peak pressures

are believed to be too small by a considerable amount.

Tn a I lai chCr the area of the MMaCh tube is not aeglig

ihl whon cnmprrel to t-h,1- h of the pump tube. A cuoaidcrablc

okt ]1ow of gas will Hilul gelneral ly Occur dturing tie retardation

of the pistoin and it i[s not obvi.ons that thi.s will 11, .o been

brought to rest before it reaches the end of tiLe pump tube.

To get a bettor understanding of this problem, a perfect gas
model will be worked out for the pressure rise in the workiung

gas where, for simplicity, the pressure behind the piston is

neglected during the retardaltion.

Figure d shows the changes in the working gas during a

time element It. If it is assumed that the piston position and
velocity at time t are x and Utp, respectively, and that the

pressure at the same time is p, the adiabatic compression of the

working gas minus what is escaping through the hole at the end
of the barrel, for a perfect gas can be written

P -x- (18)
p Lo x

where f is the thickness of the gas layer that will flow out

I1?1
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during the time At, see Fig. 8. At the same time the ,notion

of the piston is given by

d2 x - _• (09)

dt2

For a small At, Eq. (16) can be simplified

LO- x Lo - x -

or

Ix
At it

pAt -- - (2x-)

if it is aLstimced that the outflow into the tube or the nozzle

always ,,'"urs at sonic speed, the following expression is

found for e

A, P ft

or, with perfect gas expressions for a, and P,

where index (s) indicates conditions in the working gas at

some reference point, for instance when the projectile is

released and the outflow begins. Thus Eq. (20) becomes

t [ -iras 2 (21)

With the transformation

y = p(Lo -x)y
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Equation (21) reduces to

Y7AIIa-ps ^YF 2 ,y (22)Y dt ( ps)
If P/Ps ranges from 1 to 10 and -y = 1.2 it is found that

Thus the following approximation is jusLified

(p/ps )2y = B(p/pS)

where, for 1.2, the constant B could be given the value

of 0.91 to make the maximum relative deviation as small as

possible. With this approximacion Lq. (22) becomes

) 1I-

=y- -yA ta) 'Y B p (23)

Since, from Eq. (19)

m d 2 X m dU

p A -dt2

it is found that
1 !_1

y Y"i Z- r X, Ba sPs T dU

This equation is easily integrated giving, after going back

to the initial variables

p - (Lo -- x)' It fAjBap 8 Up + D) (24)
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where, from thc boundary condition U U , x xs, S

I - L
D = p~ - x -2 jtA- Ba P9 'Y U2

or, in dimensionless form

P (P~ ~ [f (U + 1j (25)

where

(11- 7s-p

Again Eq. (19) is used, now written in the form

S=- -p dx

Integration of Eq. (25) then gives

I
T o " (To -xs)FT"` ýF - (2 -y) f-11 + I -

1-~

-- [(7- i)fTp- fs + 1Jif(TJP -Us) + 1] (26)

where
K

2 r 2 B2 a

F (2-y) ( - -

The pressure is found in terms of p as

The pressur
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p = ps F 'Y {[F - (2 -- )fU- + l)[f(p -U s) + 11- --

- [(Y - l)fTip - fUs + i] (27)

Further integration of Eq. (26) has not been possible to per-

form analytically. The time dependence of x and p can be ob-

tained from a numerical evaluation, however, by making use of

the fact that

d = d-i

U

If the initial conditions are chosen in such a way that

Sp becomes zero before or when the piston strikes the end ofp
the tube, it can he found that the pressure will reach a peak

and then drop again. If U is sufficiently large when thep
piston reaches the end, the pressure will increase all the

time.

LAUNCHER PERFORMANCE

The main interest in the performance of a hypervelocity

launcher will here be devoted to the problem of how to reach

as high a projectile velocity as possible regardless of the

size and shape of the projectile. There are certain obvious

requirements that have to be fulfilled, namely to have

(1) As long an accelerating distance (launch tube)

as possible

(2) As light a projectile as possible

(3) As high an accelerating pressure as possible
over the whole accelerating distance

Condition (3) implies that

IZ5
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(4) The peak pressure and temperature in the

chamber should be as high as possible.

It is understood, furthermore, that hydrogen is used

in the pump tube.

Due to the limited strength of the gun components,

viscous effects in the gases etc., all of these quantities
must be given finite values. The limiting values that will

be used throughout this section are as follows:

(1) the length to diameter ratio of the launch tube
is 300

(2) the projectile mass is (D,/2)AP,, where the

density is P 1 i !700 kg/me
(3) the accelerating pressure is < 5000 atm

(/4) the peak pressure is 50,000 atm (which is about

equal to Lhe highest report value found, see
Ref. 8)

The peak temperature cannot be arbitrarily given but has to
be worked out from the performance of the compression heater.

The limitation in the peak pressure will put a limit
to mU;/po, see Eq. (16), for a particular gun. To create

strong shock waves, high values of U are needed and thus mP P
has to be made small and Pa large. Again, there is a limit
to how small mp can be made and thus the matching of the peak

pressure to the initial shock strength has to be done by
varying Up and Po.

To show the important characteristics of the peak con-
ditions, two numerical examples will be analyzed where, for
convenience, Eq. (17) will be used for the peak pressure. The

right-hand side of Eq. (17) is
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So mU2

2 LoPo . PD T

The lightest piston that has been found in the literature that

can withstand a peak pressure of more than 20,000 atm is one

with a mass of 86 grams for a 40-mm diameter pump tube (Ref.

7). Using this value, m r can be written

l1700 A Do kg

Lo will be given the value 15U Do, which is a reasonable av-

erage of what is in use, and To will be assumed to be equal to

T r Thus it is found that

17 
U2

Sconst. . _p

with U in m/sec and Po in N/[L2 . Two different velocitiesP
will be considered, namely: 2000 m/sec which is about equal

to the highest velocity presently in use and 40U0 m/sec. If

it is assumed that the piston has been accelerated to these

velocities in an evacuated section, uniform conditions will be

valid in the working gas when the first shock reflection occurs

at the piston. If conditions in front of the piston at this

moment are given index (2), and the i.iitial pressure in the

working gas, Po, is adjusted so as to give peak pressures

around 20,000 atm, the results shown in the tollowing table

are obtained. In these calculations, P2 and T2 were found

from Fig. 5, e2 , p .M and TM from Fig. 7. In Fig. 9 the

paths in the e- -plane have been plotted for two cases
from each piston velocity. It is immediately seen that the

entropy gain through the first two shock waves, which are the

strongest ones, is very small, comparable to the entropy dif-

ference from the mere change in initial pressure. It is also

seen that the higher piston velocity does not produce a sig-

1:7
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TABLE I

U PC Pa T2 ea S2  Ae e PM TM

mi/sec atm atm OK M atm OK

2000 10 237 895 7.3 13.95 22.7 30.0 32,000 3050
15 356 895 7.3 13.60 15.1 22.4 16,500 2400
20 474 895 7.3 13.30 11.3 18.6 12,000 2050

4000 50 5350 2150 19.7 14.30 18.1 37.6 56,000 3700
100 10700 2150 19.7 13.60 9.1 28.8 40,000 2950
200 21400 2150 19.7 12.85 4.5 24.2 46,000 2550

nificantly higher peak temperature. The reason for this is

that the higher piston velocity requires a higher initial pres-

sure to keep the peak pressure down. In fact it does not seem

possible to get a peak pressure below 20,000 atm in this case.

Thus the following conclusion can be drawn: at present,

shock compression ol hydrogen does not appeal Lo be an efficL-

eoL way of reaching luigih peak LeumperaLurub, ulvun if VeU'y high

piston veloci.ties are used. If higher peak temperatures are to

be obtained, which is a necessary condition for reaching higher

projectile velocities, another fundamental way of heating must

be considered. Thus the accelerating section, mentioned above,

would not provide any improvement to a launcher, and as a con-

sequence will not be employed in the launchers considered be-

low.

From Fig. 9 it is seen that the most obvious way of

reaching a higher temperature at the same peak pressure is to

use a lower initial pressure and a higher initial temperature.

If the initial pressure and temperature were I atm and 870 OK,

respectively, the final temperature at 20,000 atm would be Q

7500 OK. The highest temperature obtained in hydrogen so far

is about 3500 OK and thus an increase in peak sound speed of

about 50% together with a smaller value of y would be obtained,

both of which tend to increase the projectile velocity. It is

realized that for a given pjump tube the size of the projectile
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must be made smaller with this type of operation but it is
assumed that the higher velocities that can be reached will

justify this disadvantage.

To optimize the performance of the launcher, Eqs. (26)

and (27) will be used where values for the launch tube area,
the maximum piston velocity, and the piston mass must be found.

For finding these parameters the following assumptions and con-

ditions will be employed:

(a) The piston will transfer M57/ of its energy to the
working gas, i.e. the piston velocity is u./4 U

s

when it strikes the end of the tube. The barrel
is assumed to absorb no energy.

(b) The pressure will reach a maximum equal to 1- ps

when Ui = U.4 U
p s

(c) The time for the pisLuO to deLeliurata from U toP
k).4 11 pius the time it takes for the firstp
rarefactiun wave from the entrance to the launch

tube to reach the projectile is about equal to
the time for the projectilc to travel through

the launch tube. The maximum projectile velocity
is assumed to be three times larger than the
sound speed in the working gas at the release
pressure. At this velocity the base pressure
on the projectile has decrcnsed to about 70%
of the release pressure for -y = 1.2.

The maximum pressure is found by differentiating Eq.
(27) and putting the derivative equal to zero. The resulting

piston velocity and peak pressure are, respectively

IF" (2 - 1))f + (2 d-UH (2u)

M S'
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f= s\ / {F - (2 - -)fu + I]2- + fU- 1<-

(29)

Thus, from (a) and (b) it is found that

F = (2 - Y)f•Us - 1 + (I -" 0.6 fUls (30)

and 1 y-

'Y 10 'YF
[F - (2 - y)f CU + 11 2- = 2--10 + I - fu s (31)

Elimination of F between Eqs. (30) and (31) gives

(1 - o.6 fi S) I - (2 - 'y)LI [-.I (la) ]fU (352)

and then

F (2- y) 0.4(I0) Yfs (33"

For given 7, fUs can le determined from Eq. (32) and then F

from Eq. (33). The definition of f gives

S-- (34)
xo-• s rBas

where the right-hand side is determined from Eq. (32) and

the given launch conditions. From Eq. (33) and the definition

of F it is found in the same way that

-F - PS (5
Eo - 3i (2 - y)r2B2 (35)

Thiiq two relations ore found between the three parameters.

I ý1)
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The third relation will be found from condition (c).

The time to reach the peak pressure can be approxi-
mated by

--M -'s£ =2U + 0.4 U 0.8 (36

where a weighed mean value of U p has been used.

With the given assumptions, the pressure on the base
of the projectile will be fairly constant, equal to p s
throughout thle launch. Thus it is found that

A•Ps - •s)(37)U•'ip (_E -s "

and

The slope of the first rarefaction wave from the piston at

thle projectile is

and nt the entrance to the launch tube

ý2•a* 2 2. _ + PM -a.

-2 N[ 2 (10) •

_Y s
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Thus the mean value of the slope can be approximated by

y-Y-• -- ) 2' _
4s +2 2 () s

2

which gives

t..- t. = --

(39)

9 mnjas

A•Ps

2+ 2+, '

IL is Lheii found from Eqs. (36), (37) and (39) that

(1, s R = s 2.1 J -__ +"_____f 2
0 I -xS A 2 Iq M2 1.5

2 + - 1y(10)2

(40)

2.4?•

PS

Finally., the ratio between the projectile mass and that of

the piston can be written

- tf -GOO m m, 8.5 a: 3/2

£ __ VA P A0L0m;p 4mp poAot, po A 01, PaL
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where the values m, = (nj/2)(l7o0 A,) and Lo = 300 Do have

been used. Inserted in Eq. (40) this gives

To -- •s Ia a=8 s(41)

with a in meters/sec and ps in N/mr. Since the first factor

in the left-hand side of Eq. (41) is equal to the volume

ratio Vs /V it is found from the equation of state that

A, =Y.1 Zjs 2 (42),,/ 6. 8\ T,, a.a s

This is then the third relationship between the three pa-
rameters to be determined. The assumptions for the three re-

lations are based on the following: viscous effects in the
gases, friction between the walls and the piston and the pro-
jectile, and heat losses are negligible; the launch tube is

initially evacuated.

A particular example will now be worked out to find the

final velocity of a projectile using the three relations. In

this calculation, after finding the pressure variation in the

chamber, the launch process will be solved by the method of

characteristics to give the pressure variation at the base of

the pellet and the terminal velocity after 300 diameters ac-
celerating distance.

The initial conditions will be given as follows: Po -

1 atm, To = 870 OK, p8 = 5000 atm, PM - 50,000 atm, Lo -

300 Do, and the reference values p. = 100 atm, a. - 1000 m/sec.

From Fig. 7 it is seen that Ts - 5575 °K and TM - 8800 OK. It

can then be found that ys - 1.20, yM - 1.33, as - 5580 m/sec

and aM - 7900 m/sec. During the increase in pressure from ps
to PM' , will change. Since the pressure level is very high
it is reasonable to expect that the expansion into the launch

133
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tube will occur in thermodynamic equilibrium and thus -y will

change back to the value corresponding to the base pressure

of the projectile. Since this pressure will stay fairly con-

stant during the launch, which will be seen from the character-

istics solution, it is reasonable to make the approximation

that -y is equal to s'ys during the whole compression-expansion

process. This value of y gives aM = as(PM/Ps) (s-1)/.-s =

6760 m/sec. According to the three relationships mentioned

above it is now easily deduced that

' - 0.0260; Us - 290 m/sec; mp - ll.8(AoDo1700) kg

From the equation for the peak pressure without outflow,

Eq. (17), the maxir.am piston velocity is calculated and found

to be 395 m/sec, a value that is easily obtained with, for in-

stance, helium at 100 atm as driving gas. This relatively low
driving pressure will give only a very small contribution to

the peak pressure and neglecting the driving gas in this ex-

ample is thus justified. The value of AP = 0.0260 means that

the diameter ratio between pump tube and launch tube is 6.2.

The variation of pressure, sound speed and piston posi-
tion with time are shown in Fig. 10. Using the result in Fig.

10 as the chamber conditions, and assuming that the flow at

the entrance to the launch tube is not sonic until the down-

stream conditions for this to take place are fulfilled, the

characteristics solution gives a final velocity of 17.2

km/sec - 56,500 ft/sec compared to 18.70 km/sec for the case

of a constant accelerating pressure of 5000 atm. The pressure

variation at the base of the projectile is shown in Fig. 11
and can be seen to oscillate within about 20% of the desired
value. By launching the projectile at a slightly earlier
moment, the over-ride in the base pressure can probably be
avoided. A reduced terminal velocity of the projectile might

then be expected. To check the accuracy of the theoretical

13,1
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model, the calculation of the launching conditions according

to Eqs. (26) and (27) plus the characteristics solution of

the launch was then applied to a particular case where the

muzzle velocity had been measured to 29,500 ft/sec. The theo-

retically found value was 32,500 ft/sec. The data for this

example were taken from Ref. 8 where the piston velocity was

not measured, however. From the given value of the peak pres-

sure the piston velocity was calculated from Eq. (17).

The close agreement between the calculated projectile

velocity and the measured one makes it possible to predict

that a velocity of 45,000 to 50,000 ft/sec would be possible

by using a configuration as discussed earlier in this section.

GUN-TUNNEL PERFORMANCE

In the gun tunnel air is generally used as the working

gas and shock compression becomes important at piston ve-

locities that are considerably lower than those considered for

shock compression of hydrogen. At the same time the non-

dimensional internal energy, c, is of the same order for air

and hydrogen. This means that the peak pressure would be

about tne same in these gases for the same piston velocity,

initial pressure, and temperature. Thus shock compression of

air by means of a piston can be of great importance for the

production of high temperature, high pressure air. To take

advantage of shock compression and yet preserve uniform stag-

nation conditions during a run, the accelerating section is

believed to be a valuable feature of the gun tunnel.

In computing the peak pressure in a gun tunnel the

outflow of gas can be neglected since the cross-sectional
area of the entrance to the nozzle will generally be very

small compared with the pump tube area. Thus Eq. (16) to-
gether with Fig. 6 will be used for finding the peak pressure.
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From Fig. 6 the final temperature is also found at the point

where p = p. at S - •. Using the results for piston acceler-

ation, shock compression and peak pressure from the previous

sections, the following table was prepared to show the effect

of various driving conditions and piston masses where the

total length of the accelerating section and the main barrel

is equal to 300 Do.

TABLE II

Driving p, m/AoDo To P0 L1 o p. T PM

gas atm kg/mr3  oK atm DO atm OK atm

Air 200 1700 290 1.10 165 350 187o 20,000
1700 580 1.60 180 350 2650 20,000
2u0 290 u.30 59 330 2760 1,350
200 580 0.55 55 350 3330 1,350

2U00 1700 290 1.15 1U0 35uu 326u 20,000
.700 580 1.90 120 3500 4030 20,000
300 290 2.00 14 3500 3000 5,500
300 580 2.00 21 3500 1000 5,500

He 20u 1700 290 2.1 120 3 50 2480 20,000
1700 580 3.8 130 350 2780 20,000
200 290 0.65 43 350 3570 1,350
200 580 1.2 44 350 3780 1,350

2000 1700 290 3.1 68 3500 4250 20,000
1700 580 5.6 71 3500 4660 20,000

300 290 3.0 12 3500 4310 5,500
300 580 4.U 17 3500 5140 5,500

H2  200 1700 290 2.4 100 350 2720 20,000
1700 580 4.5 105 350 3000 20,000
200 290 0.80 39 350 4240 1,350
200 580 1.45 42 350 4550 1,350

2000 1700 290 4.8 54 3500 4800 20,000
1700 580 9.0 56 3500 5320 20,000

300 290 4.7 9.6 3500 4850 5,500
300 5bO 8.0 11 3500 5600 5,500

In Table II the driving gas is assumed to be at 290 OK.
The ditferent piston masses correspond to
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(a) a solid piston of one diameter length with a
density of 1.7 g/cm3 when m/AoDo - 1700

(b) a light piston (Ref. 2) that can withstand a

pressure difference of 1000 atm when

m/AoDo = 200

(c) a light piston that can withstand a pressure
difference of 2000 atm when m/AoDo = 300.

The final pressure p., was taken as 1.75 p, which, according

to experimental data, is a reasonable value for a large area

driver. The peak pressure for the light pistons was then

given as p_ plus the allowed pressure difference across the

piston and found by using Eq. (16). For the solid piston
the peak pressure was given the value 20,000 atm using Eq.

(17); the reason for neglecting the energy of the driving

gas during the deceleration was that air data for pressures
higher than 20,000 atin were not available. Thus, for solid

pistons, the same computing method and limit for the peak

pressure was used as in Ref. 7. The procedure for finding
the final conditions was to try different values of Po until

the peak pressure was equal to the prescribed value. The

piston velocity was always adjusted so that the pressure be-

came equal on both of the sides of the piston when it had
broken through the second diaphragm. The highest piston ve-

locity considered was 2190 m/sec occurring in the last ¢x-

ample.

Some interesting conclusions can be drawn from the

result of Table II. It is seen that preheating of the
working gas by a factor of 2 gives, for air as driving gas,

an increase in the final temperature of 20 to 40%, while for

helium or hydrogen as driving gas, the increase is only 5 to
20%. It is also seen that the use of a heavy, strong piston

generally results in a lower temperature. Thus the light

I.)?
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piston is definitely more attractive, since it also reduces

the peak pressure which is favorable for the design problems

as well as for any possible instrumentation in the high pres-

sure section of the barrel. The increase in driving pressure

from 200 atm to 2000 atm does not give a significant increase

in final temperature for the lighter pistons but, on the other

hand, the higher pressure level is probably desirable for re-

ducing the nonequilibrium effects in the expansion process in

the nozzle. Thus, the most significant ways to increase the

stagnation temperature in a gun tunnel appear to be to use

light gases for driving the piston in combination with an ac-

celerating section and to take advantage of a good piston de-

sign.

138
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COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF TWO-STAGE

HYPERVELOCITY MODEL LAUNCHERS

BY

R. Piacesi, D. F. Gates, and A. E. Seigel

ABSTRACT; A computer study for predicting high-speed
launcher performance was conducted using a one-dimensional
hydrodynamics computer code. This computer code uses the
Lagrangian scheme, and is based on the "q" method as devised
by Von Neumann and Richtmyer. These calculations provide
understanding for the proper variation of the launcher
parameters for optimization of launcher performance. A
series of calculations for the 2-in. Two-Stage Hypervelocity
Model Launcher, which is in use in the NOL i,000-ft.
Hyperballistics Range No. 4, are presented and are compared
with the actual performance of the launcher.



COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF TWO-STAGE
HYPERVELOCITY MODEL LAUNCHERS

By
R. Piacesi, D. F. Gates, and A. E. Seigel

Introduction

To make possible the study of hypervelocity phenomena
in the laboratory, two-stage hypervelocity model launchers have
been developed to propel projectiles at velocities presently as
high as 34,000 feet per second (this velocity has been achieved
at the NASA Laboratory at Ames). Due to the multiple number of
phenomena occurring in a two-stage launcher, it becomes very
difficult to predict launching vulocities and virtually impos-
sible to determine how to vary the launcher parameters to
maximize the velocity capability of the launcher. Maximizing
the velocity capability while maintaining a moderate pressure
behind the projectile is particularly difficult; this has been
a problem of interest for the Naval Ordnance Laboratory Launchers
which have been used to launch scale models that cannot withstand
high accelerations. To overcome the tediousness of hand calcu-
lations and the inaccuracies of approximate analyses (see for
example, ref. (I)), calculations of the performance of a two-
stage model launcher were done numerically by the authors,
utilizing an IBM 7090 computer. The method of calculation and
some results are described below.

Description of the Computer Code

The computer code is a one-dimensional hydrodynamic
program, using the Lagrangian scheme, and is based on the
"q" method as devised by Von Neumann and Richtmyer (refs. (2)
and (3)). The code solves quasi-one-dimensional hydrodynamic
problems, i.e., it will handle cases of one-dimensional flow
through ducts of varying cross section. Automatic treatment
of tl.a shock by the "q" method lends itself nicely to the
solution of multiple shock systems such as occur in the two-
stage light-gas launchers.

The computer program, which is written in FORTRAN for
the IBM 704 and 7090 computers (refs. (4) and (5)), is a
modification of a program prepared by W. A. Walker of the
Explosion Dynamics Division of the Naval Ordnance Laboratory.
The code is similar, in many respects, to an earlier non-
FORTRAN program obtained from the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory,
Livermore, California, in 1957.

In the Lagrangian scheme the system is divided into
regions, each having its own equation of state,* and each

* The equation of state may be that of solids, liquids or
ideal and non-ideal gases.
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region being further subdivided into zones. Mass points
containing one-half the mass of each of two adjacent zones
are assumed at the interface of these two zones. These mass
points are labeled initially (see fig. 1) and carry these
labels throughout the entire computation. The hydrodynamic
equations of motion and conservation of energy are put into
finite difference form. These, along with a suitable stability
calculation, are then solved numerically to determine the
subsequent motion of these weighted interfaces.

Initial values of the internal energy E , the density
Po. the specific volume Vo, the pressure Po an0 the velocity
Uo are given for each zone. The new values of these variables
and the new positions of the mass points are calculated by
numerically integrating the hydrodynamic equations. An
appropriate variable time increment is calculated for the
numerical integration at each computation cycle to assure
stability of the finite difference equations. At each time
step, the pressure differential at each interface is used in
the equation of motion to determine the acceleration of the
mass points. Using the accelerations, the new velocities are
computed. Knowing the position of its interfaces, the volume
of a zone is computed. The pressure and internal energy are
then obtained by a single iteration of the equation of state
and the energy equation. in this manner the scheme provides
a complete history of the position and velocity of the mass
points and of the volume, pressure, and internal energy of
the zones.

The code uses the following hydrodynamic equations:

Energy equation for isentropic flow

20 V (1)

Equation of state

-10 -~E'v (2)

Equation of motion

S= -"A3)
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where M, ihe mass, is defined in the equation

M . 5x,()A~ (x (4)

In the "q" method, equations (1) and (3) are rewritten
as:

Zt = , -P.) S- 5

.)Lk 1 ~-L- X) (6)

where

7< >-0

0< ( 7)

The term q, which is added to the pressure in equations
(5) and (6), acts as an artificial dissipative mechanism
giving the correct entropy change across the shock and allows
the hydrodynamic variables to be continuous across the shuck
front. Co is a constant which can be adjusted to spread the
shock over a desired number of zones.

Equations (5), (6), (7), and (8) appear below in
differenced form along with the other necessary equations in
logical sequence as used in the program

%A (9)
-(AMt+ .6 Mit )

'a- t o

+'at,
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x+ '+ (k• +
-V (12)

&tn+/2C = Pt +t |J M4 (13)
At n t n" + I/2+ n" / /

____2zo mass

A(X)n. cross-sectional area at X

Here j refers to the mass point number and n the time cycle
numnber.

T wo-Stage Gun process

it is known that for an isentropically wepnding gas
pushing a projectile, the pressure drop behind the projectile
may be decreased by using a propellant gas with a high initial
sound speed, ao, and a low specific beat ratio -(. sinces y
for gases does not differ widely, much effort in given to
obtain a high initial sound speed for the driver gas.

~~I L
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One method of obtaining a high sound speed driver is
the two-stage gun. The events occurring in the operation of
a two-stage gun can be described in the following way.

BAN. KoA

Fig. A Fig. B

The back chamber contains a propellant which is burned to a
high pressure. The front chamber or "pump tube" contains a
low-molecular-weight gas such as hydrogen or helium initially
at a much lower pressure than the peak pressure of the back
chamber gas (fig. A). The diaphragm separating the back and
front chambers is opened near the back chamber peak pressure,
causing the piston to be accelerated. A shock precedes the
piston down the pump tube which reflects between the piston
and the end of the pump tube several times, raising the temper-
ature and pressure of the light gas (fig. B). The resulting
high temperature, along with the low molecular weight of the
gas produces a much higher sound speed for the pump tube gas
than was possible to attain for the back chamber driver.

Although the drop in pressure behind a projectile may
be decreased by increasing the sound speed in the driver gas,
the increase in sound speed practically attainable is insuf-
ficient in itself to maintain the pressure at the desired
constant value. What is required is that the reservoir pres-
sure in the pump tube be increased during the movement of the
projectile. By so doing the tendency of the pressure behind
the projectile to drop is overcome. The higher the sound speed
of the driver gas, the less is the required reservoir pressure
increase to maintain the pressure behind the projectile
constant. In practice the reservoir pressure would be
required to rise perhaps a factor of 10 or more times the
value of the pressure behind the projectile to maintain it
constant.

The two-stage gun provides the possibility of increasing
the reservoir pressure in the pump tube by means of the piston
in the pump tube which, by its movement, compresses the
reservoir gas, thus effecting the required increase of pres-
sure.
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Therefore, the condition desired in the two-staje •jun
is a constant pressure behind the projectile as a result of
the proper increase of pump tube reservoir pressure. The
selection of the variables required to attain this condition
is almost impossible by means of hand calculations. Tile
electronic computing machine offers a means for selection of
the required parameters.

The processes occurring in the two-stage gutn are readily
seen in the plots of information as obtained from the electronic
computer. Figure 2 is a typical calculdted distance-time plot
showing the trajectories of shocks between the piston and
projectile, the piston trajectory, and the projectile trajectory.
Figure 3 is a plot of calculated pressure behind the model as
a function of distance along the barrel. Figure 4 is a calcu-
lated velocity-time plot of the projectile and shows clearly
the effect of shock impingements on the back of the model.

Calculations and Results

Many calcullations were made to determine optimum qun
operating conditions for various NOL Hlypervelocity Facilities.
AL mentioned above, the problem of optimum performance is
complex due to the number of parameters involved. For a given
gun geometry these parameters are the initial back-chamber
conditions, the initial front-chamber conditions, the weight
of the piston, the weight of the projectile and the pro3ectile
release pressure. There are certain physical restrictions
existing on the facility and the projectile, these being, a
limiting pressure that the gun can contain without damage
being done, and a maximum acceleration that the projectile
can withstand without breaking up. In addition, it may be
desired to vary the gun geometry itself (length and diameter
of launch tube, etc.) to obtain an optimum model launcher.
By adjusting the above parameters, keeping in mind the physical
limitations, optimum operating conditions can be determined.

A typical set of computer calculated results for the
2-in. Two-Stage Hypervelocity Model Launcher, which is in
use in the NOL 1,000-ft. Hyperballistics Range No. 4, are
shown in tables 1, 2, and 3. Figure 5 shows the dimensions
of the 2-in. two-stage facility. A large portion of the success
of this facility in presently firing saboted models of various
aerodynamic configurations over 17,000 feet per second is
attributed to these calculations (ref. (6)). Figure 6 is a
spark photograph of a 100 total angle cone fired in the range
at 17,600 feet per second. The computer calculation showed
that the highest pressure the projectile would feel was
25,000 psi.

The calculations assume the baci,-chamber propellant is
preburned and is an ideal gas with a constant specific heat
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ratio ,•. A constant - is also used for the pump tube gas.
Co-volume effects in the pump tube gas were taken into account
for the 2-in. two-stage calculations.*

The calculations for the 2-in. two-stage launcher for
the higher velocity cases (7 15,000 feet per second) predict
higher velocities (about 10 percent higher) than are obtained
experimentally. Figure 7 shows a comparison of the theoretical
calculations and the exper_ .ental results.** For smaller bore
launchers the deviation appears more serious. This is not
disturbing in that one is Atill guided in the direction to
vary the parameters for optimizing the performance. The
difference in predicted velocities and experimental velocities
is atLributed largely to frictional effects. The frictional
effects can be accounted for, but only at the expense of
computer time which is costly. When optimum conditions are
obtained, losses due to friction can be taken into account
for that set of conditions (ref. (7)).

Conclusion

Two stagn gun per formance calculations were maeil using
uie-uimensional hydrodynamics computer code. This code takes

account of the gas dynamic processes occurring including the
shocks which are reflected back and forth both ii the pump
Lube and in the barrel. The true equations of state are u•tca
for the gases as well as for the piston and projectile.
Although the code is one-dimensional, it had been previously
demonstrated experimentally that the one-dimensional approxi-
mation is excellent for unsteady flows between tubes of
diffureLiL diamctLers (ref. (8)). Friction effects can also
be taken into account in this code.

Predictions by approximate methods of computations
for the pressure experienced by the model have been found to
be in error by a factor which may be as high as 4 since the
sharp pressure peaks which occur axe not accounted for by these
approximate methods. Without the computer code it becomes
virtually impossible to select conditions for launching fragile
models (such as the cone shown in fig. 6) at relatively high
velocities without failure of the model. A corimmon experience
in attempting to launch such a small angle cone in ballistic
range facilities is the emergence of the cone with the nose
tip broken off (spalled). On the basis of the experience gained
with the NOL Two-Stage Launchers, it is felt that successful
launching of fragile models at high velocities can only be
achieved without the necessity for many trials with a computer
program of this type which accurately calculates the conditions
occurring during the firing.

* As noted before, any equation of state may be used for the
gas.

** The experimental firings were made with the barrel evacuated.
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ABSTRACT

The U. S. Naval Research Laboratory is engaged in a
continuing program to develop hypr" eyn er'
capability. Present accelerators are light-gab guns of the
sermiexpendable-central-breech design which vary in size
from 0.830", .30" units to an 8.X", 2.5" guILn. The currn'Vit
launch capability at tlhet facility ranges from 0.1 gram at

').35 krn/sec to ZSU grams at 5.6 km/sec. The operation of
gas guns is being studied theoretically with a computer
program. An experimental study of various aspUCts of gun
operation including projectile release, driver gas leakage,
pr ijecltlte-bhoin" friction and sabot breakup is also bhinc
c(oducted. 'The feasibility of electrically Cleinegizing hya' r-

-1, I', ' ... 'rat uirs has ti cen cxperimentally and tL Lor, ti.
eally studim. Tlue addition of electrical eon'rgy Ino lix d 'i',r
gas of a standard light-gas gun operating r1111d r rILUC tdn

xarrlne'tt' rs has generated a 3.3% inlcrease it, gpllt• 'rfolrn111-
unICU. Ele'trical pulses have also been tsect to gelln'rate

shetLa of dense plasma that have accel,'rated t thin plast ic
plat cs to velocities above 9 kmi/see.
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INTRODUCTION

The U. S. Naval Research Laboratory is engaged iii a program to study
hypervelocity impact phenomena. The results of these studies arc being ap-
plied to many problems, i.e., those associated with impact damage to space
probing vehicles. In order to carry out these studies effectively, space
vehicle impacts must be accurately sirnulated under laboratory conditicns.

A continuing program to develop hypervelocity acceleration facilities
for simulating such impacts has therefore been maintained. The program
consists of the development of new gas guns, theoretical and experimental
studies oif their operation, studies of new techniques to extend the operating
range of gas guns, and the development of associated acceleration techniques.

During the last 18 months, two relatively large gas-gun facilities ha~c
been installed. One contains a 3.25"', .83" gas gun of the expendable central
breech design which is used to launch packages wghing between 5 grams
and 60 grams. The other uses an 8.2", 2.5" gas-gun with a semiexpendabie
cent ral breech to launch packages weighing between 200 grams and 1000
gramis.

A study of the operation of these light-gas guns and other smaller units
is cenlt ri-d around a computer program which uses an ilrativw, protces to

1njLutL'e aI t0inj1lee. set ti pararneters that describe gul conditions during
Siring vk-qiencu froni initial nmotion of tlh piuto, tu cxit uf the project ih'

irion-i the rnuzzit' of the lamich Inbh. Since computation runs take only 10
minutes each, Ihe programn can be used to 0,x;I111610 the jit'I'(rforuio:C, of
operatlional gun.s and iust' under disign. A seric's of exp'ritin'ntal stuldie
is being carrie1d 011it to me10aisure ,elected firing param,nt'rs for comnparison
with prediclted values. The results of these comi)aiisons will be used to
"tt sablish the( validlty of the corniliter program and possibly to formulate-
enipirical correction teorms for increlusing overtll accuracy.

hIvestigations are also being conducted to determine the feasibility of
using electrical energy pulses for hypervelocity acceleration. These include
both electrical discharges into a reservoir of light gas within the gas gun in
ordrer to inctrvase the teinpelrattire dbveloped during gas Compression, and
the electrical explosion of metallic foils to accelerate thin plates to
hype rveloeities.

LIGHT-GAS-GUN DEVELOPMENT

The ballistic launching capability of the NRL hypervelocity facility
has been sharply increased during the past 18 months. Two large gun
ranges have been constructed and the performance of the older gas gun
systems improved. All of the range systems are being used primarily
for terminal ballistic studies that require the launching of sabot packages
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containing high density projectiles covering a wide range oi mass, size,
and velocity. Since all material launched with the projectile nmutst be r'l-
moved from the trajectory the abiliiy of saboted packages to withstand high
acceleration and to separate adequately after launch is of prime importance.
Several sabot configurations have been designed and tested because a wide
range of projectiles and projectile velocities arte needed for the impact
investigations. An example of one of the sabots used frequently is a five-
piece design originally developed at the U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory
(1). The material used for this design has been primarily Lexan, and glass-
filled Lexan. The front section of the sabot consists of four quadrants of a
cylinder that are centrally relieved to form a cavity for the launched model.
The rear of the sabot is a cap that holds the front segments in position dur-
ing launch front a gas gutl. Five piece stabots have been designed and used
with .30", .60" , and .83" launch tube, and have successfully lamuched such
models as steel spheres, titanium aerodynamic models, and aluminum rods
with L/D ratios lip to 10. New sabot materials for all the present designs
are continually being sea rched for and new designs investigated.

All of the gas-guns presently in operation at NRL usc semicxpt'ndable
central breeches and are operated both in the adiabatic compression and
shock heated modes. Projerliles are released hy shearoil di:;hs, peelal
lypt,' diaph agn1i: Or :tlldc alvcb , dept uding upon tlt1 ltI lit ilt1, V ;.i -1
reqiretm( Wts. Sine', severial of 0he gunsor slit op IIiiVs' lt riti0gi illl ihi
launch lubes of se-veral dialnrlelers, each glln is refo'riid to by hut' dillit'tt'l
Uf its iiiiii)rl Siuli ltibh'. "lnit pai tl'ttlar gis-gun t'tonfigutrationis ii,' ri'c -
Itt-rt'td to by specifying lht, conmplvssioni tube iliaticnu o aid 114 I.' lauitti tuii
lianltltr, t'.lg., 1.(,25", .60"'i

'l'tblt' I lists the gun 'oifigir ttiit; pl'tesitWnlly tWitig ilseid at NR I,.
Otht' r comrbioatiois ar.e bt'ing cotsist nid.

The flring capabilities of ;Ill tlit's, gutn tcii intItiuns tul'ft' u' st'litt'l• ill
Table I and selected gun configurations are presented graphically in Fig. 1.
The areas under the solid lines reps' p rosent ca ipability and 11i1 dolt le
tint's enclose art'as of expn'eii'd j)ti ':foi'nltnlc(. ctipaiilily.

Ope ratling Ghins

Two guns using tie 1.14", .10" configuration 1iarv prov'n l t'n'cially
effective within their velocity-mass regime. Time experience of several
years has demonstrated that these guns are capable of successfully launch-
ing relatively delicate sabot packages when fired near the limit of their
capability. This effect has allowed 3/16" steel spheres to be launched at
6.0 km/sec, 1/4" aluminum spheres at 6.93 km/sec, and 1/4/ steel spheres

*Trade name for polycarbonate, a thermoplastic supplied by Fiberfil, Inc.
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Table I

NRL Light-Gas-Gun Configurations

-o Compression Tube Launch Tube O lngth
guns j diameter diameter

2 830" (20ram) .30" 8 ft
2 1.14" .30 " 13 ft

I. 50", 15 ft2 1.6z1 " (*f0rm) .22" 14 ft

.30" 1 3 It

.50" 14 ft

,60" 15 ft
2

ft
1 3.2. 5 .83" 35 ft

-LI .-Z" .3Ž501 L 100 ft

,o 0
9 r'

'\

i 7  \\ [.l.30" 32':N N3

-" 6"30" N

S I .. . -
3-

I. 1.3 .0 I I00
LAUNCH MASS (GRAMS)

Figure I Present and expected capabilities of

NRL light-gasl guns

3 6 40"
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['able II
Present Capability of NRL Light-gas Guns

Compression Launch Total
Tube Tube Launch Value Proj. VelocityTube Typ bep (knse Remarks
(in.) (in.) L (gns) Type Type (kmec)

.83 I .30 .60 1slider c:yl. 67
.30 1.00 slider cyl. 5.64
.30 2.70 slider cyl. 3.90

1.14 .30 .89 shear 1/4" Al 6.94 saboted
sphere

.c0 J1AI. shear 3/16" Fe 6.00 saboted
sphecre

.30 1.47 shear cyl. 5.94 saboted

.30 1.60 shear cyl. 5.67
.30 2.15 shear cyl. 5.01 saboted
.30 4.00 shear cyl. 3.90

1.14 .50 2.00 shear cyl. 5.21
.50 3.10 shear cyl. 4.82

1.t• :2•. .10 sliderc cyl. 9 b:

.22 .20 shear cyl. 8.14

1.61 .30 .63 shear cyl. ('.92
I ( .0 hea r cyl. 5,0')

1.6 i .60 4.10 shet,a I cyle 6.00

.60 6.90 Shear cyl. 5. 1

.60 18.00 shear cyl. 3.05

3.25 .83 5.20 shear cyl. 7.99
.83 9.60 shear cyl. 7.80
.83 15.40 shear cyl. 6.92
.83 19.60 shear cyl. 5.79 saloI i)
.83• 42.50 shear c yl. 3.81

8.2 2.50 253.25 slider cyl. 5.58

lol
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at 5.5 ki/,Sth. Tbis gua sysheni has also launched sphe rt's it small as
1 /(4' and long rod s (L/D - 10). Tho launch tubes uscd with this gun sys-
tcin van bh' revised Inore than 100 times with some sacrifice in perform-

,, U. Thu reliability of these range syslteras is also exceptionally high.

A total rcliability of 90% for 180 consecutive rounds was established,
with a shot being conside red successful only when all terminal ballistic
i'oquireifents were inct. Considerable sabot development took place dur-
aig this sequece'L of firings.

The 1.625" tguns have been in operation for a rclatively long time and
were reported earlier (2). Their performance has been optimized during
the past 18 months to the point where several firings can be made with a
central breech befUre: it 7ust be expended, Maximum capability has not

y¥,t been reactied with this gun for the case of high density sabotod pro-
ott lies. Pro sont capability includes 5/16" steel spheres la1unchcd at
slightly over 5 km,/scc when .60-cal launch tubes were used. A 40-rum,
.22-cal configuration is being used Int launch 0.1-gram plastic cylinders
it vtlocitios as high as 9.54 km /sac, which is the highiest velocity yet
olchi,,wod at NlIM.

Thi 3.25", .8 0"" ;,pa a.itn range is shown in Figure 2. This system
v,: .tlc'-igtit'ti Itt nit it ]I,, ii -i -tlt 'ttwiit' I a it 10t th1C loutl 'h ir'

%l:'i .'" r laniccot' nttay hi' inflicteud 11tpao riclistii spiace'-x t'lt'l' M t C r lti
ancid wahS disig.ticd for g•oIi•c'r'i iitl)Oct studiCs,. lFor thi1S riaa ilin I l

-vttiilt i tilid tilli ,ctb Ltc'i liri'igs arme l ' iqiiiri cl for t'rlnili l r .I li.illis lit stlkci ,.

.Slicit p roblems hattvc 1cci c',sip cially critictil with !hics ticun whttii high tti :;
tick gcc s i'oilainting t1',t| u-illit11 ,i ' I taci li. DI sitiU this, it'lOAbl'cn Ihc-

r'c'sillts a a til the 3,25 ", .H Wtl" gitci hIacve bitn good, ind niiit -l cititi l i otticr-
Illatioli oi Icigh- t;tisa illpccts ha Is beit rlbtcLiti'll . Spc'i'ial sýtbUil ctlsigtis wiith
I it; I ncitnI fhcocirs air being iv'stl igatic a nd h avt ci riciveil siv er' cl liprc is-

iiig resthlts. The ,c' on lral brercches tised with this gillu arc ri'lcsa(' oil ;c
routine basis tor fronm lou to six times. Stirlies cM'0 now itie C iit)r ic
cietu rmine the feasibility of extending breech life indefinitely without
sac rificing gun performance.

The 8.2" , 2.5" gas gun facility was constructed to accelerate j,'o-
jectile packages weighing from 1/4 to 2 paunds to maximum velocities
ti',wi''ti Cc.

1  intl 9_1 km/sc'c.

After much theoretical program analysis related to the gun's firing

parameters, to material reconnaissance and acquisition, prototype develop-
ment, and design assembly work, the present 8.2" 2 2.5" hypervelocity gun
was designed. The gun structure, which is approximately 100 feet long
and weighs 150 tons, is made up of a compression tube, a high pressure

section, and a launch tube. (See Figures 3 and 4).

The compression tube consists of two 8-inch guns smooth-bored to
8.Z inches in diameter and flange-connected muzzle to muzzle. The rear
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Figure Z Medium size range facility with a 3.25", .8301 light-gas gun
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i00 5r r-I insa ' 1" i')Ii, tt K I hit 'v I , It -is 1 ttIt I U t Lt to a totit(en NJlI. !'!b M I is•

threaded and screwed into thu high pressuct' Cisb, whiCh is ,, 111odiifit, 1
br, ,.h end of a 16-inch gun. rh, compression tube is reinforced longi-
tiidinally by two 24-inch I-beams which are pretz'nsioned in rd, -r to p)r,-
compress the compression tube, This precompression of the (o011) rpossiuot

lubc d( cree ast's any It'nsile foroes iii the tuhe doe to firine llreactiIns. '11(
tube alone could not withstand these forces.

The high pressure section, consisting of the high pressure case and
tIn' stmidisposable Ctore, is designed to withstand pressures up to 400,000
psi with no dmanage to the high pressure case and minimumn damage to the
core. The core is composed of sixteen pieces of 4340 alloy steel heat-
Ireated to a yield of 120,000 psi, any part of which may be replaced. The

Figure 3 - Large range facility with a 8.2" , 2.5" light-gas gun
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core assembly is placed in a mold in order to cast a fROied letad Cover
v'a rying from 0.0 ao 0.t0 inch thick around it. The lead covered core is
then pie ss.d into the high pressure case, which has an inside taper vary-
lig from 18.6 to 18.4 inches in diameter. The purpose of the lead cover

is to prevert permanent daimage to the high pressure case', and no clini-
nale the possibility of locking the core in the high pressure case doe to
core expansion. Should the core be permanently expanded due to pislon
inipact or high pressnres, the liuted lead would prevent full transmission
of the radial forces by flawing into lhe slots. When extraction forces ore
applied to the core the lcad will creep and give way allowing the tore Io
be removed.

The holding mechanism which compresses and holds the core in place
during the shot is comprised Of a 1 (-inch-gtl breech block and a backup
systl'ii consislitip of flanges and rods. (Figtre S.) The longittidinal ele-
nents have been designed to withstand 21,000,000 Ibs of force. Thi brtech
block alone compresses the. core 0.060 inch over a total lengtth of 126.7
inches. This eamn-prciai.mn greatly rcduces the possibility of leakage bclwicit
tlte core joints. The rods of the batck-itl) systtnt art- then pretcnisioncd to as;
higth as 8,000,000 lbs.

Ill, qtui~ k %.ciin ,k[ i:. •c ,,, . witlh l I)-' , m ,' 11 Illi, cild •)I u

lion, collnailling t\Vo Iiltptrls. T'he 8.' ttitl) first lapers v-ety slowly to 7.6"

t1ite httn llritoy , r a ril Ill to ti.5" ina or ell o' Ili?." . T\ he o1i' is adl ilplw illt ii
Iht I AillhCr I yl)C , F (Ia iiII)hIray._I.n I. or pctla[ IIy I)(. va I ve,0 Followring 1i1t. \,ilk k.
i., Ilw 1.- 1ic lalunch iubc ill whlichI Iho, IrOJVCc ilc is I} i(ll . c . TIIl'h I 1, Iir S C s,<-

lit li I iIIut o 1it t It l It', ( It ti ' 1 l io t tillt , I olll i lt ta , it t ttlt-p 'i;l.td ('

seve'al itner dI ist)to-aitllh tibt s. Tlte lait lu li 1obe 1iiop tr is tlladc of twto
i i-inc grill haIarc' bIiWit lk i whicli( hIt v bt-t'l borecd to ý..5 ilt h("s colid t'ltlk ,',

in i 155-inn1 utt lttbte ihtl Se rvts ab a launch illbc holttlr. Thellc lt p -

Jectilt I' imlvt as ncasuil'id fitinm ilt valve to tih thaitich-tlt).' nt17,.lt is
A1 fccl or 163 calibcr.t

The enlireC gUll structurte is nitottnted Oil Whitels and rails allowing
illoviivl~lll(. ill c.ilhitr dirl-•clion olol~ll llt, ihongitudhnai axis of tihc gun,. 'rhii

type Ot 10o11nt clinlinateCs Ite necCsCsity for large lifting equipneunt to sepa-
rate gun components. A second advantage of the rail system is that it elim-
inlties thit sh1ancc ti" I iallslnitting grotitrun shock to nitarby installations,

Following tIhe gun is a blast tank, a viewing section, and it lirgtl
chiathbcr. The blast tank is 23 feet long, 9-3/4 feet in dianmeter,l and con-
tains a series of eight baffle plates with trajectory holes varying front 4-1/2
to 10 inches in diameter. The viewing section contains three sets of hori-
zontal and two sets of vertical optical ports. Here the projectile velocity
measurements are taken using the Hall-shadowgraph method (3). The tar-
get chamber is a steel-walled tank constructed to contain the gas blast and
debris associated with target impacts.

tat
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The gun is fired by a pulse from the shadowgraph camera counter
which actuates a solenoid -controlled firing pin.

Two vacuum fore pumps and a booster with a high pumping rate but
limited vacuom capability are required to draw and maintain the necessary
vacuum extending from the quick opening valve through the launch tube,
blast tank, viewing section, and target chamber. The time required to ob-
tain an adequate vacuuon is approximately two hours.

The NRL 8.Z", Z.5" hypervelocity gun was fired for the first time on

March 9, 1963. A piston of polyethylene and water (Figure 6) weighing
70-1/2 pounds was used to compress the driver gas (hydrogen). The ini-
tial gas pressure was 197 psig. A slider-type quick-opening vave made
of 7075-T6 aluminum was used for the first shot. The center of the valve
is slotted and drilled to break at a predetermined pressure. A Luxan pro-
jectile weighing 253.25 gin (8.93 oz), 2.5 inches in diameter and 2.75 inches
long was used. It was a true cylinder except for a slight cup on the high
piressiure end.

Figure 6 - Polyethylene-water piston for
the 8.2, 2.5" light-gas gun

]MM
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Tile shot was fired at approximnately One-1half maximum piston onergy
and proved highly successful since the projectile attained a planned veloc.-
ity of 18,300 ft/sec and hit the target on trajectory. The axial movement
of the gun was less than 1 /-inch in the direction of the breech end. The
gun structure suffered no damage and the core damage was minimal.
Although the core expanded somewhat in the tapered section, it is reusable
except for the replacement of the valve and two sections of Z.5-inch tubing
(Core Pt.'s 13, 14 - Figure 5). The core expansion caused the lead to flow
inlo the slots over a length of approximately 6 inches. The core was ex-
trected from the high presasurre case at approximately the samn, load thai
was reL,,ired to press it in, however.

Future shotb are planned which will tjake full use of th-e capability
of the gun and facility, Changes which can and will be made on individual
shots are powder loading, piston weight and design, gas loading, valve
type ard break pressure, launch tube diameter, the type, weight, and size
of projectile, and instrumentation. The gun is designed to shoot projec-
tiles of several types including cylinders, sabots, and traveling explosive
charges. The blast tank and auxiliary chamber are designed for installa-
tion of a sabot stopper which will permit only the projectile to pass through
the viewing section and into the target chamber. The target chamber is
d.•signed to n ictflinlnmodalo n hallistic pi 'ndul not which nvuy ,. iiilanilid fnr
measutring project il mass.

R{elated GuIn IStodiOs

A developnm•ent program to sutport the ouperation of light-gas guns at
NIRL has been in operation for scvral years. Tlth bahsi aim of this re-
search is to design conponeint s for use with light-gas guns and to develop
inst rutnieiitation ( apability for monito ring the inte rnal olpe ration of gas goins.

Petal Valve Development

One of the most critical phases of a light-gas,-gun firing .(equlence

is the release of the projectile package. The position of the compression
piston and the local gas pressure at the time of projectile release strongly
affect peak prnjectile acceleration levels and vetocity performiance of the
gun. Shearout diaphragms have long been used ;or projectile release
valves and are highly reliable, but the sheared disk which-must be accel-
erated with the projectile package adds to the total launch weight and must
be deflected after launch. Slide valves have also been developed for pro-
jectile release applications and were reported earlier (4), .

Petal-type projectile release diaphragms patterned after similar
units in operation at the Naval Ordnance Laboratory (5) have been developed
for use in several light-gas guns during the last year. A disk of stainless

18)
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steel is scored with two crossed grooves and is mounted between the
launch tube and compression tube of a light-gas gun. The diaphragm
bulges and then fears along the grooves as the driver-gas pressure in-

creases. After tearing apart, the segments (petals) are bent against the
wall of a retainer by the high pressure gas, which their has an unobst ructed
flow path into the launch hIbe. The initial petal diaphragms were con-
structed for the 3.25", .830" gas gun using design data from NOL and per-
formed as expected both when tested statically in an hydraulic facility and
in the gas gun. A series of petal diaphragms has also been designed for
the 1.63", ,22", the 1.63", .30", and the 1 .63", .60" gun configurations
where maximum projectile release pressures as high as 100,000 psi are
required. The initial design parameters were computed from pressure
and siizv extrapolations of the data obtained from the 0.83" diaphragm
development and the static test results were within 130, of the predicted
release pressures. Diaphragms constructed using second approximations
deviated less than ±1.5% from expected release pressures.

The possibility exists that any of the projectile release mechanisms
presently in use may not open at the same pressure when dynamically
loaded in a gas gun as they do itn the hydraulic faciliLy, in which pressure
loads are applied slowly. Two phenomena that could cause deviations
betweeln slaiamiaiwi dy i c Opi'ration a;r diffe-r''or's bl'tw .,en th i satir
and dynaimic strengths of the tieatresias used in [le rtlease urecljanisms
and tie tilltit growth rate ot 0 etuna trs or tilt' rea'1' IIOi't ,L:Ill
which oc('c't befoire Opt'rtrrip

Gas Dynanmric Presatire (h'ie rrtor

It has been reasoned that all adequatle d(yourlli(: ICH es of release roech-
anisms would be to subject them to a rapidly chaluging pressure pilse
whose time durivative at release is the same as that encountered within
the gun. The pressure measured at the opening time of the release mech-
anism during a test ought to be a close approximation of the projectile
release pressure ill a tgas-gun ftring. A gas dynamic pressure generator
has been constructed using a 37-mar chambe r and an adaptor that con-
tains mounting fixtures for projectile release mechanisms and a dynamic
pressure sensor (Figure 7). Both the sensor and the release mechanism
are mounted at right angles to the axis of the 37-nmn chamber to eliminate
mreasurerment errors caused by pressure gradients along tht' gas colunrnl.
A test is started by igniting a calibrated charge of powder in the 37-mm
gun chamber. The resulting gas pressure rise is monitored by the pres-
sure sensor and opening of the release mechanism is detected by a sharp
reduction in gas pressure as shown on a photographic oscillogram of the
pressure-time profile.

l')ti
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I - GAS DYNAMIC TEST CHAMBER

.37- GUN

It i/./wJI

RETAINER- CHAMBE

TYPE , .

VALVE I

I .... .......... .

PRESSURE STRAIN GAUGE

Figure 7 - Gas-dynamic test chamber for studying

projectile rulteise nit:lhaeisni,

Prelirni I qf r •f shuinrilrt nnrl 'I, I d1 inoh raum have been marIc
with the gas dynamic pressure system using pressure increase rates
that both simulate and exceed values predicted for gab-gun firing situa-
tions. The results indicate that no significant difference exists betwteen
static and dynamic pressures required to actuate either mechanism for
release pressures tip to 40,000 psi.

Piston Leakage

The various analyses of light-gas gun firings assume ideal operation
of some phases of the gun-firing sequence. Since each of the presently
available techniques has limited capability to predict the firing results
of light-gas guns, the possibility exisLt that some of these assumptions
are not adequate. Two of the most common of these assumptions are
that no leakage of the driver gas occurs around the piston during its
compression stroke and that projectile bore friction is negligible. An
attempt has been made to evaluate these assumptions experimentally for
the case of a .830", .30' light-gas gun.

The experimental arrangement used to investigate piston leakage
is shown in Figures 8 and 9. The aim of this experiment is to obtain a
sample of the powder gas that was used to accelerate the compression
piston and determine the concentration of driver gas (helium) contained
in it.

1ll
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(PRESSURE VARIATION AREA) OUICK-OPENING VALVE
BREAK PRESSURE

50 000 PSI 10 125,000 PSI

S!-20MM SHELL - PROJECTILE

-30-CALIBER BORE
20MM ~= BOE CMRSSO UEL AUNCH TUBE

L- SETIONA- 
L 

ECTIN 
8 

PISTON 
CATCHER

• -- SCIIO A • SECTION BA

Figure 8 - Croas section of a .830" (20mm), ,30" light-gas gun

VENT

SAMPLE GAS VCHACO APA- ALVE -" l VENT

COPPER OXIDE 
11M

COMBUS FOR RMSR
ERiIOCH0M0SORR-VENT

RECORDER

WATER 5 RESIDUE TRAP REFERENCE BLOCK

CARRIER GAS Q--T

Figure 9 - Fractometer setup used for measuring gas leakage

arourd the compression piston of a light-gas gun
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Aftcr a test shot, a sample of gas is taken from Section A (Figure 8)
and passed through a vapor-phasc fractoameter having a mrolecular-sieve
partitioning colunmn and employing nitrogen as a carrier gas (Figure 9),
Any traces of helium in the samnple gas is converted to the output voltage
of a resistance bridge, because of the differences in thermal conductivity
of the two gases. The bridge output is recorded on a standard time-vs-
voltage recorder in the form of a continuous curve. The area under the
peak caused tIy the helium is directly proportional to the total amount of
helium which passed through the detection cell of the fractometer.

One of the problems encountered in this experiment was the presence
of large amounts of hydrogen as well as helium in the gas samples, which
the available fractometer equipment was not able to separate, The use of a
copper-oxide furnace ahead of the column allowed the hydrogen to react with
oxygen and form water, which was disposed of easily.

Calibration curves showing the percent of helium in relation to total
volume can be obtained by setting up a closed system in the actitua Pump
tube, loadittg with predetermined pressures of helium and firing the
standard charge of propellant into the helium without a separating pi~ton.
The amount of helium present, in the calibration, is determined from the
equation of state:

P ,- PT

Wile r 1 P i, tle' )l'(rbelre', R is tie gas constant inl ter s'l at energy 0tp r Uniti

n ~l ;i , It " Ia1w ;lhsuillite telli rait'A!rc. Once thc density , is ( lninptll'd,

ht' nmass (i helium cantl be cotput.ed frorn thie known tube voluenme. A cal-
ibrationý n urve is thOtn made wlinr the fractonivtuer reading, in square
inches, is related to the computed mnass of helium prtesent . Fractogralm
readings froem shots may then be referred Io bis ctrvre to (determinie t Ihe
he-liim preisent.

In tests conducted with a .830" , .30" gun and a piston of polyethylene

backed up with aluminum showed a 23% leakage. Projectile velocity of
this shot was 18,000 fps. Another shot with a Lexan piston, in which nto
significant leakage was detected, had the projectile velocity raised to
22,000 fps. Both tests were conaucted under iduntical conditions, except
for piston material and design.

Projectile-Bore Friction

The projectile-bore friction forces generated during the early phases
of a gas-gun launch have been partially simulated under laboratory
conditions. Figure 10 shows the experimental setup. A test projectile is
placed in a short length of launch tube and is held in place with two lengths

i 93
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L m..... pe. meta -tu fo d7t -Th1_ .

"LA i• L '+ tr) " ~ :• - - -l

pr~~j~ctil-0 ndI ,biriix

n e e oi iT f o deter- Tfceorrfit of Ai od 1 fo
mining the coefficients of friction of trot be 4. fintlion cindy
projectiles and ,bt ericontn

cluae in$... tio (4)1Figure 0 - o siml I ic, , ---.--- ,'--

Variation of ipiofA-tile cooffliciot of tricttioL
with applied pee ourn fo, coefficien~t of friction of 4340,
0.300 in. 1.D. steem bore; obtained from enperimnent. and
naivlated by osinS Eq tiaion (411

Figure 10 - Laboratory simulation of projectile-bore friction
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of hardened drill rod. A calibrated clamp that engages the drill rods is
used to compressively load the test projectile to a predetermined pres-
sure. A calibrated press is then used to slowly force the test projectile
along the launch tube and the required force F is related to the bare fric-
tion during a projectile launch by the following analysis based on Figure 10.

In the light-gas gun, pressures several times the yield strength of the
projectile are developed. To simplify the problem, it is assumed that the
material retains its shear modulus, and that pressures developed in any
projectile lamina are transmitted undiminished to the bore wall.

Since the acceleration used to determine F is infinitesimally small, the
owly pressure gradient in the projectile is the result of the friction developed
in any projectile lamina of thickness Ax. The elemental friction force AF
in this lamina is given by utilizing the elementary definition of It, the coef-
ficient of friction.

AF = P(X)/tiDAX , where n is the diameter of projectile and bore. By
the assumptions about transmission of internal pressures P(X) to the wall,

5P(X) , 4OF 4/, (I'
rx Fill

2 A x 1 ) (

Solving Equal ion (1 for i'x ) yields

Pf(X - ,, t4,iX/ ")j 
(I)

where n is an arbit rary constant. By applying boundary conditions as shown
in Figure 10,

(F, = claniping force)

4 F,

P(X-O) - -- n; (3)

4fF+Fe) -41%

P(XC-D) = . . e LC. (4)
7712  

ID 
2
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Thi' ratio of the klaniping f,.rce to the total force is then

Fý ,. (5)

Taking the logarithm of Equation (5),

I ip
-1 - * it ki

4C

Five sabot materials were tested in combination with five lubricants.
The results for four of the combinations having the lowest coefficient of
friction are plotted in Figure 10, The curves were computed from
Equation (6),

Dusting the projectile and bore with molybdenum disulphide powder
(MOLY) was highly effective in reducing friction at pressures above 10,000
psi when both steel and titanium projectiles were tested. With a 10Z0 steel
projectile in the 4340 steel bore (0.300 in. I.D.), the coefficient of friction
was redocecd f"orn 0.1 Z (no lubrication) to a minimum of 0.034 at 1 4 5,OOU
psi with l.' tis' nf MOITY as Ihi' tubricanl. The niafh rio hiavit', thti' [owvs

oenfficient of friction (0.016) with MOLY lubricant was titaniulm alloy CPDE-
Y-720 (sp. gr., 4.6; hardness, Rockwell C 40-45).

A Z0W4-'14 alnuiinum projeectile Coan d with Tellon haid a ininionmt
coe'fficient of friction of 0.042 at 100,000 psi, Ithe highest pressure used.
The gylon projectile, with half of the surfaCe relieved 0.005 in. in the
c&,nter position, did not respond significantly to any of the lobricants which
were tested (MOLY-grease, MOLY-oil, MOLY-powder, grease, or Teflon)
but exhibited a minimum coefficient of friction of about 0.048 at about
125,000 psi. While the coefficient of friction is low compared to values
in standard determinations, it is in fair agreement with dynamic friction
stadii,'s made in hypervelocity firings of 0.30-in. (O.D.) Teflon-noat 'd

aluminum projectiles (9).

Sabot Breakup Studies

Considerable difficulty was experienced during the development of
sabots with sabot fragments following the projectile along the trajectory
and destroying target impact data. It was first reasoned that the sabots
were functioning properly within the gun but were not separating ade-
quately after launch. This problem was investigated by placing a velocity
measurement port of a Hall optical system as close to the muzzle of the
gun as possible (5 ft for the 1.63" gun; 10 ft for the 3.25' gun). The Hall
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systemn is continuously bsensitive for 0.1 cc and gene~rates shadowgran)
images of all objects passing the port during that time. Photographic
results showed that sabot fragments almost always preceded the launched
pellet in cases where the target was ruined by secondary impacts. This
result indicates the sabot fragment left the muzzle before the launched
pellet and therefore that the sabot mechanically failed during launch.

A flash x-ray source'X with a pulse duration of less than 10" seC
was then set up to radiograph the sabot package as it lcdft the launch hibe.
The x-ray source is triggered by placing a thin aluminum foil (.001"
thick) across the end of the launch tube and viewing the foil with a photo
pickup. The impact flash caused by the sabot package striking the foil
initiates a set time delay which triggers the x-ray source. The system
has worked reliably when the sabot package remains intact during the
launch but is triggered early when the sabot fails due to early rupture
nf the aluminum foil by fragments or escaping gas. Figure 11 is a
radiograph of a successful sabot launch of a 5/16" steel sphere (V = 4.95
km /sec). MeasTrements have shown that the sabot has been deformed
but not fractured.

Figure 11 - Radiograph of a saboted steel spheru (5/16" dia) near
the nmuzzle of a 1.63', .60' gas gun (V - 4.95 km/sec)

Instrumentation to Support Gomputer Studies

Various inst rime ntation elemnents have been installed on the light -

gas guns to provide infornmation for the NAREG comnputer program.
Powder chamber pressures are being measured with Ferrule and hot
strain gauge sensors developed at Ballistics Research Laboratory (6).
Piston velocities and accelerations are being measured with electrically
insulated pxub hot caii withstadid pressures over 30,000 psi. All pro-
jectile velocities are measured with the Hall velocity measuring system
using two independent sets of timing marks for measuring film velocity.
A lO-ke primary system with an accuracy of f0.1% is backed up by a 1-kc
system with an accuracy of ±0.5%.

*Field Emision Corp. Mod 235.
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LIGHT-GAS-GUN COMPUT ElR ANALYSIS

In order to fally exploit light-gas gun capability, it is necessary to
evaluate the interrelation of the valriables .affecting gun performanoce.
'I'These variables may be cLassified into two categories. They are: (1)
the gun paratnete rs (such as the length and diameter of the comtpression
tube and of the launch tube), which relate to the geome(try of the gun and

yire relatively fixed, and (2) the firing pa rameters (that is, piston mass,
projectile mass, powder load, type of gas, initial light-ga s tenIpeUrattirt'
and pressure, and the projectile releasa pressure), which can be reatdily
varied from each shot to the next. The gun performance is usually
determined by mnaximlum projectile velnerly and airelervltnon, olaxinlurn
light-gas pressure and teniperatmue, and piston rnotion (either bounce

or impact into the high pressur'e section). The effect on the gut pt Vr-

for'mance of varying the firing and gun paranieters could be dte'rniticid
empirically. -ltowever, i miost cases, this would be Cvt-nirecl y courtly
both in timn' and money. A mntch more riasonable approach is to siloit-
late On it high-speed digital computer the processes of a Iight-gas gun
firing. Since the coi-nptittt'r can "shoot." nirt' frt'qtintly than at 'tial gttin,
a larger numbe r of gun configurations Catll be exalmilln'd told thle! gun
p. 1"Ilwh,. • ' 'tl Ill" ,It , I-, (I utor' rt adilv. Alsn, tht' cost pe'! shot is
oc.(l~icrolly 1ll1|ch l ow '.kr 11;111fo tel rt; I' ll gun.1

The ptrpuas t of :t light -git gt 'n il) tt it' Itildy isa to taltldt lilt
dthe leastlglio ta p11.1t' s g ti'n t ponigmro ltilt wh;ich will t ti odiuit 'I ''h irtotii r ttt'r-

l ',.) :is a otititih flilll l pi ssitltt slta t ,t s oil a l lit's llll o ih pt oja slilv.
In o•lhvr wVord-i, given o projcctile loass 'old I dr, sirled vclocily, lilt' uol-tI-
puIt.r c'tall {hLtrloi'|lill. Ilhe firing p~ill.';Isln('k'lrS "wAlieh will ;Whivvtý this \Vill-

Ithc leilsl light-gas pros."ki-'• projectile ;IkkclclvItliol, utlc, "Tl~ii; ( ololiil•'r1
'Ittdy is prog:raloiled fill Ilht NIRI NARIlqG high-spe*-d digitail coitiulkt r
.Md is ;I continkultioll of prlevions compincir slikdies of1 light-j',;s g~iiis (7,8,9) .

Gun Simulation Progroam

The geometry of the theoretical gun is illustrated in Figure 12. The
p rittit provides for Altering any of the dimnensions of the gnl. T'he
itost i!fgttilic tnl sitipliificition made in thOi gttnl gOnnitory is liit'he itii i-
liont f i t1 tllt'l it ti'e itld of the com)pre'ssmon sictioln. The t' presence of i
ta jpie ;tt the t'nd &tf the Colnipv ession section has been denl'onStlvatod ixpe'li-
mentally (10) to increase projectile velocity. This is probably due to the
geometrical effect that deformation of the piston into the taper decreases

the cross-sectional area of the piston, which decreases the total refard-
ing force on the piston for a given gas pressure. Consequently the piston
will have a higher velocity than it would in a flat-bottomed compression
section and will impart a higher velocity to the projectile. In any future
work with this program, provision will be made to include this effect of
the taper.
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Table III
List of Symbols

A, = 771l2'4

A = 7fD•2'4A2 2 r•'

n = projectile acceleration

D, = launch tube diameter

D2 = compression tube diameter

A = incremental change

F = energy or work done

S= acceleration of gr-avity at the earli's surface

"y = ratio of specific heats

I, lttaunch hube length

L = compression tube length (effective distance of
piston travel)

-a3 standard gun length - 78.8 A 2

M= projectile Ilmass

M2 = piston mass

m = light-gas molecular weight

p light-gas pressure

S= average light-gas pressure

R = universal gas constant

T = light-gas temperature

t = time

"r = t /L2

= piston velocity

I C)9
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Table III (Continued.)
LiAt of Symbols

average piston velocity

v free light- gas volume (in units of A, L2 X ' A -v.

v,. light- gas covol urue (in unlits of A2 1,2 ) =hi' RT,,

projeCtilc VelOcIty

w average projectile velocity

p 1 iston position

x piston position (in units of 1,2

V- proj ectile position

PlJ~oj eCt"il iosiio ('11 unit S of 1-2 ) Y 1.2 (with the
iniportaot c~ex )ption that iii the coumputer out pult

i5 ill olmis ofI )

ii -111111A1 Comi(Itiioi

I P 0) CII1i144 M i i;kll1 t: l b uii

2 - piStun 01' C01oi lee Si~lO tlI t

i beginning of ilitt-l-VIII

(.116i of iunte lvat

projectile 'ci ease,

*powd e r go s

C oustaints5

van deti Waal 's constants:

hydrogen - a ?.48 l JUl dynle-cm,
4 /(gli- 11o010

2

b 26.61 cm2 /gM-MOle

helium - a3.44 x 1010 dyne-CM4 /(gin-mole)2

b 23.4 cm 3 1gm-mole

20011
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Table III (Continued)
List of Symbols

-y = 5/3 (heliumn)

K, = powder gas pressure constant = 0.376 (3.Z5-inch
gun)

980 cm/seC2

0.8315 x 108 ergs/rnole 'K

POWDER COMPRESSION LAUNCH
CHARGE PISTON SECTION PROJECTILE TUBE

.(MASSM) (MASS,MI)

Dz 3 -1/4j~~7j

x D 0o.83.

L2 210" -LHS - *
x=OY =0

Figure 12. - Theoretical gun geonvtry

Anothr basic simplification is made in the treatment of the initial
piston niotion and powder gas pressure. Until the powder burns out, the
piston motion is described by an empirical equation which relates the
inlStutaneous piston position and its free MuzzIe velocity, 'I(, to its
instantaneous velocity. The frec nmzzle velocity of a piston is the veloc-
ity the piston would attain with the given powder load if fired into a
vacuum from a standard open-ended powder gun of the same diameter as
the compression section. The free muzzle velocity must therefore be

2.11
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i'mpiricaily related to the powder load for a given gun. The powder is
considered to have burned out when the piston is approximately 86% of
the way down the compression section. At this point, the powder gas
presstire is empirically related to ui and is hereafter varied by adiabatic
expansion using , = 1.?3. The use of these empirical approximations was
originally dictated by the limited storage capacity of the NAREC computer.
While this is no longer the case, their continued use is warranted by the
censiderable savings in computation time.

lIt describing the light-gas gun, van der Waal's equations are used to
determine temperature and pressure. This takes into account the effect
of the gas covolume (the volume occupied by the gas molecules) and the
intermolecular potential energy, which becomes significant when the gas
is highly compressed. Except for the Mach correction to the pressure at
the. base of the projectile, the light gas is assumed to have uniform pres-
sure and temperature throughout its volume. The value of the ratio of
specific heats, y, for hydrogen is obtained from an e-npiical equation as
it function of temperature (11):

y r 1.28 [1 + exp (-2.27 - 1.551 x 10-7 TI' ].

Ill's urlolnolln o; s obtainlod for t plessurel'( 01 i Onieio.ihtrt. Whil,
p suit'r es int the gun go consid rably above this, it is ntcv ribhl ss the
itsI dtie lcipllin O fl ,tvtlitablt aind is som ,ewhat more rt;tlitstic thon keep-
Ilig ) t' slulint ,

Finally, it slituld be notid that in this program lno provision is ittadl
i'r Shock wavew. in ihe light gas or for the constriction otf the gas flow
Ico'ut the coinpression tubl into the lainch nixe. Thiese, efeel:Is are nuquies-

lionably present, and perhaps significant, 1111 aret oniliiied mainly because
of the speed limitations of Ihe NAREC computer.

The shot calculations proceed in four, genetrally consecutive, phashes.s:
(Ii front the beginning of powdulr burning Ino powder 3.r bi1.ntl, (2) froin
powder burnout to projectile launch, (3) front projectile launch to piston
bounce or impact, and (4) from piston bounce or impact until the projectile
I 'cvw's I hi n-nazize . The calculations are done by a reiterative procUe s in
which the variables are altered by small incrementas. The equations and
procedures of each phase are. as follows:

(1) A small increment of piston position ft is arbitrarily selccted.*

Using a Taylor expansion, the average piston vel!ocity over the interval,

*The symbols are defined in Table Ill.
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is , is calcultecd. The tine inCe'Cltenittyt is theln i ' I,,k ",k
i:aI equlation [Co] piston v\tlocily is

where th.' piston position, Xk, initially equals I and got's to ze',ro it the e-ndI

of the compression section. The gas volunie is

A1
V1 - Xk + A Yk - V'

whore the projectile position, Yk , initially equtals z'ro. rhcni using \iIIn ii,
Waal's equations for adiabatic compcssion, the ligh/t-gas telinpu ratin1 re .d

pressure are given by

T, T (Vi Vk)WI:
Ilk - T1ý (' kV,

T'cIto' ttl Work iliun' by the light gnus on ihi pistnon is

I. t')ý '\X.k
jk

where "' jk is the verag'' light-gas Pressn"r over the interval.

(2) At the point of powder burnout the piston energy is rVduced by the-
work clone on the light gas,

22A 2L2 E.

Pressure behind the piston is determined by the empirical equation

M2 u F O.86L. 12.23

where K, is an empirically determined constant and L. is the length of
the standard powder gun corresponding to the compression tube diameter;

alti
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,lnd is given by L, - 79.5 , A2. Tit' change' in pi-nan enerpy is now cNccu-
kat cd 1)y-

A':2jk - (Ppk - Pk) AX k

and thl e sidting piston velocily is

l j2A2 1'2
uk = •- " M F 2

Other calculations proceed as for phase (1).

(3) Once the projectile launches the time incerment .\7. is fix(ei aol
the piston and projctile, average velocities, "jk and l% , are extrapolated
'Ising Taylor vxpaasions so that the position incrcmeent s are Axjk :_ "jk \I,

1d %Y - ; I c'Sp)ectix.ei• 7 11e inc rencent of work done on Ihe pr1-j ctilel ) ty k t' )fl, g;J S Cii11
le n 1.,9 is c th~ aed Using ; M ath cor-,'Cion for thc 0rt's-

sure at the bast Of Ihii' rj(lCtilVtnd is givcn by

' NI

S2A 1112

and thc projectile acceleration is "lik = (wk-wi )/Arikl2'2 Other calculations

proceed as for phase (1).

(4) (a) IV the piston bounces, the piston velocity equation is altered to

/- 7.A21.

(b) U1 the piston impacts into the end of the compression section,
then the piston position and velocity are uet equal to zero and further
piston calculations are eliminated. Increments of projectile position are
now chosen arbitrarily and the time increments are calculated by

ATi =A k /(IC

Other calculations proceed as for phase (1).

,US,
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The computer performs the calculations in cgs units; however, for
convenience, the input and output data are supplied in mixed units. The
input data consist of:

projectile mass* (gni)
piston mass (lbs)

initial light-gas pre ssure (psia)
projectile release pressure (psia)
initial light-gas teImperature (°K)
free piston velocity (kin /sec)
light-gas molecular mass (gri)
compression tube and launch tube Iengtht and diameter (inches).

The output data a re:

piston and projectilt' position (in units of conpression tube and
launch I hb1 le'ngth spc, i-'c'7)
piston and projectile velocity (km /sec)
projectile accele ration (106 g)
light-gas press'lr', (psi:c) end V -n" uc atu'r (IC)

time (+,secl (see Figure 1I for saloph' input /oultput dai).

Tl.ht. cipllll illor'l MI so) pro' rloc "I< ' J -:• f ',, In :+l,- l :• 1+ 01;wlp,•+ i ! II" ph, ] rio!,n:

'tad projectil a vlelociti's, the proj'ctile' arct til.atillt, Ind thc' light-gi;cs
i'rcssutre vs tilltt' fr'om I IIc t e 'giaiing of In' iprojc'ctilhc' i;inl ch until I 'w (a]l

ati lit' shloi . A :;aplull it' f lhca<, c'url'ves is prc'-cnitt d ill Figilr' iI.

stycnitu Litc V 'riation of li 'ai'tlc t'l's

'rhe specific study rotcsidci'r'd ha r' is Of the 3.,5" NilI light-gas gpi''.
'This gun has a compression stc'tioa /10" long and 3.25" in diamete r, and
a launch tube 168" long and 0.83" in diameter, These gun paramete-rs
we re constant thr'oughout the study. While the program is capable of taking
into : 'ccount silltc' fr'ic'tinal effects aid radiatiot heat Il;•sl'., f'ictiuu
has been omitted for the sake of simplicity and clarity, and radiation heat
losses have been omitted because rctid computations showed them to be
w'gligiblc'. ' Alsoi, inl or'clic l i ct) cc at til,' - tchrillm'br' of variiablts, p 'chcat was

not to sidcIt' d ;It it t illsi lii ''. cT'h initial lighlt-gats Ititl ' c'utu'ti' forn iII shots
was taken as 300'K.

*Projectile mass means the entire mass of the package accelerated down
the launch tube. This includes any sabot and shear disk masses as well
as the actual projectile.

tCompression tube length means the effective distance of piston travel.
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Figure 14 - Gun performance curves

The• r'Cilaining fir'ing pa ramett, rs wc re given the following range, of
values:

projectile mass - 7, 14, Zl gm
piston mass - 4.5, 9, 13.5 ibs
free piston vel-city - 2500, 3000, 3500 fps

projec-lc r60ase pressure - 5,000, 10,000, W0,000 psia
initial light-gas pressure - 150, 200, 250, 300, 350 psia
light gas - hydrogen, heliunm.

These particular values and ranges were selected as a comnpromuise
between the requirements of a thorough, systematic study and the curfent

practical operation ol the 3.25" gun. Taking all the possible combinations

of these parameters respts in 405 shots for each gas, or 810 shots total.

In order to reduce this to a manageable number for a preliminary analysis,

attention is focused on the shot whose parameters lie at the center of the

ranges studied. The effects of variations away from this central shot are
then examined. The conditions of this central shot are 14 gm projectile,
9 lb piston, 3000 fps free piston velocity, 10,000 psia projectile release
pressure, and 250 psia initial light-gas pressure.

207
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Rcsalts of Firing Parameter Variation

The analysis einphasizcs maximunm projectile acceleration and maxi-
nmum light-gas pressure as a function of maximinur projectile velocity, and
the variations in these relationships as the firing pararneters are varied.
These relationships can be readily examined by such curves as Figures 15
and 16. From these and similar graphs, one can decide on the gun config-
uratiun necessary to achieve a desired projectile velocity with the lowest
waximum projectile acceleration and light-gas pressure.

9 9 50Io

W tue'I-(to (('IIl F
•' HE LFAS[ 

?5f, 'n 'I•I• ESURE 
••, (its') 4•2,0 

0

' 2 0 D O O ,o' P R O J I C T I L L M A S S I 'I .j

10000 e PISTON MASS 9Ibs
" FREt PISTON VELOCITY

30 0 350 o0001ps
HYDROGEN

60 70
M A X IM U M P IRO J EC lIL .V E L D lO l Y (k ,/•ý.s d

Figure 15 - Maximum projectilh acceleration
vs ni axiinunl projectile velocity is a function
of initial and projectile release pressures

The effect on the maximum projectile velocity of the variations in
projectile mass, piston mass, and free piston velocity is also examined.
The initial light-gas pressure and projectile release pressure are held
constant at Z50 psia and 10,000 psia respectively.
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FigurI 16 - MaxinmflI light-gas pri-ssILL vs
maximnSI projCctiLc vetocity

The following discussion will refer to the ri'vsutlts for the hydrogen
shots unless otherwise noted. Any discassion of the effect of lth, varuiatioil
of a parameter presupposes that all other parameters remain constant.
This requires some caution in regard to tho free piston velocity and the
piston maIiRss as they rel ate to the powder charge, For exampit,, as Oithe
piston mass is decreased, in order to maintain the same free piston
velocity, the powder load must be decreased accordingly.

1. Initial Light-Gas and Projectile Release
Pressure Variation

From Figure 15 it can be seen that changing the projectile release
pressure has virtually no effect on the maximum projectile velocity and
has a small effect on the maximum projectile acceleration. The acceler-
ation increases slightly as the launch pressure Increases. The initial
light-gas pressure, however, has a marked effect on both the maximum
projectile velocity and acceleration. These both increase as the initial

20o)
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light-gas pressure is decreased. The lower the initial light-gas pressure,
the more rapid the rate of increase of maximum projectile acceleration.
These trends hold generally throughout the range of parameters. For a
heavy, fast piston, however, the trend is inverted so that the projectile
release pressure strongly affects the maximum velocity and has little
effect on the maxinmun accleration. The trend for the effects of the initial
light-gas pressure remains the same.

The results are essentially the same for helium. The absolute values
of both velocity and acceleration are lower and the acceleration does not
increase as rapidly as it does for hydrogen.

The maximum light-gas pressure shows the same trends as the maxi-
mnum projectile acceleration (see Figure 16).

2. Piston Mass and Free Piston Velocity Variation

Figures 17 and IS show that as the piston miass or the free piston
velocity increases, the maxinmum projectile voloulLy, maximum projectile
acceleration and the maximrnu light-gas pressure are increased. It is
preferable, however, to increase the piston mass rather than the free
piston velocity in order to achieve higher maxim-um projectile velocity.
This will produce a vwlocity increase with a lesser increase in projectile
accehlration and light-gas pressure. This is also more or less the case
as one deviates away from the central shot configuration.

The same gun configuration for helium shows a reversal of this
relationship. For the central shot using heliumn, it is apparently preferable
to increase the free piston velocity rather than the piston mass in order
to achieve higher projectile velocities.

3a, Projectile Velocity vs Projectile Mass

Maximum projectile velocity changes linearly decreasing by 0.5 to
1 km/sec as Lhe projectile mass increases from 7 to Z1 gm (Figure 19).

For helium, this decrease is nonlinear and is most pronounced for
the heavy, slow piston. The decrease is very slight for either the heavy,
fast piston or the light, slow piston. For the light, fast piston the velocity
shows a maximum for a projectile mass of approximately 14 gin.

3b. Projectile Velocity vs Piston Mass

Maximum projectile velocity increases by about Z km/sec as the

piston mass is increased from 4,5 to 13.5 lbs. The increase becomes

2,10
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Figure 17 - Maximum projectile acceleration
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Figuire 19 -- Mluxinn1 pr ojvctil,- vwlocity vs

progressively less for the higher piston )t masses (Figure zO). Hetlititti
shows sijilar trends, except that the absolute values of the velocity and
the increases in the velocity arc smaller than for hydrogen.

3c. Projectile Velocity vs Free Piston Velocity

Maximumn projectile velocity increases lincarly by as much as 1 to
2 kmi/sc ai.s the fice piston velocity is increased from 2500 to 3500 fps
(Figure 21). Helium produces essentially the same trend.

4a. Projectile Acceleration vs Projectile Mass

The heavier and faster the piston, the more rapidly the maximum
projectile acceleration increases as the projectile mass Increases. As
the piston becomes light and slow, however, this increase becomes less

2 13
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rapid, tmtil for the 4.5 lb 2500 fps piston the maximnunm projectile accel-
eration actually decreases slightly as the projectile mass increases
(Figure 22).

4b. Projectile Acceleration vs Piston Mass

The reaximrnum projectile acceleraLion also increases as the piston
mass is increased. The rate of this increase is lower for the lighter
projectiles (Figure 23).
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Figure ZO - Maximum projectile velocity vs
piston iliab
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4c. Projectile Acceleration vs Free Piston Velocity

The maximumn projectile acceleration increases even more rapidly
with an increase in the free piston velocity than with an increase in the
piston mass (Figure Z4).

The variations indicated in 4a to Ic are generally the same for
helium.
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Figure 24 - Maximum projectile
acceleration vs free piston
velocity
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5. Maximum Light-Gas Pressure

The mnaximnum light-gas pressure increases with an increase in pro-
jectile mass, piston mass, or free piston velocity throughout the range of
the other firing parameters. The rate of this increase becomes progres-
sively greater for the larger values of these paramneters (Figures Z5 to Z7).
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Figure 25 - Maximum light-gas pressure
vs projectile mass
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In most cases, the projectile velocity is the only point of comparison
between the computer output and an actual light-gas-gun shot. In con-
junction with the computer study of the 3.25" NRL light-gas gun, however,
provision was also made to measure the piston velocity just before the
high pressure catcher section, and to obtain a time history of the powder
gas pressure behind the piston. Preliminary results of these latter meas-
urements indicate that the computer results agree with the actual dynamics
of the piston to within 5% or better.

2.21
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Comparison of the actual and cornputed projectile velocity in the prc-
lirninary testing procedures showed discrepancies on the ortdeir of 5 to
10%. More recent evidence, however, indicated that the sabot package in
those shots had broken up in the launch tube, which would invalidate com-
parison with computed results. Recent shots made with unsaboted pro-
jectiles have been corupa red with the computer study by interpolation
between the selected values of the firing parameters. The results are
shown in Table IV and indicate deviations between actual and computed
velocities on the order of 20%.

Table IV
Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical

Results for Hydrogen

Initial Free Proj. Proj. Proj.
Piston rjVeoiyVlctLoading Ma Piston Release Pras. Velocity Velocity ErrorPrsssure s c Pressure Mass Experi- Theo-Velocity Pental retical

(psia) (I (b) (fps) (psia) (gmn) (kind sec) (r see )0 )

.470 9.6 7. 6 6'.15 -2,0.0

55 9.uU 7!3u 3,95U 15 !:.! 6.90U 5.1 -1 7.0

235 9.00 2750 1,950 1 S.5 6.91 5.71 -17.0

21 9.00 2750 3 1)5U 7.06 5.75 -18,6z35 ,).0 750, 7. 36 5.85 -20)235 3 3950 11.9 58

Future Development

Two improvements which can quite readily be included in the com-
poter prograre] ;re the effects of the tape I, and piston and p rojecctile
friction. Previous studies have shown light-gas preheating to be effec-
tive in increasing projectile velocities; hence this effect too will be
studied in detail. Introduction of shock effects will require the usc of a
much faster computer. This will be considerend if other improvements
in the program do not secure sufficiently ;'ccuratc results.

Once the computer program is deemed satisfactory, it can then be
used to evaluate and optimize the operation of the NRL light-gas guns.
In addition, by examining the effects of variations in the gun parameters,
it may be possible to improve light-gas-gun design.

A.gl
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ELECTROBALLISTIC STUDIES

One important phase of the hypervelocity gun development program
at NRL is the study of methods for electrically heating the gas used to
accelerate projectiles. It is generally agreed that the overall firing
efficiency and peak performance of gas guns are strongly affected by
the maximum temperature reached by the driver gas. Recent increases
in peak gan performance have been achieved Ly increases in maximum
driver gas temperature.

The use of electrical energy for increasing gas temperature has
several very attractive features: (1) there is no fundamental limit to the
amount of electrical energy that can be added to a gas reservoir, and
therefore very high gas temperatures can be readily attained; (2) elec-
trical heating of a gas reservoir enables peak temperatures to be directly
controlled and varied over a wide range for studying the effects of gas-
tenipevrature increases on gun performance; (3) the rate of gas heating
and the time of energy insertion are controllable (12).

Thus far, electrical pulses have been used to energize three types

of ballistic accelerators. Constant-volume guns have been constructed
such that electrical pulstes are used to arc hent sinall rc nut voirs of light-
gas to tenmpeiratureos and pressures needed for ballistic launches. Elec-
trical " bc. haevu becii installed in standard light-gas guni and used to
preheat the driver gas in ordc' r to rcach very high ope rating te'npe ratures.
Thin plates have also been launched by exposing them to the high tellipea a-
hlre and pressulre, plisma generated dur1ing the electrical explosioi of thii
metallic foils.

Con slant- Volulnie -Gun Development

Because of its basic simplicity, the constant-volume electric gun was
chosen for initial development. The basic form consists of a high strength
gas chamber separated from a launch tube by a diaphragm and a projectile.
After initially charging the chamber with a low-molecular-weight gas, i.e.,
H 2 or He, the energy stored in a capacitor bank is discharged into the
chamber through a high-intensity electrical arc. The resultant heating of
the chamber gas increases the chamber pressire which causes the diaphragm
to rupture and the projectile to be accelerated down the launch tube.

A variety of gun designs has been tested with chamber volumes vary-
ing between 10 crnm and 30 cra

3 
at electrical energy levels as high as I05

joules. Initial gas loading pressure has been held at 100 atmospheres.
Projectiles weighing between 0.1 and 0.5 gm have been fired in .22' and
.30" launch tubes at peak velocities of 5,4 km/sec.

223
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The most successful design for a constant-volt-ne gul is shown in
Figure Z8. It consists of a massive steel breech block enclosing the
chamber with an insulated hot electrode at one end and a threaded launch
tube at the other. A fixture mounted in the chamber sidewall is useLd to
admit the light-gas charge through a check valve. The front of the

chamber consists of a grounded ring electrode and a transition section
between the chamber and launch tube.

TIT

-4 INSUATIO

Elecr)ic lN e r iis tran mitt ,df IrI, p r CONI)jJ((I.t! i

line() totANhe IaN oI t. by I ci

i stre tched betwee thehot and ground elec•rodes.' Aurin ELECTROiE

ph)a(9.@® t. ISULet'On n

Figure 28 -- El)ect rieail y ]INowc'red gui withI IN -os,•tiifl
"vohllonle H r N' a' rye rvi

Electrical energy is transmitted from a parallel-plate transmission
line to the shaft of/ the hot electrode, by which it is conducted into the
chamber. A length of a 0.02-in~ch-wide, 0.002-inch-thick aluminum foil
is stretched between the hot and ground electrodes. During the initial
phase of the discharge, the foil explodes, ther'eby generating an ion path
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for the main energy surge. The large gas pressur." increase caused by
the energy t ransfer from the electrical arc to the ch.rmber gas causes
the hot electrode to move back into its insulating sheath, thereby gen-
erating a gas seal. The seal is strengthened as the gas pressure increases

in accordance with the Bridgman principle. The increased gas pressure
also causes the forward diaphragm to rupture, allowing the driver gas to
flow through the transition section into the launch tube, where it accelerates
the projectile.

The extreme gas-dynamic conditions within the transition section, i.e.,
high gas density, temperature, turbulence, and velocity, have caused very
severe erosion of all transitin section materials tested. Erosion at the
transition section is especially critical to gun performance because the
resulting gas mixes with the driver gas and increases its mean molecular
weight. hitch an increase substantially reduces the effectiveness of the
driver gas as a hypervelocity projectile accelerant. All metals tested,
including high strength steel, various tungsten-copper alloys, and molyb-
denum, have proven unsuccessful for this application. Teflon has shown
marginal erosion properties, but it lacks sufficient mechanical strength
to withstand the pressure inipLfse. Several other materials including
hard fluoroplastics and machinable ceramic materials failed under the
severe mechanical forces dewveloped during a firing. A sati.sfactory
vran silion section mate rial must be coinposed of [airiy low atomic weight

t-otistit ints a ld havr ;a high inlitlti phpin,-chng uiiit, lawl Hit.] r1-1 ,
ductivity, and high impact strength.

Two conch naictiuS haVve beCen drawnl fromt the con.stNt11-vol]llt-PgnI

Study. -'irst, it ;, possible to transfer stored clectrical energy frum a
C;iplaitor bmik to a tow-iunolecular-we'ight gas ill a small challatb"r With
reason;ably high efficiency and sUiceCssfllIy contain the gas until it has
icee,'hl e'itcd a projectihv'. jecUM!, all present light-gas guns totally
powered by electiical et'1 r gy it re limited in performance by drive r-gas
contamination caused by the erosion of their electrodes and transition
elements. Unless a significant breakthrough in the gas-contamination
problem area is achieved, it is doubtful that peak projectile velocities
Slbove 6.5 knl/scc to 7 kni/s sc can bei achilvi(d using such devices. ,or

these reasons, the constant-volume-gun program has been suspended
and emphasis has been placed upon other clectroballistie techniques.

Electrocooipression Gun Development

The extreme gas dynamic conditions that led to the serious erosion
problems associated with the constant-volume-gun firings were brought
about by the need for very high electrical-energy input densities. Large
energy densities are required because the peak gas pressures needed
for hypervelocity ballistic acceleration can be achieved only through large
temperature increases of the fixed-density driver gas. The requirement
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tor high electrical-energy densities can be largely eliminated, and with
it much of the contamination problem, if the electrical energy were added
to a low density gas reservoir which is then compressed until ballistically
usable pressures and temperatures are achieved. These conditions can
be realized in a standard light-gas gun in which the electrical energy is
added to the driver gas by an arc initiated in the pump tube early in the
compression cycle. In this way, the electrical energy can be added to a
large volume of gas at relatively low pressures without generating extreme
temperatures. As compression continues, the gas temperature increases
at a slower rate than the pressure until maximum pressures are reached
when the driver gas is near liquid density. The final gas temperature-
to-pressure ratio can be readily controlled over a very wide range, and
higher values of this ratio can be reached than are possible using gas
compression alone by judicious choices of initial gas density and energy
input level. Both basic gun analysis and detailed studies with the NAREC
ballistic computer program have demonstrated that very high ratios of
driver gas temperature to pressure are required for increasing the
velocity capabilities of gas guns beyond presently attainable values. A
related advantage is that high temperature-to-pressure ratios signifi-
cantly reduce the peak acceleration level experienced by a model as it is
launched to a particular eelocity.

The above concepts were used io the design of an electricall Iy laig-
il • tiLt:d 1.63", a ,d" 1 1 ghdl: LLI]* tvtt. ,

.~- g-t goi uf filit t~cid l t 'utiiltidt

vlectrical energy insertion section (Figure 29) may bet inserted tither at
(ie cciitienr of tihe con yressiun tube or at the junction between tih com-
I)rssiml t]ill),' '1)id 1ii' cuie tral breetch. The section is it heatvv-walltd
extension of the compression tube with an electrical probe installed flush
with the bore. The probe is held in place with a nut, and an overall gas
seal is generated by drawing the probu tightly againsL its eIectrical
insulator with a second nut that engages threads at the upper end of the
probe (not shown in Figure Z9). A capacitor bank is connected between

the insulated probe and the body of the insertion section and is discharged
through an exploding wire that electrically connects the probe face to the
inner wall of the insertion section.

The insertion of thebank energy into the exploding wire arc cp ies
intense localized heating of the metallic vapor, and some meochani-n must
be provided for efficiently transferring this energy to tille remainder of
the ligh!-gas reservoir. An operating hypotheses concerning this proetss
has been established after reviewing the possible phenomena responsible
for transmitting the energy. The release of a pulse of electrical energy
within the compression tube creates a strong shock disturbance which
propagates in both directions along the barrel. Initially, the wave is
cylindrical and hence the maximum pressure associated with it decreases
linearly with distance as it moves away fromthe arc channel. The wave
rapidly becomes planar, however, as it propagates down the cylindrical
pump tube because of the constriction of the walls and undergoes no more

':_'6
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SYSTEM --

PISTON CATCHER-

PISTON

~4r '~ SUPPORTING FLANGE

-~ MYLAR WIRE SUPPORT

EXPLDINGWIRE ELECTRICAL AUGMENTER

Figure 29 -Electr'ical energy insertion Section for a 1 .63",
.ZZ " light,-gasb gun

Il(LlIlctti)l ill ilitt)I15il X' LII to i'eon11i'ic fri' Hots. For this reason), the shoeký

waLvvs call l1propgatc iII) and dLown the comnpression tuthe sIevcra til~ls

whilc Lheir vne gy is slowly absorbed by the drivel gas, which is thereby
heated. Shock wave heating is advantageous for the elect r-)ompr eISsion
experiment because it generates a relatively uniform temperature rise of
the driver gas. Experimental evidence to substantiate the shock heating
hypotheses is to be presented in a later section. The operation of the
gas-gun proceeds in a normal manner after the insertion of the electrical
energy and may be examined directly with the NAREC computer program.
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Analysis

An analysis of the energy insertion mechanism must be made in order
to determine the operating criteria of an energy storage and delivery cir-
cuit that would be effective for preheating the gas reservoir of the 1.63",
.22" gas gun. The first step is to determine the amount of energy that
must be added to the gas reservoir to effect a particular temperature
increase, The computations were carried out using ideal monatomie and
diatomic gas assumptions which were justified by the relatively low gas
densities existing in a gas gun prior to compression. The derived expres-
sions are as follows:

for 1 = 1.4, AU - 2F
Sn R

for y 1. 66, vA; 2 F
3n R

where A. is the increase in the gas temperature, , is the energy input to
Ihe gRas, " is the n1inl.i' . oif ninl's x of gas, R i III, ,,,livers.l' gas constaint
ind I is the ratio of the specific heat of the gas it constant pr eSs 5rnc to

A plot of A''vs F for the range of values of r, Likely to be .'ncounte'red
during gas gun firings is presented in lgigur e 30. The temperature inctr,'asc
cxpe rient:ed by other qutuitities of gas lying within the range of then viin'cs

pt'esentcd caln be iitcrpoetated in a straightforward mannur.

The next pr'obi tin to be conside rted is the rate of hiat loss salffered
by the gas after elect'iical heating and cornpre.ssiun. The following
a ssumptions were made in computing the gas cooling effects: (13)

1. The gas is a perfect diatomic gas.

2. All heat-loss froe the gas to the barrel wall is radiative.

3. The bar ret wall is a blackbody.

4. The temperature change of the barrel wall is small with respect
tothe temperature change of the gas.

5. The gas heating time is short with respect to gas cooling times.

6. The energy reradiated from the walls to the gas is negligible.

J ''a
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Figure 30 - Temperature increase of various amounts of ideal
gas vs input energy

Experience with the NAREL, ballistic computer program indacates
that these assumptions arc good fqr temperatures up to 3000*K. These
assumptions will be better as the gas temperature is increased because
of Ihe, : 4 t.-rm in the expression for blackbody radiation.

The computations were carried out in a standard manner and an
equation relating gas cooling time to temperature reduction was derived:

I, SC AoJa (7)

2.29
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\\her' , is tih' finl i elapsett ateti gas hint_ ", ' ý isii wt -p'ecific he'af of IiI,
gas at constant volume, a is the Stefan-Boltz.nmann constant, A is the arca
of the gas radiation surface, i .s the initial gas tcnipe rature , 7 is'
and c is the gas teinperature at time t

S-73

k z7 (8)

HutC', Ik is thu tiite ruquirud for the gas to cool to the character-istic
fvaction ol its original Ic nperatLurc, i.e,, the tilme required to cool to
7it1`,. of ifs initial I c' pt'rtl'a il

A graph of Eqniittion (8) is prcsinicd in Figure 31. 'Fhc time taken
fOr the gas to reach 1/ its initial tnI1pe ,'ature , i.e. (z .- 0.5) Cao readily
hic si.in to bi' 7

tK. The hialf-ticaperraturu tintes for a numnlbCr of initial gas
conditions haxe been computeid, and the risults indicate that these times

L : o :' gi:%: (t1 11.- h ligtt) liI I I-ttia r 11.) tot;,cfl it'd in gas- g t' flirI1}4:,
viffh jiif'if f't ]•(n'i'tifi I'css liss than i tl finncs room, tcnptratiri. 'Fis r i

s-ury widi. tittldti' i ttanllk-trigg'tlolg ! 'chniqui s can b' utiliz' d wihoult
-itps'-:m• I1ss ill iii,:',ttf i iirii. siL l -t' f i~ ii syllurniaz;i i hi't'i'i

IlIi' hIank-di s, iIi 'gi, and iisfiioi-totitl iin fi ri tillti itrs is Ilot In'( rdi'f fo pr'-

"l ; it ll ;i Ii 2ii ; • it ;it-fiis :t.

TlWii ' Ctix l q .otity to ivotililf' is U, C i'fflic'incy Of i'n'rgy trati 'ifi'
fcitwi'i'n the iatifitii Itt r haln and thi gasi. It order to analytically stidy
In'e e'nirgy titansfer [A 'nl 'nu W 'twcin tin' tifiticitl'l bnlittk tt11 tHin ga.s-
heaLing arc, the high cu'ri'iit dischargi circuitl miuist Ie, reralcd ;its iii
RLC circuit. The differential equation for the current ill an RI•G circuit
has beein set tip and solved using an analog computir (14). Pit initial
conditions wert' a charguc'l capacitor that is switchid iiit fli' ritatilnidt'

of the circuit at time m U. A family of curves %"as con structed thatt
represent the current variation vs time for 48 different values of
risistance ranging from 0 to tan linies the critical datmping resisainic.'.
(turvcs of power input to the rcsistance vs time weri' then gica'titd for
'st. of thu 48 casces by forming IPR and ptotfing thi ri'utlls vs ti eIIc.
Finally curves of energy input to the total circuit resistatnce vs titlic were
generated by electronically integrating the power vs time curves.

*The critical damping resistance of an RLC circuit is the resistance
required to just prevent oscillations. It was chosen for normalizing the
resistance values since it may be readily computed. R. 2v'-U-.
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Figure 31 - Radiatie' coolFng cur, for

a rit Srvo Vr of ideal gas

1-kirtial results of all the cenergy input cur Ive s a rt pre sented in
F lgur c 3 Z. The ordinate is time presented in units of or and the

abscissa is the total circuit resistance presented in units of the critical
damping resistance 2, 11 C : R,. The lines represent the fraction of
enC, Qgy initially stored in the capacitor that has been expended in the
resistance. For example consider the time required for 90% of the
energy stored in a capacitor to be expended in the resistive elements of
an RLC circuit if the circuit is critically damped. Move along the 0.9E
line from left to right until the abscissa R R. = I is reached. The ordinate
of this point shows the time to be 2.7TVLc. This time can be evaluated if
both L and C are known.
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Pigur v 32- - Tin ip rcquired for an RLC circuit to dissipate
seI'ct'ed fractions of 0101 stored e'nergy vs R'Ri

This analysis may 1C Used to evaluatae the ene rgy input to the arc
within a gas gun if R, iL, and c of the diseha rgc circuit can be evalluated
and the ratio of total circuit resistance to a. c resistance is known, hn
addition, it must be assumed that R, L , and c remain constant throughout
the discharge. Thu paramcters of the discharge circuit arc determined
for cach vi,cL roballistic shot by recording oscillograms of current vs
time during each clect roballistic firing (inductive pickup techniques have
been used at NRL). Circuit inductance is determined by the frequency of
the discharge, and total circuit resistance is computed from the damping
rate of the oscillations. These paramcters arv sufficient to dete rmine
the energy delivwry rate. In the total resistance in the discharge circuit.
The energy is divided between the various resictaitce elements as
F = EtotR/Rtot where iR is the resistance of an element and Rtot is the total
circuit resistance. The ratio of the arc resistance to the total resistance
is evaluated by discharging the circuit several times and measuring the
change in total resistance caused by insertion and removal of the arc from
the discharge circuit.

13ý
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Results of these studies show that considerably more than 50% of the
stored energy in a capacitor bank may he delivered to the gas-heating arc
when exterior switching is used and that 70% to 80% efficiency can be
achieved using internal switching. It was also found that arc resistance
often varies over a factor of two during a discharge; therefore the above
analysis can yield only approximate results.

A modification of the above analytical technique has made it possible
to determine the energy input rates to the gas-heating arc and to establish
the variation of arc resistance with time. Basically, the oscillogram of
the discharge current vs time is used to determine the local damping

rate of successive pairs of positive and negative current peaks. These
damping values are then used to determine average values of the total
circuit resistance for each succeeding half cycle of the oscillation.
Plots of these values vs median time yield smooth curves that are taken
as representations -f total circuit resistance vs time. Similar curves
generated with no arc in the circuit arc used to determine arc resistance
vs time by subtracting them from the curves obtained with the arc in the
circuit. Incremental power and energy inFut curves are then generated
as before. Figure 33 is a sumrmnary of such an analysis perform;ned for
an electroballistic firing. Note that slightly over 50% of the energy was
inserted into the arc (load) in 186 jisee, i.e., 3,'ir.

The plriol-lom rof prdrliefing the efficiency of energy I iansf I by alluuk
waves between the gas-heating arc and the driver gas has not yet been
solved; therefore, an experinmental praograrl is being set up to deter minc
this value by menasuring gas pressu re within the c0onlpression tube b1wfr'
and after energy insertion. If the volume reinains constant (the piston is
not lau-ched) and perfect gas as surmptions are applied, the following cxpres-
sion for energy input to the gas may be derivcd:

r -I VAI' for moi •umlic Kgls
2

E 5 V PIi for Iiitorir i .
2

where r is the energy input, V is the chamber volume, and At is the pres-
sure change. Studies of electrically powered constant-volume guns and
initial electrocompression results indicate that these efficiencies should
exceed 50% for most cases of interest.

The above analysis was used to choose tentative initial operating
parameters for the 1.63', .ZZ" augmented gun. The compression tube of
the gun has a volume of approximately three liters and NARIEC computer
results indicated that initial gas loading pressures between 4 and 8
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atmosphe rc6 would be necdcd for highi pu (a rmance Ilaunclios. 'Such Iotad.ý
would require between 0.5 and 1.Z5 moles of gas. It was estimated that
the minimumn ad~valtageo us tempe ratturer inc reasces would be 300'K (twice
room tempe rature') which would requi re approximately 8 kilojoules of
onergy to be addcd to hydrogen or 4.3 kilojo!Ales to helium. Thc analysis
presented above indicates that overall efficiencies of 25% ;I-kight be
expected when exttrior switching is used, and 35ut to 40%b efficiencies
might be obtained by using internal. switching. Thus, a 20-kilojoule
capacitor bank should produce marginal results. Since such a bank was
available, initial experiments were carried out at this energy level.
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Experin.ental Rk'sults

A series of firings was maade with the 1.63", .Z2 "light-gas gun to
determine its maximum performance capability without clectrical energy
addition. The maximum velocity achieved was 9.55 krn/see with an 0.1-
gram Lexan cylinder. The firing conditions were:

Round 88 1.63 ", .22" -cal Gas Gun

Date 8/10/62

Firing Parameters Gun Parameters

Powder - IMR 8436, 285 gm Compression Tube - 10' (effective
length) x 1.625" diarn

Piston- Steel with Forward Nylon Transition Section - 6"-dian]
Seal-960 gm expendable unit with 30' conical

transition section between the com-
pression and launch tubes

Driver Gas - Hydrogen, 100 psia

Projectile Release - Quick opening Launch Tube - 0.217" ID x 41' long
valve rel'as,, 65000 lsd; (189 C;dlih rm1;)

Projectilc - Ilexalt cvlindclr
0.217" diam x 0.136" long
M = 0.100 gM"

Vtlocilv - 9,3 i!sc,.

The electrical auginentation unit was thin installed and the 20-kilojoulc,
20-kv capacitor bank was connceted to it using a nininitul inductance Con-
figuaration. Test dischtarges showed that 90% of the electrical energy couid
be dissipated in 7 Itsec when a piston triggering mode was used. The gas
gun was then fired using firing parameters equal to those used when 9.55
km/sec was achieved. The resulting projectile velocity was 4.1 km/sec.
The compression piston bounced and was retriwi'vd from the compression
tibe 4 feet from thie transition section. Optimized shots where electrical
energy was not added resulted in the piston being lodged in the transition
section. A comparison of these results showed that a large amount of
energy had been added to the gas during thi autgImIenIted shot sinee it had
changed thi, gas pressurt profile enough to strongly affect piston motion.

Both theory and experimental results show that the performance of a
light-gas gun is reduced when the driver-gas pressure is increased to the
point where piston bounce occurs. Therefore a series of electrically aug-
mented shots was fired with the initial gas pressure systematically reduced
until piston bounce was eliminated. Projectile velocity increased steadily
during these firings but reached a maximum value of only 6.1 km/ sec.

2 31
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Sveral of the shots fired during this sequence had to be repeated because
of shattering of the projectile. -it is felt that the shattering was caused by
shock waves in the driver gas.

At this point, a hypothesis was proposed that the shock waves generated
by the arc propagated back and forth along the pump tube and were succes-
sively reflected at the ends during gas compression. Reflections from the
face of the oncoming piston increased the wave amplitude as compression
continued until it reached a value capable of fracturing the projectile-
release mechanism when the average gas pressure was considerably
below that required for maximum gun performance.

An experimental study was set up to test the above hypothesis. A
closed bomb was constructed for studying wire explosions under conditions
closely simulating those in the gun. The closed bomb used for the explod-
ing wire study is a slight modification of the central portion of the gas gun.
An expendable connector and the electrical insertion section haive c,' 1
coupled and the two ends of the section are sealed with plugs to na:- - a
gas-tight chamber. It was planned to charge the bomb with light gaý (1-12
or He) until the density is the same as that in an operational gun at a point
in the firing sequence when the electrical discharge occurs (i.e.. when the
pisison is about to enter the energy insertion section). Thus, all the operat-
ing conditions of the gun except the piston velocity coldd be riepronl ie d il
1 '1n•si'•i himnl sysicot. Sevew~ral altleulpts were Inidmle to discllseha ' Oite

lank into the booth. In all cases the electrical arc was qnenched before
IhIn energy stored in ihe bank could be delive rd. It was then decided to

product, thes e shots in the guin since there was obviously some diffeirciO
lbetwetn the(- bod) oil tiat' gita gunxpelrimenti. 'the augmented gun was
assernbled, as if to fire, and charged with driver gas to the same pres-
sure as was used in the bomb (this was conside'ably more pressure than
is usable for fi ring). A series of five discharges were fired without evi-
dence of arc-quenching. It appears that the plug covering the end of the
bomb (located 3 inches from the arc) reflected an electrically gcne ratcd
shock wave back onto the arc, thereby quenching it, For this effect to
uceur a shock-wave velocity greater than 12 kmn/sec (Mach d) is required.
Such a shock wave is extremnely powerful and potentially capabi e of
generating the effects attributed to it by the original hypothesis.

The second phase of this study is an attempt to establish that pre-
mature release of projectiles was occurring in electrically augmented
firings. An experiment was conducted to measure the piston position at
the titne of projectile release. The average pressure within the gas can
be computed from loading parameters and the piston positioIc; therefore,
the piston position at projectile release can be computed by using the
design break-pressure if no significant shock waves are present. If the
piston has not yet reached its expected position when the valve opens,
the existence of a shock disturbance is strongly indicated. This pro-
cedure can also be checked out by firing the gun without electrical
augmentation and comparing the results with an augmented shot.

',t3 ,
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A nmiber. nf I t',lh,,. '''.':rx' co';f-,iered for the measurenient of both
piston position and the time of projectile release. Piston position is now

being measured by placing a series of probes in the barrel that are suc-
cessively short circuited by the oncontic', pistor. Small capacitors
(0.01 /,f) at each probe are charged to 6 volts ard ae discharged across
50-ohm resistors as the piston passes to produce sharp pulses. These
pulses are presented on oscilloscopes and photographed to produce a
lasting record of the piston velocity and decelerti,- . The NAREC
ballistic computer program was used to predriec thie a.,,5 pressure as a
function of time for pressutres ti) to the niaximuni 'dues roequired for

projectile releas e.

Probe techniques for determining the time of p: ,v ai"m 'ec.' are

not feasible because peak pressures in the region of tile project)Ii -
release nmechanism are toc, large to be sealed by electrically insulating
materials. For this reason an all optical method has been developed for
determining pruojectile-release times. Since the Lexan project - ':%
optically clear, the driver-gas chamber can be viewed by an optical
instrumrent mounted in front of the gun and aligned with the launch Luoe
axis. The launch tube opening into the relatively large diam,,ti, high
pressure' section approximately satisfies the conditions required for a
blackbody radiation source whose radia Iivt' pliwti is easily enmepu1tedl
With tlii 1Sults lption thlat Whe gas temLp'ratUire it p rojectile rele aSe i'
1500"K (;t inhlieirl valut) the 'nul,' nitp ,'i ' ] ,, chanibtr in the iaibl
region is seen from the launch tube is approximately .0t wall. (The
optical power of the chanibtir will incre wi' sharply as ilhl gas tcmpeira-
tore exceic'ds 1500"K.) Such light sources can be radially detected it
oistnelieeas of 11p to several hiind red feet by phlutomnull iplie r lbhes. Sinet
the light CIttput of lie gun is beamed along the trajectory, photoniulliplii)r
cquilpnient use'd to detect projectile rlease miust be prottcted from the
projectile. This hats been accomplished by using ;in opticalty dciatr tirget
(Plexiglas) ;cld 01 ounting the photoniultiplier unit behind it. and outside
the vacuum tank. A window assembly in the rear of the tank allows the
detector to view the muzzle of the gas gun.

Shvew'a i gate firings have beein 1tde to datt with both thi pistoic-
position and projectile-rrelease instrumentation functioning properly.

The results indicate that when elcctrical energy is added to the system,
the projectile release inechanisin is activated before the gas has r'eached
its desired projectile releaise pressure.

Since the experiments discussed above have provided at least a strong
indication that the shock-wave hypothesis is correct, a series of experi-
ments was devised for counteracting shock waves in the driver gas. The
simplest of these consisted of firing the gas gun with electrical augmenta-
tion, the arc being initiated by the pulse used to ignite the powder charge.
A 25 millisecond delay is thus generated between arc-initiation and the
passage of the piston over the energy insertion probe. It was reasoned

"3 7
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t hat. ;Le~ec edshock waxs ooIc be- des.sijat~ed inl Illerirgs
bttnrtc itl Ipisbtonlc S0 icttCiJUIatecl to a Stifficitnt VIelOCit\'- to Inlaill ,ill o or
iI11Cl)tii th"il. Gais rotiateonl cneepo~tatcon) etiscIssOCd prt'UVioisl'y shlow

chatl cooling loss.s (10 riot. become sorious1l ollnn at [colst 0.1 Second ha;s

Sevecr iL attgnointee firings have been made usinlg cxh ror a101,
rigge log, ;cml( the totall offienc'Iy Of Ve'telcricl-0nc rgy t1L rasirha ot

solIife red ;t 1 eri-(ci~ill y, Poor gonl pe r-fo I an11ce an tid p rojectile Shatte rjig
leave1 indicated, hIw.v that the shockr waeves still. exist aifter this

ltvly long 8CIliv.

Another n-iethod for eliminating augmecntation of this shock wave at
IhCIi tOl st IL La' is to0 ri(djce the peaik J)tVSsii-tt SsOCialtedl WWIh theV waIve
to the point win re MLttenoation fatctoivs become dominant andl the Shock
wotecs at re damped nutt. The CILoraitiOnl Of tin shock waves most be inlclPea seul
to nit inheiti the total energy c ontenst of the weave s, if soich a m ode of op ree -
Lionl is attinipted. Both Of these eff-cts4 con1 ie r'ealizedl by inIc etalsing the
dhiiration of the( gais h eating ;i- 1yeb inlc rcaSinlg the1 neiAckltetelCe ts socialtCd

All te ltctj~cl nea dich l4;- rC gdl~ Alo The, 1 s6h aw. - elec ,i 4n IC
Sc treeiiett es of thec discharge dCilnit osed for initial elUletrOCOlmop reS sion

týiew see- us Cot I Io e:

tIe ei Vol It ege V 2t ,ititt V

Teeti )I liceIictie nec ., 1111,11

Pt rietti of Ose ettatioeep I 5.Ase

Gir ccii Ifisi st~ecee i 3 till icettetesl

CreticelL Daemnping Res. t.- t9 fetillintucuis

R R,% N N .0 62 5

10e~leoeteuieel(e Clead(11 
1

8it .7 17 eligemqLe

Maxinmum Power Inpuit to I,, z 1.67 billion Watts

Tloto li uissiplstt 50%ý: eel .1 1Si.5
bank energy

Time to reach maxixhernm tPM 5.2 psuc
power

Characteristic Time (t,=j/1? t 2 .45 jusec

The above quantities were computed from oseillograms of the dis-
charge current vs time taken during an actual firing as discussed above.
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liht ii x C eq tion tu, ll. ioived for tih'. ondlitioniu i wil 'lS d o0 ilt,

Pro'us page and U he e f t c L of indIuctaune C inc Pea s es upon 1 th ciire Icuit

pa'ramneters was investigatid. Tht, parameters, IMnx. PMnx' T50 %, and 11PM1-

Wi. PC computed and are presented in Figure 34 after being no1r1lili Zed

with respLwct to the given condilions. Presentation of reiilts in this way

allows the curves to be used for p nanv athe arc dischalrge sithations

once a set of standard conditions has been determnned.

The above re'silts were used to ditsign ixpte suients to lvatllltv the

e'ffects of vairious shock wave configurations on driver-gas heatilog and

projectile ei-caSe nmechanisms. The peak pressure of ail electri-sally

generated shock wave is controlled by the maximum power delivered to

the arc channel and the rate of power rise as well as by various gas and

geometric paramretePrs. Intormation about the above electrical parameters

-1I M

I ill-0~ 4-

• 0I% 01 ItiMi~I. ENERGY -- 1

TPMA: tIME tO NE•ACH MASIMUi "Mx1

I i MAX SlIIX'•IM IaSil 1511,1

CIIRRENT

PMAX -MAXIMUM POWER D;-,SIPAI E[)

Il l ! I I ! lillill 004.._ ~
100 I0 1

Figure 34 - Deviation of time, current,

and power of an RLC circuit vs increase

of inductance
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is contained in the Tla and iivM.. crves. The legt4gh of tile shock \iavwb,
as well as the average energy density within them, is a function of the
tine required to discharge half the energy into the chanle] (Ts56 ), and
the electrical resistance of the irc channel is dependent Upon 'ma, .

Anl analysis technique is currently unlder dcevelopinuxt that will allow
th j)h'vediction of the effects TO5 %, TpM., and I'M_ upon shock-wave param-
cv'tis. In order to test this technique, and to detern-ine whether increased
inductance will remove the shock-wave difficulties ; series of experiments
%i Is carried out concerning the effects of inductance shifts on discharge
circuit performance and gun operation. A 300-mphenry inductor was
added to the circuit, which increases total circuit inductance by a factor
a' six. The following Table V shows the computed new paramneters and

i ý' tionship to the original ones;

Table V
Deviation of Selected Paramctera of an RlC Cirottfl
Octur ring When j. n4 u canc e is Ine r e sa e d by a

Factor of 0x

l i','v ia ion F a , lt rr F riiihtUlm ilti(I.s I Given Conditions IN,• VAI,l

I M-..i .*11f4 1t 6  
up

1,9 ,t. o" \ ltt ,ý

* 'so% 4.)5 (i',t0 t0-t' 10 't"

' *a 2.'V) 9.0Z 10t' - ox

The shift of alt laraune,.ters rih'0111 originll, conditinl:-,; is grea, t har lhan:k factor of two but less than a factor of six for L - 6I.o. The residtfs of

this stufiy hive indicated that inc reasit inductance within to R11,C dit-
It rie.' i:i c ilit caik; mtc1 i the vi'ffcci l 0t1 i h cla -wvavi prossi i ll isti');av'c

'.hithout causing large reductions in gas heating efficiency.

Augmenit'd firings wire re stmieitd at this point, but the. 1.6 F', .- ', gas
gan had to bi fired at reduclIeid piston one gy Ib(cutse fault. l,0l h'n dii-
-9Ve-Cred in the supply of tIran sitioun sictions then on hand. il*ivaxitnuu pro-
jectilt velocity without augluientation was found to be 6.1 k-n/sec. Whet
20 kilojoules of energy were added through the high inductance circuitry,
peak velocities were inr.'.-eased to 6.5 km/sec. It was decided to try to
exploit this small posi.tive result by increasing the electrical energy input
to 42.5 kilojoules. Firings at this level resulted in maximum velocities
of 8.5 km/sec, clearly indicating that a substantial increase of gas gun
performance had been achieved by electrically heating the driver gas.
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JIae rclTu , i-gram-
Aded jetties) Elgy Projectile Velocity
Added (jules) (k/e)

061
* 20,000 6.5

42,500 8.5

T ransitionl sections without faults have become available, and aug-
rnicntttion experimients have recently been initiated at roaxi-num gunperformance levels. Thus far 0.15-gram plastic cylinders have been
fired at 8.85 kin/sec. It appears that the amount of energy added to the
driver gas of a gas gul is quite critical (note the reduced energy firing
results) and therefore mot yeonergy may deliver significantly increased
results. lExpe riments at still higher one rgy levels (60 to 120 kilujoules)
at'r planned for the1 near future. In addition instrument studies will be
earrictd oi to eon plete the efficiency evaluation of tie energy insertion
mechanisiln and to study thle effects of electrically generated shock waves
in the tiw',"M gas.

Eleatrhcal lca•'te Acceh, rator

The lCh'ctrebjaljistic group at NilEt has initialed at t i rujt to ptro t tad
at tcluthniqte IprX'wiously developed at AFSWC': for hlaitiching thiln lal.ates of
jahat. hS it' l I.' d la-y Im t-l.ilas to liypwrvca-elOeilti aisinl, Ithe- ia stma from
eaectrically exploited foils (15). The plate launcha, r (Figure 35) (tosisitsof a shbeet nf thin aitalminllt1ta foil (.00025") which is contahind in a plastic

hohttl r that 8s0pports it mliassivaly on one sitle. A hlnita plate is hteld againstthle free surfaaea of the ahlatninut foil and is Lakuached by the violent foilexpl osion C1ieust'd by an electrical patl. s flil an loa w inductancte calp-citor

bank. The resulting plasma expands against the rear of the plate and
accelerates it to hyperveloeities. The motion of the plate is inhe rentl y
tanstat lc 11Ia Ihh t Iotal I rajectoiry is tad' suafficiently short (1 inch or less)
to prevent instability effects frot C bucoming iportalit. Itial eta' xpcri-
ments utilized a 4700-joule capacitor bank to launch 1' x 2 1 .0075"Mylar sheets to 2.03 kin/scc (6670 ftl/sec), yie'lding an ove'rall effieincv
of . SitniLa r experi'eniCtCs per for toed at A.FSWC ra'sailta-l in efficit'nc'ie5s
of up to 50/;'). It was determined that this discrepancy was due to tht factthat less than half the energy stored in the NRL capacitor bank was
expended in the plate explosion before the sheet left the gun, while vir-
tually all the energy in the AFSWC bank was expended prior to plate exit.

*Pulse Power Laboratory, Air Force Special Weapons Center, Kirtland
AFB, N. M.
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M.AR
00075 TIIICKNFi

)Al FOIL
000025 THICKNESS -

BRASS ELEGTRODI,

BLASI SWI'C.

CAPACITOR BANK
-. *~,5000 JOULI

FL~iII 15 - Exp liiig f1111 oil a llche" i 115(1d |)
accvhl'rate Ih .11 plalt S

The e-ffects of varioms p ra1.1015o I eteI r P l) plalkte I' intching Velocitievb
ark- being studied. A le'Cond capacitor Nhank hias be! n� enpluoyed t hai tcin
store 17,600 joules at -0 kv for conducting expe rienl.ts at highl' Iý P, rgy
levels, and experiments were carried ouL ,aing 1" -2" . .0075" and
1 /" x 1/2" - .0075" launched sheets. Earlier experiinents had
chimonstraien that c.)IsiieLri l, difficully exists il measuriling sheet velocity
by observing the sheet motion with a high-speed framing camera sincv thie
sheet may be obscured by the rapidly expanding plasma moving around its
idgess, Two alternative velocity nm uaiu reOlelnnt techniques haV, 1)0('11 tliliZtt

to insure that quoled velocity values are accurate. A series of figiu res (x)
were typed onto Mylar sheets before they were inserted into their launching
holders and were viewed during launch through an optically clear target
(Plexiglas) using a mirror system and the framing camera. The figures
were clearly visible throughout the sheet motion but abruptly disappeared
upon impact between the sheet and target. A second mirror system used the
luminosity of the expanding plasma from the foil explosion to provide back-
lighting of the Plexiglas target, which was also viewed edge on by the framing

21 cL
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a flura. This t chosnqus' allowedl the shock wave gene Tat ed in the target by

the impact to be photographied and it ;motion plotted. The time of sheet
impact was determined by extrapolating, the shock wave position to thet
front surface of the target. Sheet velocity was then computed from the gun-

target spacing and the tin-ic-of-flight measurements. The velocity measuire-
meats irom the t hree techniques are in agree meat within expe rirmental error,

which ii dicate s that the sheet remains at, or very near, the tap of the
plasmia a tiring its launch ;ond flight to the target.

!).leig retsult s for the V" x 2" x .0075" and /2"I' 1/2" .0075"

my, ''she, S ire- jire seated in Figure 3f6. A maximium velocity of 5.0 kmll/

seeN_ vaoch, evd with 1" x 2 " x .0075" s-heets and 9.2 kmn/sec with 1/2" x

I /2" aý.ý 375 'Iseets. Note that two sets of data arc presented for each set

of firing!.' InoV:. :t'tt'rs. Onec Set represents the( resuilts of firing witl, gas

Venlts ill h01' %!der' an oilthe otl(ier withollt V'nlts. Vents were t)ine( ill theV

Iso'lde 's nnrI front !;orfauo to allow tin' plsma to escape which aidls iii

taking cdun r' pl K'ali of tilt' nntovilstt sheet . It has built not ict'st that the st'

ventls signeicalsiti 'dice it's'lc'tator- pl' i'fO anhici', indicating ttiat signiti-
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dI.tIih s vx''tit v:' Ill It\. usI , ..11 hV! ilii Ill a-sm t It It) kill/hut hiloisl'

II . to nd[ li1y J - - A cm ti r w ig m l'II lc 1c ie
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THREV STAGE GAS GUN

!ABS
T

EACT

The design, operation, perfe'.n;,.cc and internal ballistics are

described for a caliber 0.600 light gas Sun with arc discharge heating

of the driver gas.

'Dhe complete development of the launcher id detailed. Thl, inuludes

the 300000 Joule capacitor bank construct" i the effect of discharge

time on performance, the effect of discharging at different times during

the comprcssion stroke, discharge chamber design and switching technique,

In this paper, it is shown that improved launcher performance was

obtained by are discharge heating over the unlhesatd config,.rati-on for the

same mass projectile at the same maximum reservoir Je' seure.'.

The interior ballistics analysis presented for this type of modified

adiabatic compressor follows the procedure Df Char';2rb, Denardo and Rossow.

The computation given is generalized to include variation of the discharge

energy as well as the discharge-compression cycle.
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Introduction

Improvement of gun performance has been a task which has occupied

the attention of ballistic laboratories for many years. The problem

can be summar zed by considering the relation between velocity gradient

du and pressure gradient dp along a gun barrel
dx dx

1 dp=-( duL -_1_M du
p dx RT dx H0 T dx

Thus the pressure drup between the reservoir and projectile base is pro-

portiona). to the velocity of the projcctile. The magnitude of the pressure

drop varies as where: K is the ratio of specific heats, R. the

unilversal gas constant, n the gas molecular weight, T the gas teitperaUurc.

Ultimate launcher perrormance is limited by Lhe strength of either the

model or the gun componentb. Tims at the maximum (limiting) pressure in

the reservoir, or fquuivalcntly high pressure on the projectile, higher

projectile velocity can be achieved by (a) doereasing the molecular weight

of the Cas, (b) increasing the reservoir tenmprature, or, (c) both.

]Historically, the New Mexico School of Mines (NMSM) developed the first

light gas gun usin6 hydrogen. That is, hiL;hIer perforrance was obtained by
1

decreasing the molecular weight. A similar approach to the NPSM was

adopted by the Naval Resenrch Laboratories group and the Ames Research
3

Center NASA. In both these launchers, a heavy subsonic piston is employed

to adiabatically compress hydrogen or helium. The high pressure, high

temperature hydrogen is then employed as the gas which driver the projectile.
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The Naval Ordnance Laboratory ballistics group was the pro'ponent of

two Lechiniques to improve performance: (i) heating of driver Lras by

multiple reflection of a ulhock wave ae in a reflected shock tube configuration,

(ii) increase initial toiqpcrature of the drýiver by the addition of heat from

the reaction of hydrogen and oxygen. The inerettse in the molecular weight

of the driver gas by tLe addition of oxygen reduces somewhat the effective-

ness of the heat addition.

At NASAM, the NOL slock heating principle was further improved by

addition of a light piston to drive the shock wave within the driver

section. This configuration was also employed in the launchers developed

at Aveo RAD. and more recently at Arnold Engineering sald DevelopmenL

Center (AkC).5

The use of olectrical encrgqy by ele [nieal discharg.re to prehleat; the

driver gas without incerre; Ing: m)o~ecular wCight, wts suLg'gestCd by the Utah
6

Research and Development Company. This design involved addition of the

clectricol energy at the end of the piston otsroke. Partial preheating

7
T ,- 500°K) of the driver has been successfully employed at AEDC

The latunher to be described in this paper employs are disuharge

heating of the driver gas before compression. This design was selected

to miximize the performance of fragile (acceleration limited) models,

since the reservoir sound speed (temperature) will be higher than for a

similar discharge at any other time during the pump cycle.

The light gas guns currently in use at Avco MAD operate consistently

at hypervelocity speeds (20,000 to 25,000 feet per second). These two-stage

2S!
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light gas guns utilize a supersonic piston in the pump tabe. This generates

a shock wave in the driver gas which undezgoes multiple reflection from the

base of the projectile. The steep pressure pulse applied to the model dur-

ing shock reflection caused either tip or interface failure of double ele-

ment models.

Using a new technique for ruggedizing model construction, titanium-

base 0
base steel-tipped slender cones (half angle 10 ) have been launched to

velocities in excess uf 17,00Y fee1t per second at RAD. however, these

models failed at higher loading conditions.

In order to launch cone models at velocities greater than 23,000 feet

per second, a shock-free compression stage was considered mandatory. This

requires adiabatic compressor type pump stage. The launcher described in

this paper is such an adiabatic compressor. however, 1,y CUISULLtIIL voltume

heat addltion before-corrpreocion, a much shorter compression stroke is

required to achieve the same temperature and pressure as an adiabatic com-

0presser which operates with 300 K hydrogen prior to compreesion. In

Appeadix (C) of this paper, it is shown that a one milE long pump tube

would be necessary to adiabatically achieve the samie conditions as the dis-

charge-then-pu* cycle.

The three stage arc discharge gun was fabricated by modification of

an existing caliber 0.60 piston compression gun to accept an are heating

stage. A capacitor bank capable of delivering 300,000 Joules of energy in

40 microseconds was constructed and used to heat the gas.

In the following sections, actual launcher design, operation, and per-

formance vill be discussed as well as theoretical internal ballistics calcula-

tion of performance.
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i. LAUNCEER OPERATION AND DESIGN

The launcher described in this paper is illustrated in figure I.

The sequence of operation is listed below for two types of compression

cycles.

(A) FAST DISCHARGE

1) An electric signal fires an electric primer which ignites the

powder charge. Upon reaching a predetermined pressure, the piston shear

disc releases and the piston begins acceleration.

2) After about four feet of travel, (midway in pump tube) the piston

enters the electrode assembly. The conductive face of the piston shorts

the gap and the electrical encric stored in the capacitor batk is discharged

Into the hydirogon. The d ischn',r;e time is approximately 40 microseconds.

3' The piston then continues onward, further compressing the hydrogen.

The gate valve opens or projectile hold-back device then releases. FNu-

thuer compression by the piston contin~ues.

)I) Projectile acceleration down gun barrel begins.

(B) LONG DURATION DISCHARGE

1) Same as for fast discharee.

2) Soon after the piston begins accelerating, the compression waves

propagated by its motion arrive at the electrode assembly. A thin, metallic

strip suspended from the upper electrode is pushed against the lower electrode.

This is called a "VIVA" switch by our engineers, since as the strip flaps,

it closes the interelectrode gap and Initiates the discharge. When this

trigger mode is used, a large inductance is used to slow down the discharge
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to 500 .microseconds. The switch component., are vaporized.

3) The piston completes the compression stroke, acting against

higher hydrogen pressure. Since the gas being compressed is heated,

(TI, = 1500°K) the compression is nearly adiabatic.

4) Same as in mode (A).

A detailed description of the separate components design and opera-

tion follows.

Is. The following table gives the geometry of the gun and the materials

used in tie different sections.

TABLE

C omponent Material Length Diameter

(i) Powder Chamber 4340 1tee (n-"C"-
1 2) 10.75" 2.30T I)

5.50" 0D

(2) Pump 'obs )1340 Steel (o-"c"-h2) 96" 3.50" ID

(two 1i-foot sections) 4J. 5" OD

(3) Dligh Pressure 4340 Steel (R-"C"-42) 9.5" 1.5" ID

Section 6.o" CO

(4) Launch Tub 4140 Steel (R-"C"-42) 72" 0.60" ID

2.0" OD

(5) Arc Chamber Liner-Teflon 7.5" 1.5" ID x 3/8"thick

Body 4340 Steel (R-"C"-42) 7.5" 7.25" 0D

In the original arc chamber design an alumina liner was shrink-fitted

into the body of the chamber after which it vas finish machined. This liner

was later replaced by teflon which was much more economical and just as

efficient. Two electrodes are housed in this chamber; one is grounded to
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the chliamber, tie: .... iu -L :su. '" !,. t-l :h n'" , c- ' -.' r a t tIe .

sleeve and c(. anected to a collector plate. Both electrodes are Uipped

with Avcomet Icopper impregnated tungCsten) to m•inimize cronios and thereby

gas contaminants. The chamber is clamped to the pump tubes by means of a

tie-bolt assemly as shown in Fig. 2. The nmting-, er-s of the Pump tvt-"

and are chambe2. aLre 1eai : n I <,'r. I.-u-- aýgnment of the borse.

The collector plate which feeds the arc chamber by collecting the

energy from the individual capan-toers ir cade up of tw-ro 1/3" thick copper

sheets three feet square with several mwlar sheets between them for

electrical insulation. Bakelite clamps are used to hold this assembly

toegether. Double shielded coaxial cables from the bank are connected to

the vdlgru of the copper plates.

T'ie electrical energLy for the diUu ht'Jjs•j u is n.ov'Vd .i 3O-itilJ11 c

I.Ia, tLi, lk, Ti.e Lank colists of .Lui;ý .¼.,-micrsr'-t, 0'-Xilo'o.t

Acrorvo:; c]acitors housed in 5 racks. The twbenty capacilwto r Is each rack

are intor-connected ny ecanes of a parallel plate ,ransmission line. Each

rack is connected by 20 low-impedance cables to a flat collector plate

fit.ted t•o the nrc chaimbezr as shown in F.Ir, 3. 'the rining frequency fur

a dead short at the collector plate is 25 kilocycles. The c1zrging supply

is capable of delivering full energy to the bank in 3 minutes. Approx-

imately 52 microseconds are required to discharge the energ/y across a

1-1/2" gap of 500 psi of hydrogen, the actual firing conditions.

At present the collector jlate is provided with a 0.5 microhenry

inductor to reduce the ringing frequency to 5.8 kilocycles. The inductor

consists of two parallel single loops of 5/8" diameter copper rod lying in
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a common plane, Fig. 4. The magnetie force tending to open the loops are

thus balanced, and the mutual inductance between the loops is at a minimum.

For these parameters, the calculated critical damping resistance is R%=36.5 x iO'ýL

The actual average arc resistance under firing conditions is 5 X 10", .

This indicates that the d-Licharge circuit is underdamped causing a damped

oscillation. The oscillation lasts for two or three cycles before the arc

extinguishes, resulting in a discharge time of approximately 500 microseconds.

The peak current is reached in 30 microseconds after the initiation of the

discharge. In all cases approximately 90% of the stored energy has been

dissipated in the discharge.

Two techniques have been used to switch the bank. 'The first utilizes

w-'o piees o:f .oho'diameter copper bus wire extending from the electrode

approximately 1i Inelho toward the piston end of the chamber, Fits. 5. The

Win wire is pegged into Ioles in Ufle eluc rodes lnd suispesdk,! 1/2 hih ifn•y

from the walls of the chamber. A one-half inch gap is maintained between

the ejids of the wires. The gap is closed by the piston whiich consints

of a plastic cylinder with a metallic face. When contact is made, the wires

explode resulting in a conduetive path through which the discharge is com-

pleted. In the second technique the discharge is initiated by means of an

exploding foil trigger placed between the electrodes, Fib. 6. A small strip

of brass foil is attached to the high voltage electrode and bent away from

the 6ound electrode extension toward the piston. The separation between the

foil and the gund electrode is sufficient to hold off the maximum voltage to

be used. When the piston begins to move, it compresses the driver gas caus-

ing a flow past the switch. The foil moves with the gas , due to aero-

dy•amic drag, thereby reducing the gap. When the gap becomes sufficiently
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smatll, an arc is struck to Lle uround electrode exploding the foil. The

resulting metal plasma provides current carriers between the electrodes

which maintain the are within the chamber. Initiation of the discharge

occurs almost simultaneously with the start of the piston as determined

from direct measurements.

The switching mode determines the discharge duration which can be

used. The piston-contact switch is used exclusively with the short dis-

charge time, since the time of initiation to the arrival of the piston at

the electrodes is very short. The wind switch, on the other hand, may be

tirea with either t.he long or short discharge, although it was designed

primarily to be used with the forcer.

The Iaonelir hns been designed so UhxLt the arc chamber may be placed

tL the bcgiining, tie midoiLe, or the end of the compression stroke. Firings

to date have been made with the chamber in the intermediate position. The

operating sequence begins with thie ignition of the gun powder propellant

which ruptures a diaphragm releasing the piston. The ignition of the arc

may occIur at this point or at the half-way position depending on the switch

being used. The point at which the arc is struck determines the pressure

and temperature history of the reservoir. When a predetermined pressure

is reached, a diaphrc4gm is ruptured releasing the projectile. The piston

velocity must be adjusted to maintain the necessary reservoir conditions to

sustain pressure on the projectile base. The piston generally extrudes

into the expendable section at the end of its stroke.

In the following section, results of firiO8s Made with this launcher

will be discuised.
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LAUT.4C '.... PERFORMANC•

A. Experimental Results

.% programf, o0? exeJ.iC.W'1nL firings was carried out to determine the effect

of -- t.our parameters on gun perforrmace. The variable parameters are listed

below:

1. Electrical discharge energy (300,00 Joulcs-mnaximnum)

2. Powder propellant energa (limited by existing powder chamber)

3. Projectile release pressure

h. Piston mass

5. Hydrogen loading pressure

Five groups of firings were rade. In each group a single parameter was

varied throough a range ouf values sufficient to indicate a maximum. The

resultinj empirical performance curves are givrn in Fig. 7 (a-c). aincet

the par-a;seters wer'e trealted j1iujil , tl1 interr.clation is not

fully accounted fur; however, one could qualitativelj predict the effect

of multiple variations on the performance based on the above results.

The performance curves therefore established the firing conditions necessary

to obtain the maximum projectile velocity for the launcher geometry dis-

cussed in section I amd the projectile mass used throughout this program,

8.2 gramns. The resulting conditions tare as follows:

1. 1ý0,000 joules of electrical energy added at the beginning of

the piston stroke.

2. 225 gram. p4895, gun powder propellant.

3. 90,000 psi, projectile release pressure.

4. 2,000 gram piston.

5.45b psi or 10 grams of hydrogen, initial loading pressure.
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Using the above loadintg conditions, a projectile velocity of 21,000 feet

per second was obtained at a peek reservoir preossure of 150,000 psi.

The results of the above stuik indicated two major limitations in

the existing launcher.

1. The launch tube was too short.

2. The size and strength of the existing powder chamber was in-

sufficient.

An indication that the laumch tubc wars too short was obtained when, for

a Liven reservoir pressurc,the projectile velocity docreasod no Lhe dis-

char'gte energy was raised above lWU,000 jouecs. A:; 1L result, severan pi esuru

l<+ +I. •{VCL L 1i` i l i+J +)1LU:uhI(1' ,I• II 't11,• •i•/k)JIIO[+ •t ,L ½ I~: I" l.ti',+. L•t I- I j, t I IJt.J~ [

.I, - [P1151h.+ l'lOPt •.hl: itIlZZle2 AJ' .:. ii'tL llml .J l 'rt'::;lt'tL 1;; IIIi i " 5~:) ,.L~l,i,

t * s +tc:¢t.;:.ctl., ',[:jl ' [L tt ,D I , I I .. i. c,, PAti j •Ji~'+'](• •;t; t-+t L~' :.+• t

0'[ l r, s:; 2,l() ',• t~i:it]' ox.iuts nt:: optiil,:: ,Jo:,, ,I. ,+' B.L\ile'ic 1:,-".. 'PIe} c+x-`

itoTing ; :'i hiel'leio. tiu'c 150_ v'clib~ers •long, vi~i: ;'jpe;WS +OIn,• Ic lept [lI,[1 1'o fo

1i2,0,00 joules dietharne cccr, y. Appendi2: I discusses the effective puep'

tobW length after the addition of electrionica. enerU't. It i• 'the efcl'tttive

pulp "tithe le•th s i to whicih the itu i]u tube must he motel ted.

Tlhe powder" chaomber s-trength and size were detreiiinei to be inadequate

when thle maximum powder charge at •maximumn discharge enlergy woe only capable

of compressing the hydorgen to approximately 100,000 psi. As a result,

for a given powder charge, the projectile velocity decreased with increasirg

&iecharge energy. The pressure records shown in Fig. & (a,b) iflustrate this

effect., The reason for the abeve lies in the fact that this higher hydrogen

1 ~~ !-:'I(I
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pressure resulting from constant voluw:e heat addition requires a greater

piston erergy in order to obtain the same pressure without heat addition.

A larger powder chamber will be required if the maximum discharge energLy

is to be used. The above phenomenon is discussed more quantitatively in

section IV and Appendix 11.

The projectile release pressure was controlled by a shear disc in

all eases. The addition of weigJht to the payload by increasing the re-

lease pressure was compensated by reducing the weight of the projectile.

A release pressure of 90,000 psi was necessary to achieve maximum

velocity when the electrical energy was added to the gas. Without the

addition of ener.;y, a 40,000 Psi shear disc could be tolerated. In general,

the release pret;sane hiicreased with increasing e3eetrical energ-y. *Te

i1L3c for Uliis cal be aeon li Fi1. 9. Fur a given pietui velocity tLe

lprn, sco.e ,isc is z luct aLt a •ýiVcil .(clase. prC5Oiit'( as the ".> ; i.eit-

c-reased. In order Wa compeneaLe for this, the lcoease prescuro must be

increased.

The pist.on mass determines the pressure-time history in the

reservoir and therefore at the bate of the projectile. If the piston is!

too light, it will come to the end of its stroke and reverse direction

while the projectile is accelerating;. On the othel hand, if tie piston

is too heavy, the projectile will have left the barrel while the piston

has a considerable amount of energy. Both extreue cases result in low

efficiency of energy transfer between the gas and the projectile. An

optimum piston mass of 1800 grams was obtained from these firings.

The hydrogen loading pressure determines the temperature rise of the

26L0
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gas after constant volume heat addition. A reduction in loading pressure

results in an increase in temperature, Appendix II. The effect of loading

pressure on the gun performance was relatively sjil. over the range of

values covered in these firings. A value of 540 psi or 10 grams of hydrogen

was selected as the optimum.

A list of the firings, results and conditions is given in Table I. It

should be noted that all rounds from 1128 on employed the inductance or

long diu-ation discharge nudc. The iiatromentation failure experience in

many of the rounds was a result of the RF noise generated by the discharge

arid picked up by the downrange instrumentation. It is noteworthy here to

n'ei that. these cocr wore not. a t-otal less since tie preccure histoUry

Ws :Y;UL.L obtainel.

In conclusion, It shiould be noted that the above-mviniot.Iored conditions

are optimum. for tis launclhor geometry only. An improved p~rformance is

expected with the longer launch -tube and heavier powder chamber.

n. Pressrure Measorements

In the majority of firings the reservoir pressure was monitored at

a point one inch from the entrance to the launch tube. Ao a result, the

time of prvoJectile release can be seen on many of the preosure traces. In

seveorol firings the pressure in the bore of the launch tube was measured;

however, because of the deleterious effect of the pressure port on the pro-

Jectile, this was done only a few times. The pressure records on the vhole

enabled us to determine the effect of various parameters on the pressure

history and projectile velocity. For the most part, the results vere what

one would intuitively predict.

Kistler piezo-clectric pressiu'e transducers wcre used to monitor the

- .. In.' oi'sler' '01 ~ali.[stlcs pr6essure uu'ildoccve3 .callable
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of measuring pressure pulses fromi 0 to 5,000 psi with a maximiml frequency

response of I0C kc. Adapters were used to extend the range up to 300,000 psi

with a correspending reduction in frequency response to 100 kc as the ranvge

increase' to the maximuml. Uic adaptcr selected for a given pressure measure-

ment was determined by the position on the launch system where it was to lie

used. For instance, the 0-5,G00 psi adapter was used at the arc chamber

position to measure heating efficiencies, the 0-35,000 psi adapter at

positions greater than 4 feet down the launch tube, the 0-100,000 psi adapter

at the entrance to the expendable section, and the 0-300,000 psi adapter at

the entrance to the launch tube.

Several pressure records are fgiven in Fif;. 9 (a-f). These records

11itlicnte ol'es or less chrnnolo;, icnaly the stepsa; Le taiJor the pressure

l-,icse to ri snuok-h-(, r t' -o Ir v i ;lh 'k conti e,ir,. Di i.l ,ases, excpt. (c ,

SIt,,(: was located one incl freo; the pProoetilo. In the latter canse the

n;, was located nlear the arc chramber to measure heating efficiency.

Figure iOa illustrates tie pressure history resulting from compression

of the hydrogen by a subsonic piston in which no electrical energy was added

to the ens. "he scope was adjusted to triggCer- when a 5,000 psi level was

reached at the gage. The step-like increments in pressure are the result

of a weak shock wave generated by the piston and reflected back and forth
11,9

between it and the projectile, It can be shown from shock tube theory that

a shock wave is gener.ated as long as the piston is moving. e.g. the shock

strength ! - 1- 1 when the piston velocity 0.-- o. The piston velocity

in this case is 1,000 feet per second and the projectile velocity is 8,700

feet per second. The purpose of this test was to obtain a comparison between

-~e ":en," •C "no Tst" cases.

2(21
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In Fig. 10b an attempt was made to deteL-.ine the shock strength

generated by the short duration discharge mad t) determine if it was

sufficient 1,o rupturt the shear: disc. In this case, the rear section of

pump tube was plugged up to the ar.c chamber, thereby simulating the actual

chamber volume when the are is struck by the piston (piston contact switch).

This volume was then charged with hydrogen to a pressure corresponding to

actual condiLions. The bank was charged to maximum voltage in an effort to

break down the gap and discharge the bank. It was necessarj to reduce

the hydrogen pressure to B00 psi before the gap conducted. The resulting

shock wave was traveling at .0,000 feet per second and had a peak of

110,000 psi. The reflected shock wave nan be seen at the end of the trace,

vwordheltd as the contact surface deceleratcu and cquilibrii-ci is approached.

The shuna' disc, dcsig;ned to rupture at 4iOOO0 psi, did not shear' whel

suejectedt unit snort U w;c1,tioli .o.ipiridc.

Ani attempt was made to dstcrline the amount of olectrical encrg.y

which goes into raisini: the temperaoture and, specifically, the pressure of

the gas. From the measurement of the pressure rise, one can calculate the

ciVficielme', 9,

(Pf , PI )2 P measured

Qst (Y• -i) P calculated

where

pf - 91- . the measured pressure rise

V, . volume at discharge

qst a stored eneraj

= 1.3 for heated hydreoen.
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In Fig. Jcc the sweep was initiated by the discharge of tie bank. Apprex-

iscately I millisecond from to an equilibrium pressure of about 4,000 psi

is; reached. The shock waves moving past the gage are x pnerated by the piston

and soriewhat confuse tic. equilibritum prcssu-e measurement. In order to

calculate the efficiency, one mout correct for the pressure .ise due to the

movement of the piston, in this case 100 psi. The pressure rise after dis-

charige (App. II) and compression is calculated to be 5,340 psi. The efficiency

is

11 measured = 4000 =75X-
P calculated -

It is interesting to observe from this trace the recompression of the

lo,uwder g;as by piston reversal. In Fi1. l0 (d - f) steps were taken to

"Lir•inate the strong" shlock-s Ienerated by the discharge. Fig. lOd illustrates

S,ý,C nest severec case of shock hcalln," in which the short dur-ation discharge

iused with the piston contact switch. A variation of this Fill. jOe

utilized tLe horl, duration dischargije with the wind !,witch theorizing that

if the gas were allowed to expand axially in both directionsthe shock

strength would be reduced. Very little, if any, improvement resulted.

Fig. 10f is the closest approach to a shock-free compression and heating ob-

Lained to date. T);:is was achieved by increac;nj the dischart;e time by a

factor of 10 and allowing it to expand axially in both directions by employ-

ing the wind switch trigger.

In summary, one can see that pressure records are invaluable pieces of

data in analyzing the performance of a gun. A considerable reduction in the

number of experimental firings have resulted from these pressure records.

Fon the pressure records obtained from this parametric study, one can
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essentially tailor the pressure pulse to suit a given required launch

condition.

C. Theoretical Performance

A procedure for computing the nerformance of the are heated three-

stage launcher is discussed in detail in Appendix II of this report. Several

calculations were made to determine optimum operating conditions as well as

to assist in the evaluation of the gun performance. Figs. 11, 12 and .3

indicate the computational predictions for the launcher geometry discussed

in this paper. Figure 12 illustrates a case in which no arc heating occurs.

A projectile mass of 5 grams was used in all computations.

1. Comparison of theoretical performances of the adiabatic nompressor

with Ulc three stige (heat-compress) launcher. Let us determine, usinfg

Fig. 11 through 13, the conditions necessary to achieve a projectile velocity

of o0,000 feel' pcr vci coill Pur' eaoh case.

(a) Compression only (Fic.. 13)

The mass of gas required is 18 grams as given by the

upper curve. The pressure obtained from the lower

c•uve at 18 g'rams of hydrolgen is approximately 60,000 psi.

(b) Three stage (heat then compress) (Figs. 11 and 12)

In this case there are several loading conditions which

can be used to achieve 10,000 feet per second. UsinG

3 grams of hydrogen and referring to Fig. 11, it can be

seen that a pressure P 2 . 25,000 is required. From

Fig. 12 the required discharge energy, Q . 160,000 joules

is obtained. Using 18 gram of hydrogen, Q - 40,000 joules

and P2 . h5,000 psi.
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The lower P2 resulting in the case of the three-stage launcher

is desirable from the standpoint of acceleratirng two-piece models.

2. Comparison of theoretical performance of the three-stage launcher

with the observed performance.

The empirical performance curves for the two cases (with and with-

out heating) are given in Fig. 14. In this graph the measured reservoir

pressure is plotted against the measured projectile velocity. An initial

hydrogen pressure of 540 psi or 10 grams was used in all cases. The dis-

charge oei'rL ' was 120,000 joules.

The actual conditions required We tChieve 2W,000 feet per second

with the obove loading values wore

(b) Q 120,000 joo•lo

eiri ,tt�fu ") 1;. 1-1 and I.2 one ohtinns the follo]ing, conditions to

obtain 210,000 feet per second at l afonle;; prescorwe of 10 g;rmee.

(a) P2 - 160,000 psi

(b) Q 270,000 joetes

1I: .'is difi'ioult to obLain L! eofOd UempLU'i0son in this maenber since the vie-

jectile weight and exact loading conditiono are not duplicated. However, a

reasonable agreement is obtained.

In order to determine more rigorously the accuracy of the predicted per-

formance,the loading conditions for several actual firings were substituted

into the equations of Appendix 11. She results showed agreement within 15%.

Analysis

The primary concern in the design of the three stage arc heated launcher
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wns to provide a smooth shock-free acceleration of the projectile. In

the earlyF firings where a short discharge was used to heat the gas, lsarge

anqpiitude short duration pressure pulses were observed, Fig. lOd. It was

later deter"mined hy means of a static firing of the bank that theee pulses,

Fig. 10b, were generated by the discharge. The explanation fcr this

phenomena is given in the following discussion.

The occurrence of the pressure pulses may be attributed to the shock

tube effect caused by the rapid discharge of energj in the volume between the

piston and the electrodes. A discontinuity occurs from the local short dura-

tion heating thereby creatinc a slug of hot gas which acts as a piston (or

contact sau'face in a shock tube) which expands into the unleated volume.

'Vlco ý'Yrinn, on vc Ioni i ! I' ru icii I rl I Cernir'a a strongC FlnhoC] wave ill

tile ,unhented goc . P cie Ilz wIt W4v(i' is ovef I.1 thI 111oili onLed gas; 1Lat a greal"er

velocity than thc contact sx-i'ace, roAICin,; Lie t'empe'ature ursd picesuMie aU

It passcs.

The shock heating process proeceds tlrrutli a series of reflections be-

tween the projectile and the contact surface until the contact surface is

sufficiently siowed down. The pre'su'e record In Fi,. lOb sIhows two pasJGe

of a shock wave generated by a short duration discharge.

From this pressure history in the pump tube, shock velocity and

strenGth were measured. The calculated values, using shock tube theory8,9

correlated well with. the measured values. The high shock strengths caused

pressure overshoots on the projectile base equal to or greater than those

obtained in the supersonic (light piston) two setae launcher, without dis-

charge. The addition of inductance into the circuit stretched the discharge
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time and decreased the pressure overshoot effect, Fig. lOf. This long

duration discharge required switching earlier in the cycic.. A simple

"wind" switch was installed which closed the gap when the first weak com-

pression waves arrived at the electrode assembly from the accelerating

piston. This type discharge was more effective since not only was the gas

heated more slowly, but the plasma was free to expand both toward the piston

and in the direction of the projectile.

Two further advantages were gained from the long duration discharge:

The heat loss due to radiation was reduced as a result of the lower peak

temperature and the amount of contaminant produced by the erosion of the

electrodes was decreased. However, by heating early in the compression

cycle, the gas is at an elevated temperature for a lonj';or time thereby

incrcasing the conductive hsat losses.

TJh kluvitbiUIt Uf Uhu inlitial gas pressure at the beginning of the

compreesion cycle increases the work which must be done by the piston during,

the compression stroke. This effect is demonstrated in figure 8 (a,b) where

the pressure records taken at several values of the discharge energy are

sho!wn. Increasing the discharge enerLv increases the hydrugen preesure.

For a fixed mass of fun Lpowder, Lhe piston decelerates earlier along the

stroke. The final hydrogen pressure which drives tic projectile is then

lower. Consequently, the powder mass and volume must be adjusted carefully

or the launcher performance will degrade under that obtained without discharge.

The following equation illustrates this principle and enables one to calculate

the piston velocity at a given position in the pump tube as a function of

the initial hydrogen pressure (or pressure after discharge) and powder
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gas pressure.
1-V -)

2p m I- F) x (2)

A typical example illustrating the piston velocity (calculated) with and

without heating is givCn in Fig. 9. This correlates the observed and pre-

dicted results.

Conclusions

The arc augmented light gas gun has proven to be an ideal launcher

for accelerating projectiles to velocities in excess of 20,000 feet per

second a-s can be seen in Fig. l4. The high sound speed has enabled us to

launch projectiles lning a lower base pressure for a given velocIty.ntJan wiLL

the shock heated typc )]igh I. pi;ston la]lnsher.

A L.)nger launch tube is expected to increase thes performance of this

g~un.

The versatility of this launcher lies in the fact that the chamber

can be placed at virtually any position along the plump stroke and its

energy dissipated over any duration from 50 microsecond to many milliseconds.

It can therefore be used as an ultra-high velocity particle launcher as

well as fragile projectile launcher. Many combinations of reservoir pressure

and temperature can be obtained in small geometry launchers which formerly required

long adiabatic compressors.

The ultimate application of this launcher to the fragile cone model

1,as not yet been accomplished. However, many of the problems e.g. cycle
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selection, electrode design, insulation erosion, electrode hIiiJ pr-'essu-e

seals, projectile bold back, etc. are essentially solved. T'his metitod

appeaurs Lo us to hold great promise for the next :;Cneration of hypervelocity

lauicliers.
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APPENDIX I

THE LENGTH OF THE EQUIVALERT ADIABATIC COMPRESSOR

The heat addition in the arc discharge configuration occurs at constant

volume, while heat conduction to the walls and radiation are neglected. It

is instructive to determine the length of adiabatic compression which would

produce the same conditions. The compression by the piston in the heat addi-

tion case is also adiabatic, thus the complete are discharge cycle can be inter-

preted in terms of a single adiabatic stroke from an initial length Y1 at same

intermediate point in the cycle, the piston is a distance X from the end of the

tube. Where X1 is the length of the arc discharge pump tube. At this instant,

the pressure and temperature as well as the mass of hydrogen is the same in both

cycles.

Pressure in Ad. Camp. PX = P1 x I1 X1

Q(b -1)
Pressure in Arc. Discharge -r- -' + II

Mass of Gas Ad. Comp. = Mass of Gas Arc Discharge

P 1 Y I =i- III

Equating (I) and (II) and substitution from III yields

i1

X, v1

In rlation for the tmsps r at Xl also satisfies equatio IV vbiah

is the desired equsation for the ratio of the two strokes. Appnloation of (IV)
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to the launcher considered in this paper:

Q(nax) = 3(1o5) Joules

'-3

V1  3000 cc.

'l 600 psi (zxlO 7 dyne/aM 2

*. ~ (9) 3 = *739
Xl

or, Y = 5832 feet.1

So that a simple adiabatic stroke over one mile in length would be required

to obtain the amie gas conditions as In 6he discharge-then-compress eight foot

stroke.
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APPENDIX II

CALCULATION OF LAUNCHER PERFORNAN1CE

1. General Adiabatic Compression

An excellent interior ballistics analysis of the adiabatic compressor type

light gas launcher has been carried out by Charters, Denardo, and Possowl. A

procedure will be developed here which builda upon their results. In reference

Newton's second law is integrated to provide velocity-time and distance-time re-

lationships for the projectile within the launch tube which are

7()
- W

2 -I

where U - is the dimensionless velocity, t isL

e22
the dimsionlesse timej an ai i the dimensionless disne. m

2 = t the ratio of specific heats;
2 1- 1 Cy

`52 ts t eeeredir acaM speed; P2 Is reservoir press 1 S Is %he arwoe-mtloml

"Ve. of the 3I&Meh tvbe.
Sat • t a, .'G*

"-L .L (3)
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and

2a 2 (aa

The subscript 2 denotes conditions at the start of launch.

In reference 1, the position X of the piston in the pump tube at the2

start of launch is given as

X2  = t a A 7- (5)
Ap

It was assumed that as the proiectile leaves the launch tube, the piston arrives

at the end of the pump tube.

Combining Equations (3) and (5) yields

m \ 2• /\ 6+l

From the aefinltion of z is obtained

~2
p -q- "a (7)

2 SL

S--a , o , • .t , , , % . p ,0 2 ., . -- - .% • . i ~ i1 , ,k A ,
w11 tl.on, l.q ,mt.saa (3) can be ,.m urtteln, ,--

(}-l3)2 SL M

X2 ) 2(8)
AP I M .
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The adiabatic expansion equations will be useful in this derivation. They are

S/ •-1 •- 1
S.. .. . .=- •X (9)

(i.2.) 1 (b) T'2  .'Xii (c) '2 2 1

By definition

u =C. u (10)
s 2 s

Then,

S-1
- , 2 2. a Ius

us a 1 4 (11)

2

2. Modification of the General Case to Include Arc Discharge

The discussion of the arc-heated driver section requires another equation

which is derived from the first law of thermodymmnics for constant ',olume heat

addition.

T bd +d bd 1. Cv m

e Q is the energy added to Ma gn ms of gas. S.bscripts "bd" d4eae befare

disehargeS, "d" at discharge. The equation of state cm be written

Pd Vd , Mg R Td. (13)
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Cambining JSquations (12) and (13) an expression for P the pressure after dis-

charge is obtained.

C-v Vd

Por the case where the discharge occurs after the pistou is accelerated by the

burning powder, Equations (12) and (13) can be rewritten as

T = - (12')

Xd~ v V

The adiabatic relations (9) are now used to determine the final state (2) after

the piston compresses the arc heated driver gas from Pd to P2

Or, using (14') in (15) there is obtained

+ I it X2 (16)

ingv - viuatic (16) becoam
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THREE STAGE GAS GUN

R

and also

q1

The masa of the piston is determined from Newton's law of motion

1 2
A? (P2 - 2 ) t L

p aX 2

and the piston velocity

U P (19)

The initial powder pressure P' required is given by
1

P- -Px + (20)

)JZ 0i Xl. -

S 22 
2r
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Bore 7' is the ratio of specific heats of the powder gas, t= he

length of the powder chamber if it were the same cross-sectional area as the

pump tube. Final powder pressure

P P1  + Y (21)

Y, ., - X 2

The mass of pouder to be used m is determined from the following equation:

P~u
P, (kg). (22)

where

K = 11.8 (10 6) cm, adi U is the chamber volumse.
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F. NOMENCLATURE

Ap = area of pump tube

S = area of launch tube

L = length of launch tube

X = distance along pump tube from the projectile to piston face

Xp initial length of pump tube

X, = adjusted length of pump tube

Xc = initial length of powder chamber

m = projectile masss

m = light gas massg

h = mass of hydrogen

= mass of powder

=nulIri)Ort of moles of iydru,•hlzt

m= nolecular weight of hydrogen

,h =specific heat of hydrogen

us =muzzle velocity

m= diensionless velocity

= efflux velocity

tL = launch time

t a dimensionless time

z = length

i * 4i•nsionl.ess length

a, initial sound speed
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ad = sound speed after electrical discharge

a 2 = sound speed at the beginning of the launch

P1 = original. charging pressure of light gas

Pa . pressure just after electrical discharge in light gas

P2 = pressure at the beginning of launch

X2 = distance from the front face of piston to the projectile at

the instant of launch

y . distances along pump tube of equivalent adiabatic compression

V, . volume of pwump tube ahead of piston

3
R h hydrogen gas constant 42.1 x 30 cm

Ro = universal gas constant

q = electrical energy across electrodes

T = room temperature 
0
K

Td = temperuLure of light gas after discharge 
0
K

T2 - temperature at beginning of launch angle OK

C -. specific heat of hydrogen taken at 2.6 cal/gr

9 = efficiency of discharge

CV
.= !-for hydrogen 1.4 or room temperature at 100000

c,- 2.75 and a 1.358

r - ratio of specific heats for powder prop*Llat gas

U - powder chamber volume

Mp - piston mass

u p =piston velocity
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P1  = powder gas Dressure at burn-out

P2 = powder gas pressure at beginning of launch

mc = powder charge

1. Subscripts

1 = conditions at the instant of piston release

2 - conditions at the instant of projectile release

d = conditions at the time of electrical discharge

ZSL
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HOT ELECTRODE

ELECTRODE

Figure 5 PISTON CONTACT SWITCh
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HOT ELECTRODE'-,,-,..

",l--WI ND SWITCH

Figure 6 WIND SWITCH
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TIME ' ARRIVAL OF 1ST COMPRESSION
WAVE

NO ARC HEATING
I MSEC CM
25,000 PSI/CM

RE F LECTED SHOCK

Pr CONIACT SURFACE
-ARRIVAL OF SHOCK WAVE AT GAGE

-- inV~ -v) DISCHAPGF
,/ I,h I)

-$-TIME
ARC HEATING, NO COMNRESSION
200 1,SLL C.M

10,000 P ,I, CM
DISCIIARGE TIME 50 IpSEC
IIANGF IRE CONDITIONS
120,000 JOULES DISCIIAROE ENERGY

. POWDER GAS PRESSURE

ARE VAI OF PISTON

IDISCHARGE PICKUP

EQUILIBRIUM
-- PRESSURE

,-TIME
ARC HEATING PLUS COMPRESSION
I MSEC/CM
15.000 PSI/CM
DISCHARGE ENERGY - S0pSEC
PRESSURE GAGE IN ARC CHAMBER
WIND SWITCH TRIGGER

Figure 10 Pressure Records
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PUMP PRFSSIIRF-,
AT DISCHARGE "'

TIME -

ARC HEATING PLUS COMPRESSION
500 I1 SEC/CM
14,200 PSI/CM
DISCHARGE ENELRGY - 120,000 JOULES
DISCHARGE TIME - 50 pSEC
PISTON CONTACT SWITCH TRIGGER

I--fPROJECTILE(e) (f) / RE LEASE

.DISCHARGE

-PICKUP

4- TIME "--TIME

ARC HEATING PLUS COMPRESSION ARC HEATING PLUS COMPRESSION
So0 pSEC/CM I LSEC/CM
25.000 PSI/CM 25,000 PSI/CM
DISCHARGE ENERGY a 18.0 JOULES DISCHARGE ENERGY - 300,000 JOULES
DISCHARGE TMAE - SO ILSEC DISCHARGE TIME - 500 pSEC
WIND SWITCH TRIGGER WINO SWITCH TRIGGER

Fi.1,llre 10 (continued) Perc-cure Records
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents analytical and experimental results from

an initial investigation of a light gas gun projection system

which shows promise of providing a break-through into the 35,000

to 50,000 f.p.s, velocity range. In this projection system a

third stage is added to the end of the launch tube of a conven-

tional two-stage light gas projector. This third stage is designed

Lo make use of the kinetic energy which is available in the sabot

at the time that a sabot-projectile combination is normally fired

from the launch tube. It has a convergent section which acts as

an acceleration chamber leading into a final launch tube having a

smaller bore. The projectile is carried centrally on the face of

the sabot and fits the bore of the final launch tube. It is obvious

that this method of acceleration has many problems, but the analyses

and experimental results presented lend support to the conclusion

that these problems may be satisfactorily solved by optitmizatlon

of this launch teahnique.
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Introduction

The Denver Research Institute has, for several years, been engaged
in a research effort aimed toward the development of an electrically
augmented hypervelocity projector capable of launching discreet
particles at velocities in the 30,000 to 50,000 fps range. This
program, sponsored by the Air Force and monitored by personnel of
the AILIold Engineering Development Center, is in the final stages
of development and evaluationi the work to date is adequately
covered in a previous paper. * We have also been involved in
hypervelocity impact research and it was in our studies of impact
worh that we evolved the idea leading to the investigation repor~ed
here. In impacL Dtudicc, a Gabot supports the projectilp and
provides a gas seal during the launch cycle. Once out of the
launch tube, the sabot becomes an unwanted missile which often
impacts the target and clouds the data for which the test was run.
Yet the kinetic energy of this sabot may be many times that of the
projectile because of the mass difference. In stripping the sabot
from the projectile, it should be possible to devise a means for
imparting some of this excess kinetic energy to the projectile.
Having observed the fluid-like effect exhibited by polyethylene
in the Ames accelerated reservoir, it was concluded that a similar
effect might be expected at the end of a launch tube. This is the
approach used in the program discuissed here.

A third stage was added to the end of a conventional two stage
light gas gun. This third stage had a conical convergent section,
or accelerator, leading into a smaller final bore as illustrated
in Figure 1. The final launch tube was only three inches long in
all tests except round 13. A short test program was planned in
which there would be two geometric variables in the accelerator;
the convergent angle, (0), and the final bore, (d). For most of
these tests a solid polyethylene sabot, as shown in Figure 2B,
was used. A spherical projectile sized to fit the final bore was

Superscripts refer to Bibliography.
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carried centrally on the face of tht. sabuot. It was coi'mrctly assumed
that the front face of the sabot would be accelerated as the sabot
passed thru the convergent section, Imparting kinetic energy to the
projectile. All tests were run with a five foot long pump tube
having a bore of .75 in., a caliber .30 second stage launch tube,
and with loading conditions which should have produced approximately
15,000 fps without the third stage accelerator. Experimental
results obtained are shown in Table I.

Theoretical Analysis

The transient form of the Euler differential equation of flow would
probably represent the process being considered here in a rigorous
fashion. 2 Pressure, density, and time are extremely important var-
iables; viscous and friction forces would not be expected to be
highly influential. Thus, a rigorous mathematical model would
consider transient compressible flow relative to a short cylinder
of frictionless fluid passing through a convergent section. The
lack of pertinent equations of state and other information required
to evaluate the Euler equation and the associated boundary conditioic
preclude such an analycis at the present time. A non-rigorous
mathematical model was developed to partially explain the process
by which the energy exchange takes place. The following derivat:ion
cerves to identify some parameters which influence the increase in
velocity due to the convergent section.

(o)

Figure 3

In Figure 3, a plastic cylinder (at position O) moving at hyper-
velocity, V., in a bore of diameter, D, passes through a convergent.
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section into a smaller bore of diameter, d. The time required to
pass through the convergent section is very short. It is assumed
UhLt The change in length, L, is negligible during this time. Shear,
vircous, and friction energy losses are assumed to be very small
compared to the initial kinetic energy and are ignored. The plastic
is thereby considered to be a compressible non-viscous fluid.
Momentum transferred to the tube in the convergent section reduces
the velocity of the center of the mass to V1. The plastic cylinder
of diameter, d, and length, L, is highly compressed at position (1).
Release waves progress inward from each free end of the compressed
cylinder, increasing the velocity of the front surface, and decreas-
ing the velocity of the rear surface by a value AV: as illustrated at
position (2).

A projectile, whose mass is small when compared to that of the
cylinder, placed upon the front surface, will acbieve a velocity
approaching V1 +6V. If AýV is greater than(Vo - V1 ) the projectile
will be accelerated to a higher velocity than Vo. A plastic sabot
moving at hypervelocity could, in this manner, transfer kinetic
•iei'uy to a hypervelocity projectile.

Momentum Loss. The maximum impulse transferred ito the gun Darrel
in the convergent section can be approximated. ZJicnu no energy is
added to the initial kinetic energy of the plastic cylinder, the
a•veral:e velocity in the convergent section cannot exceed Vo. The
,maximum average velocity normal to the wall is, therefore, V. sin G.
Compres•sion waves will move into the plastic from the walls.
Pre7ssu'e at the wall can be approximated from,

p - CV (,)

where I is pressure - psi
, 2lb sec

/ is initial masss density - in"

C is wavefront velocity - in/sec

V is particle velocity - in/sec

Since the compression process is taken to be frictionless_ only a
normal force is transmitted to the vall. Substituting for

C and Vo (sine) for V, equation (1) become,

Pz ,A 1. (2)
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where K. i3 the bulk modulus - psi

(9 is the convergent half angle

The surface area of the convergent section is:

,,q • -- (3)

where R is D/2

r is d/2

The average time for a given particle to get through the convergent

section at a maximum velocity of Vo is,

t (4)

Vo tqn
The impulse transferred to the wall will be e.ual to the product
of equations (2), (3), and (4); however, only the impulse transfer
in the direction of motion will effect the momentum of the center
of mass. Thus, this product is multiplied by sin to obtain the
impulse which changes Vo to V11

-' c-(7 (5)
Initial momentum is,

ver , 7 7 t/0.oV (6)

The ratio of momentum loss to initial momentum is obtained by

dividing equation (5) by equation 16 ); hence,

T -V, " L

When V0 is a hyperveloaity, the right side of equation (7) bas a
very low value; hence an assumption that there is no loss in
momentum, and that V1 = Vo, is reasonable for determining the
feasibility of using a convergent section to deform and thus
pressurize a sabot and accelerate a projectile to higher
hypcrvclocitics.
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Increaswe in Velocity. Bulk compression is related to pressure by,

K is a function of density. The relationship is not known for
plastics which are subjected to such high changes in pressure and
density as those associated with this process. Assume that Lhe
relationship is of the form,

This assumed function permits evaluation assuming a constant value
of K, a value of K which is proportional to density, a value of K
proportional to the square of the density, and values of K which
are proportional to any other power, n, of the density.

Using this function for ], in equation (8), and integrating oetween
the limits of p = 0 to p = P,, and /0 to-• , the pressures within
Lhe compresuea cylinder becomes,

/ *,i ~:e 7(10)
-_ _

1-'iom equation (1), the wavefront velocity resulting from the
release of this pressure is,

but

(12)

and since C- , the velocity may be expressed as

(for Y7 >O),

Fur a value of n = 0, equation (13) is indeterminant. If n - O,
lhre bulk modulus, K, is constant. Integration of equation (8)

:t:l :;qb:;tituLion for P1 as before yields,

ýIZ
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•(14)SIg D W
(for n = 0).

Equations (13) and (14) are plotted as a function of i. on
D

Figure 4 using values of n equal to 0, 1, and 2. The physical
constants used are those approximated for polyethylene. The
experimental test results are also shown on this figure. The
use of n = 2 in equation (13) results in the best correlation
with the experimental data.

Test Results

Up to this point in the discussion we have ignored some of the
more obvious problems such as the acceleration which the projectile
must undergo in this process. As might have been expected, the
projectile was broken up in all tests and many pieces of the sabot
usually came downrange bchind the fas+est particles launched.
However, it is the belief of the authors that this technique which
has bccn proven to have great potential for velocity increase,
may be optimized to produce useful results. To bear this out,
a nabot as shown in Figure 2A wan used in rounds 5, 6 and 13.
The central portion of the main sabot was loaded with a plastic
explosive which was intended to provide a gas cushion behind the
smaller sabot, designed to fit the final launch tube. Tests 5
and 6 were run with a very short final aunch tube with the purpose
of determining that the C-4 explosive could withstand initial
acceleration without detonation. Detonation at the third stage
acceleration was definitely accomplished in these tests. Further,
in these tests the smaller sabot was broken up, but not severely.
Also, the main sabot appeared to be completely eliminated and
only the smaller sabot impacted the target. In round 13, a
twenty-four inch long final launch tube was used to extract some
of the additional energy from the C-4 gas. As can be seen from
comparison with round 12, an additional increase of approximately
2400 fps was obtained, apparently due to work done by this
expanding gas. In this test the small sabot was observed to be
in tvo pieces which inqpcted the target almost simultaneously.

Conclusions

Tests have eonelusively demonstrated the usefulness of a convergent
section in the launch tube of a light gas gun to defam a plastic
sabot so as to further accelerate a hypervelocity projectile
carried by the sabot. This technique is especially attractive
since it tends to increase velocity by an amount independent of
the initial value of the hypervelocity.
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PHYSICAL CONSTANTS
1 6 ,o o o 7 : 5 x l O S , P S I
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TABLE I

RESULTS OF TESTS WITH THIRD STAGE ACCEIERATOR:

Final
Velocity Akj

Round Tan 0 a (in.) (f.p.s.) (.p.s.) Remarks

1 0.031 .125 23,800 8,8OO

2 .125 21,400 6,4oo Accelerator Damaged
by Previous Test

3 " .187 19,500 4,500

4 .187 19,250 4,250

5 .187 19,700 4,700 Sabot Loaded with
C-4 Explosive

6 " 187 19,800 4,800 Sabot Loadod with
C-4 Explosive

7 " .300 15,000 -- Control Test
(Vo = 15000 f.p.O.)

8 0.052 .125 25,000 10,000

9 .125 26,000 11,000

10 .187 20,250 5,250

11 .187 19,300 4,300

12 a .217 17,600 2,600

13 " .217 20,000 5,0OO Sabot Loaded with
C-4 Erplosive. Final
Launch Tube 24" Long
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During feasibility analyses, moment=u loss in the convergent
section has been neglected; the projectile mass has been ignored
and an assumption has been made that the length of the projectile

does not change while passing through the convergent section.
Internal dynamic effects within the deforming sabot are not
considered.

Momentum loss was shown to be relatively insignificant; however,
other assumptions and neglected effects are not so readily
defended. Even so, it appears that an equation of the form of
equation (13) will be useful in the design of sabots and tapers
and for tha correlation of data.
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ABSTRACT

A magnetohydrodynamic hypervelocity projector system is described

which is potentially capable of accelerating a 0.1 gm mass to a

velocity of 27 kilometers/second. The energy for compressing the

accelerating magnetic field to megagauss values is derived from high

explosiveý. A containment tank is included in the system so that the

explosive can be detonated in a regular laborutoiy building. Theo-

retical and experimental work has been done, and 9.5 kilometers/

second has been achieved to date.



The Magnotohydrodynamic Hypervelocity Gun

R. L. Chapman, D. E. Harms, and G. P. Sorenson
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Introduction

In order to properly simulate the Fffects of micrometeorite bombardment in the labor-
atory, different acceleration techniques than those currently operational are required.
This paper describes a magnetohydrodynamic hypervelocity gun system capable of ac-
celerating projectile masses up to 0.1 gm t veloclties up to 27 kilometers per second.
The accelerating force is provided by the B /8Tr pressure of a magnetic field which is
compressed to megagauss values by an explosively driven conductor. The system in-
cludes a containment tank so that high explosives may be fired in the laboratory and a
condenser bank for providing the energizing magnetic field. Experimental work to
date has been encouraging, and a total mass of 0.21 gm has been accelerated to 9.5
kilometers per second.

DesLliplion of Operation

A diagram of the velocity amplifier system utilizing electrochemical propulsion is
shown in Figure 1. In the diagram are shown the magnetohydiodynamic compression
coop called the "transducer loop"; the launch tube with sabot nnd projectile in place;

the coils which provide the initial magnetic field; the explosive charge with a line
wave generator for uniform initiation of the explosive; and the piston which compresses
the magnetic field by convergence towards the launch tube corner of the loop. The
operailon of the system is as follows:

The condenser bank is discharged into the coils. The detonator which starts the line
wave generattv is fired at such a time that when the explosive has sheared off the
piston, thus closing the loop, the current from the condenser bNrrk has reached its peak
discharge. Thus the maximum possible magnetic field is trapped. This time is typic-
ally 50,-s. The average peak fields in the center of the loop are between 35 and 70
kilogauss, depending on the experiment. The sabot region is shaped to increase the

current density, so that the field strength there can be as high as 200 kulogauss. As
the piston continues to move inward at the velocity of approximately 4 mm/microsecond,
the magnetic field is compressed to high density and the resulting mechanical pressure
on the back of the sabot accelerates it down the launch tube. Acceleration times are
generally several tens of microseconds, and magnetic fields of a few megagauss are

I1'•
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reached. The peak pressure is of the order of 5 million psi. Up to 500 grams of com-
position C-3 explosive are used. Five hundred grams of composition C-3 has a stored
chemical energy of about 2.5 megajoules. This energy is extracted from the explosive
by tie performance of PdV work on the magnetic field.

Analysis

The magnetic energy of the system is given by Wm where

Wm = /PdV -- LI2 (1)

L = inductance of circuit
i = current
V = volume of r.agnetic field
P = pressure of magnetic field (H 2/Rir dynes/am2)

Due to volume compression, work is done on the field, and for adiabatic compression

ddt Wm - P d (2)

dt m A
where

v -- velocity of compressing conductor
A = cross sectional area

Equations (1) and (2) combine to yield

d (LI) = 0

or
L I - constant

which is merely the conservation of flux in a lossless magnetic system,

Li = € (3)
where whr = magnetic 

flux

Since the circuit has resistance, there are losses and Klrchoff's low applies. Thus,
the sum of the voltages around the circuit must be zero, or, from Faraday's Law and
Ohm's law,

a + RII = 0 (4)
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which, in an elementary form, is the idealized circuit equation for a closed flux con-
taining loop with moving boundaries.

Substituting Equation (3) into Equation (4), we have

o +t _ = 0  (5)

The soluion of Equation (5) is O ILL dt

or LI = L.10 e ./. -dt (6)

Thus, I increases essentially linearly with decreasing L if the collnpýe time of the
system t <«-7 L./R. The magnetic energy of the system Wm ý 1/2 L 12 will then
increase exponentially.

From this expression, the current can be calculated for any loop motion once the in-
ductance and resistance are known. The exponential term in Equation (6) is the loss
lerm due to resistance heating of the conductor. This heating causes a corresponding
increase of resistance, thereby loss of magnetic field. In equation form the heating
is given by

j2d t - /, cd T (7)

where

S= resistivity
J current density
6 = mass density
c = specific heat

dT -: temperature change

T
Using the approximation that 0 = To-- (good for most metals up to the melting

a
point), the terms in Equation (7) can be rearranged to give

dT = "?a J2dt

which has the solution

STo = k JJ2dt (8)
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where k - (k is nearly constant for most metals up to the melting point)
/0 T

Equa!ions (6) and (8) can be used in an iterative process to calculate the performance
of the magnetohydrodynamic hypervelocity gun.

Once the sabot begins to move, a correction must be applied to the inductance pro-
file, which includes the inductance added by the sabot motion. Also, deceleration
of the piston aue to magnetic field pressure must be accounted for. Because the loop
is a conver jing system, and the sectionarflansity of the piston increases as it travels,
this effect is not serious. Although the temperature of the sabot rises to large values,
it can be shown from the equation of thermal conduction that in the times involved,
the temperature increase of the projectile is only a few degrees.

Numerous combinations of parameters were calculated to determine theoretical feas-
ibility of the magnetohydrodynamic hypervelocity gun. These were done not only for
the converging system just described, but also for loops of rectangular shape. Although
a satisfactory combination of parameters was found for the rectangular loop system, it
is generally conceded that the converging system offers the greatest potential of reach-
ing high velocity. This is primarily because piston deceleration in the conveighig luup
is much loss than in the rcctangular loop, thujs higher pernkl field strengths nro nttninn-
ble. The converging loops which have heen used have an arc radius of 12 cm and a
piston thickness of 2 mm, and contain 500gm of explosive. The calculated profile of
Magnetic Field Strcngth vs. Timo is shown in Figure 2a. Figure 2b is the cnlculutid
Projectile Velocity vs. Time for an accelerated mass area density of 0.5 gm/cm2 .

Design

Engineering design of the hypervelocity gun system is based primarily on hydrodynamic
considerations. A photograph of the assembly is shown in Figure 3. The material used
in loop and launch rail construction is copper. The design must provide tar proper
shearing of the copper piston, and good initial contact when the piston shears off and
closes the circuit. Because of the thickening action of the piston, it is necessary to
enclose the loop with side pieces of a relatively high density material which is also non-
conductive. Epoxy loaded with lead powder has been used for this and for tamping of
the explosive charge. An explosive efficiency of 210% is desired, so that 400 to 500
kilojoules of energy will be available to the sabot and projectile. This has been achiev-
ed in the laboratory.

Description of Experimental Facillit

A steel containment tank was designed so that the explosive could be fired in a build-
ing which Is located in a populated area. This tank Is shown In Figure 4. It Is a cyl-
inder three feet in diameter and has a wall thickness of 3/4 inch. One end of the tank
is n one inch thick dome frmm which the evacuated barrel and target chamber projects.
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The other enid is a two inch thick steel door which is attached to the tank by a ring
of close spaced one inch diameter bolts. The overall length of the tank is five feet.
Inside the tank are a 1/4 inch thick shrapnel liner and wood staves for slowing the
high velocity fragments which result from the explosion. Instrumentation cables are
lead out through a port in the side of the tank and the energizing current for the ini-
tial magnetic fiedJ is lead in through another port. A 30 kilojoule condenser bank
provides the curreril ruy the initial magnetic field, Figure 5 is a plan view drawing
of the experimental facility. The tank and the condenser bank are enclosed in a Con-
crete block room. Outside the room is a barrier wall with the control station on the
other side. A single rack cabinet houses the condenser bank charging and control
equipment, vacuum control, and timing and firing systems. Instrumentation and other
items of electronic equipment are housed in the additional racks. Mechanical and
electronic sequence timers automatically operate all functions of an experiment from
the closure of a single remotely located switch.

Results of Experiments

Fifteen experiments have been conducted so far in the program. Several of these were
designed to check Ihe Iliuoly. Others were designed to achievo a porticle impact on
.: target, Somn linv-, suiffered from malfunctions of instrumentation or other equipmetl,
or friilre to trap the initial magnetic field.

An importrlnt mno•sicement was the velocity of [he piston. Thk wai, necessury to coii-
firm the predicted explosive ucsrgy to piston kinetic energy efficioncy. Figure 6 is a
plot of PisNun Pnsition vs. Time cs measured in a typical exporimont. This shows a ve-
locity of 4.2 mm/,ii sec on a 62.3 gram piston, using 500 grams of explosive. The
measured efficiency was 22.3%, which compares well with the predicted value of 20%.

Measurements of magnetic field strength and projectile velocity have also been made.
The maximum peak field which has been achieved is 2 megogauss (2.4 x 10 psi press-
ura). The highest velocity which has been reached is 9.5 kilorrcdeis/second. This is
shown in Figure 7, which is a plot of Projectile Position vs. Time as measured in that
experiment. The peak acceleration measured from this curve was 132 mega g.

The experiments at high velocities have suffered from fragmentation of the projectile,
possibly because of acceleration forces, but most probably because of the method of
velocity instrumentation then used. A number of lower energy shots were fired to show
that single particle impact could be attained by this acceleration method. These ex-
periments were successful and craters have been produced In aluminum targets from
three shots. Diagnostics have been minimal and additional equipment is now being
acquired. Future experimental work will be detailed rather than exploratory in nature.
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Conclusions

The results of the experiments fired to date are encouraging. It is reasonable to be-
lieve that the desired objectives will be obtained. Sabot heating and acceleration
forces are serious, but not insoluble, problems. The current experimental program
concerns the acceleration of small single particle projectiles (of the order of 10 rng)
with average accelerations of about 20 mega g's.
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MAST14~CT

In order to predict damage effects from impacts on space

vehicles., a projection device capable of producing realistic

mass and velocity levels is required. To achieve the more realistic

inepact conditions, an explosive projection device was developed

at the BRL that utilizes tile jet-forming properties of shaped charges.

'This device has been named the Inhibited Jet Charge and is basically

it shaped charge in which the conventional non-steady state jet is

inhibited such that oniy the leasing Farticlc is permitted to strike

I;,, jJlCdVLJoi At' LUWiuI it 1J[.1 '.
t

ij .u.; U [ t d.ajpt•t Y:I~tVLL t Ul • c U i•;j>L

IgtkUm•|t.y tutu o1 ;u :]. inip law, L•w fl.hitLed JAt sharn have beotn d-vt, .epd((

MulaU project, l l.ulstnum 0llet c' iLaWFC0 rangLing From I.') i5 grau to 5U

I ,r s at vo loc . t;ti ralnl'r•ctgi from '(.6 h Juit 'r 1-,o .11.7 /m: . P, I A- t

masses of several handred grams are considered feasible with this

device. Also preliminary tests have indicated that copper and steel

pellets can also be provided.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The development of explosive projection techniques is continu-

ing at the Ballistic Research Laboratories to provide more realistic

impact conditions for hypervelocity studies. In earlier studies 1 , 2

such designs as the straight-ended and air-cavity charges were found

inadequate for providing Lhe mass and velocity necessary for certain

aspects of hypervelocity research. To achieve more realistic impact

conditions, the explosive projection techniques under current develop-

ment exploit the high velocity jet-forming properties of shaped

ehur•es.

u' n ii •ipqto &: h11r1;(: ccin Lijue w. Ih Li tu pete niai L fo' lilgih msis -

veolocy projoetion Is the Aitrflil.Uted eel lapse charge. This princlp ha

was flrs U utudled by a group at CIT iII 1952 . In the early studios,

attempts were made to ;Wolate a single jot particle by use of an

inert plug placed within the conical liner. The plug was intended

to a.llow the upper portion of the liner to form a conventional jet

while inhibiting collapse of the remainder of the liner.

A single particle however was never achieved, however. In subsec-

quent work at BRL, Zernow recognized the value of an inhibited jet

pellet for hypervelocity application. Although several promising

approaches were tried, a fully successful charge design was not

evolved.

The success of the present inhibited-jet design was made possible

M3
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in pýart by additional knowledge of the Jet-formation process

obtained from shaped charge research based on radioactive tracer

studies'. From these stud-ies, it has been possfble to identify

various portions of the liner as the sources of corresponding jet

elements. The studies indicated that, for an uncolxinea charge,

ahlost ninety percent of the effective armor penetration is pro-

vided by the lower hialf of the liner. The area of the cone for

which the collapse must be inhibited was thusei more clearly defined
*

and a workable ini-flbited jet charge was designed . The charge

b !:: ifii wit need'','( inl :;UMO L!; IAJ llutk 1rain Lt _ :1i11-, '. e iy eu;' i

1.1110 h all. lan ik T!Ie l(t(!iivcJy produced. Applicatiou or kinown

ii 1,' I pI,,n il' coi;eli-cli'lr e onewig geontle ry IuI(I of .,i1near :cellng

LI ulin yIX.l. ,uod resln t,. :'oneLil'it, withi predictllenti. *Vrc.ilmimsiary

; t ru; l ii Ne II tee IeoCin Obt il I. 'ne ti ng the ieaýUtL.1 I ty oF usinits,

various liner materials as the source of pellets.

i. BASIC CILAIGE DESIGN

The bahic inhti/iteUI charge desigrn ii shown i-n Figure 1. The

opecial spit-back tube aluminumi liner has the u'[vantasc of produci.c1

a jet with a massive symmetrical leading particle. The jet is

shown in Figure 2. The radiograph shows the jet tip after approxi-

mately 42 inches of travel indicating that symmetry is maintained

IBRL report being prepared
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over on appreciable distance of travel. The entire leading particle

of the jet or a portion o$f the leading particle can be isolated

from the jet by an appropriately designed lucite ring or inhibitor.

The ring is inserted at the base of liner us shown in Figure I.

The inhibitor controls the collapse of the liner such that only the

front portion of the jet is formed. Also by use oL' a oultaele size

huole in the lucite ring, a precelceted portion of the jet can be

obtained. The length of the leading particle, however, is more

easily controlled by varying the height of the inhibitor and main-

tamInIl , a eats•;ltiLt hole kIk{IIPL.Tr. 'TILe l -el.ceLa" i.nCr!menLt 01'

oexpl]n;;o L a ,lati ttd i•t tic lŽ ci the ant charge (FE,,Lpac :t) ii need

bt ;lc,"'..co ctetrlel fereed by the upperx lee '.L. T'I ,! I'

lclowl [In Figlr(! 3 have inl tel;, ln Va elcI.C Y 0y 1I., uind. I..(u len/eec.

It targpt timpact Ltt.i.de, t hJUL 1.13 olUIlowUtd be pace through a

hole it, a baffle plate designed to absorb the impacts of the deflected

nLa(,-. As indicated earlier, Ule lengýth of Whe leutding Jue parlblcic

can be controlled by varying inhibitor height. The legre of sno-

troll is illuotratcd in Figaro i which shows the icading Jet partlclco

obtained with inhibitor heights ranging from 1.0 to 1.575 inches.

The 1.25 inch inhibitor height has been incorporat•d in the standard

design.

Other factors that influence the length of the leading particle

are ablation and an apparent reverse velocity gradient (decrease in
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velocity from tip to back). The gradient is suggested by the change

in pellet geometry during flight as shown in Figure 5. The two

successive radiographs cover a pellet travel distance of 17 inches.

The increase in pellet diameter coinciding with a reduction in

length suggests the presence of a reverse velocity gradient. Ablation,

of course Is ia primary cause of pellet shortening. As a consequence

of velocity gradients and ablation the pellet aspect ratio will vary

with target distance. With the standard design, a target distance of

42 inches results in a pellet with an aspect ratio of approximately

2.5. The mass of the pellet is 3.7 grams and the average velocity

is 9.6 km/sec.

Ill. PEi.ET VhELOCITIX

The velocity of the inhibited-jet pellets• can be controlled

over' an apprecinable range by varyln•, J,•" Ii1,1 rIm,o•e rng. VWn

the angle is varied, the pellet geometry remains fairly uniform,

provided the inhibitor height is adjusted accordingly. The pellet

velocities measured for different cone angles are plotted in Figure

6. The liner: was allz_'a:2 f. =_C L,,.:h wall thickneGic with the

spit-back tube configuration shown in Figure 1. A constant explo-

sive head of 1.25 inches was mauntainc.,c for v,_l charges.

The pellet velocity of 7.6 k/usec obtained with the 600 liner

is not cunsidered a lower l31-t, since it a&pears feasible to ob-

tain lower velocities with larger cone angles. At the upper velo-

city extreme, present evidence indicates that the 250 liner may be

a practical limit for the present charge design. Tests conduuted

w4ith a 200 liner produced the expected higher velocity; (11.7 ks/

:,c) however, -i weonil pellŽ 1. wtns on t'ermecd as indicated hi
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Figure (. It may be possible by a suitable apex design, to exploit

the narrow angle cones in order to extend the velocity range.

IV. PELLET MASS

For the velocity range shown in Figure 6, the pellet mass can

be varied by scaling the basic charge dimensJons. The jets produced

by half-scale and double-scale models are shown in Figure 8. The

stasndnrd scale jet is included for comparison and the radiographs

were taken at distances scaled for each size. The expected velocity

of 9.6 kmi/see was obtained in all cases. It is scan that the leading

n, it •.O 0[.t.1- : IitJwtrV y ai(t1 LU hibiting Wihose ju-ts wit.i prouvde

pellet masses rangingý from 0.5 gram for the half-scale model to 50

gronn- or the double-scale model. Pellet masses of e•vctral. hunitecd

grams can be provided by larger charges.

V. PELLET NATMIAL

The charge designs considered up to the present tine have been

those providing aluminum pellets. Designs for projecting pellets

of other matprinls nr" 'h-'ng invectigatcd. Preliminary bcsbs with

copper and steel liners have indicated that pellets of theose materials

can be produced provided the inhibitor design is modified. Figure 9

shows the copper and steel pellets .obtained with standard scale

liners. (370 apex angle, 0.12 in. wall thickness). For the pellets

shown in Figure 9, the deflector charge was not used. A sketch of the
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modified inh-ibitor design used to obtain these pellets is in-

eluded in the figure. The copper pellet has a velocity of 7.5

km/see and an estimated mass of 2.1 grams; the steel pellet v

velocity of 7.8 km/sec and the estimated mass i 1.2 grams. It

is expected that cleaner pellets will be obtained, when the de-

flector charge is used.

V. CONCLUSIONS

It has aeon shown that the inhibited jet charge Is a useful

projection device for hypervolocity studies. Its potential for

eI et'~•' ult, { 1(LVI1J'14 j l.i(:i lZiteUliki ; Y ) it (I.A :sa.2,, 1, ; .

,0,1 ty .e v i IhL bee..n demons trnted.

1, lId I Ptl f Wu t it ,IIli11minL' . 1 order , n I nhm'[eeee fi In1( !L velocu tILes

~I 11 I' g[eltr try VII.L' lon. A.lec umdef leveeti/'s tlon nL'e time.iods

u, ot)lt . mmliii the lait! p1tells i masnses I'vrln iela L IyeI.• s eLlr itri,
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SUMMARY

l"T~l d~vil f"Ill'in t1 aIllisf ir dl~i]. N MIt III hiss" l~chilirlqs,s~ ;]I-,- h il-

rr~rssr -xl stilns xsrii pswlrsiiissesiohsic, isldiptedsl 0 irosi itid as I tSis;Isrv

f1111 trillli tis stush, s. Thei Slwaluii Ctiarsgi Accele rator ii; stirrvulty Iritig

isp istiuhtrslly ;11 vsllwritis ill Is rasrs. Irsirir W, 00(31) I39Ji, (31)))i'
mlk~iii iisi ifuipact S Irt obI5I~tilw by 11t uhispcisioan iuCl~isverl sususigl any-

u'rrurIirsIic lljs in s.aiol Inliviulusurl prrsjr'titr s~urhaus-eris 'iis ('siit, Ini3ii,
iriass, osrw~istaiol) a5ire i dtteIliflud~( \'itu nllkliii [Lfasts rad~iog ]i illus.u ofIll

pinjectilecs just prin or lu isjrusr. It appers ibHitV to) IdUlildl SllýLJiiI ClIa rgt-

ArccIL ra1t0nia With a lar'ge light gas gun, such as the 8-in. /Z. 5-in. Atkins

ino' at NRL, iins tho-rehy to achieve imlpart \'rlocutii5 ill the W~t koz /'., r

irge. Thse Taurget Plate Accliritsurll proijects ittflat plate which is alloawed

tn impact a stationary "projectile"' in its path. Damage to the plate is

'Issesaritd by ouhssrvissg thev plats isl flight koith flash radungraphiis subseqsuent

lo j lijautl . This to(st1irsiiui provide,;s at susique stiasis for* stustyiug, impac.tt

[4fed H of fragile o ranniiCpoie i Cur rent - cceclrator di signs

p)rovide inmpact v'slocitises up to 3. 5 kii/sec.
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Figure 1. Radiograph Series
Showing Breakup of Iron Jet
from Norn~ai blaped C~harge
(taken from itf. 1)
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2, Lateral Separation

For targets at short standoff, the fragments such as are shown in Figure 1
will all impact at nearly the same paint. At long standoffs, the fragments

will gradually disperse laterally, due to senall deviation in velocity vectors

caused by the breakup process. The desired individual impacts can there-
fore be expected on targets at long standoffs. However, this is not generally

satisfactory, first because the evacuated firing chamber size becomes too

great, and second, because instrumentation synchronization problems in.-

crease at longer standoffs.

As an alternative, we found that asymmetrical initiation was very effective

in causing lateral dispersion of the jet fragments. Figures 2 and 3 show

series of radiographs of asymmetrically-initiated aluminum and copper

cones. Note that the emerging jets are distinctly deflected from the axis
of the charge. Figure 4 shows a group of laterally dispersed fragments

in flight several feet down-range from a shaped charge accelerator. Fig-
ure 5 shows a pattern of impacts from such a charge on a ta:get plate at

a range of 17 feet from the accelerator. Several of the holes are suf-
ficiently sepdrated qo that they can he considered as individital impacts.

3. Projectile Cha ra'lte ristics

Th, initial breakup of the jet occurs ini it nmore or less randorn fas hion,

with Ithe gross characcristics beinig dote rrnined by the properties of the
liner material. Jets of ductile, face-centered-cubic metals such as

aluminum and copper fail by necking down at frequent intervals along the
stretching jet, The projectiles which result therefore tend to be ellip-

soids, or short cylinders with rounded ends. For a given material, the

average mass of the projectiles will bh determined by the cone angle and

thickness of the liner. The range of masses and shapes, however, is
relatively large, even for the fragments in one test. Hence it is manda-

tory that the characteristics of each projectile which is to be used In ob-
taining an impact dita point must be accurately determined prior to
impact.

The projectile characteristics of interest are the velocity, mass, shape,
and orientation. High speed photography or radiography are suitable for

measuring these characteristics.
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sltlKCIA i. VX P~LOSlVEK P1RJ EC: IORS

iI'fw fraitiieii :anewia has tie advanitage of providinig a large' iuiiviber of ex-
,esurles So5 thiat tilt projectile cani be recorded at seve ral poirts anid tL~e
ialipact itsie If cani hi nose rN ed. The followiing factors, hw tmust hie

vI siil d(,Ilc if at fr a IIIi IIig eanit4 r it s 1 eed:

a. liv projectiles must be iiiten.!;t ly backligitccyl

1). To jU Oid -iU~f-l1l~iIiiiiieeICC (fii0iit i~l~i/-tn l (iou ut[i illatiiin)
the jets imust be fir-ed ill a Vi ry low pit 55 11til V1viroimnelit.

C. A continuous writing caine ia (such as ihe Becknima ard Whitley
Model 192) muist be used inl ordter to avoidl serious synich roniiza -
ionl irohliemls.

d. A sufficiently short expjosure tinme nuist he a railabli to assure
at clear imiage of projecilesliii ovitig at 10-1 t1 kni/see. To
iIltiust rate thle magnlitulde of this 1oblvlifli, atl 12 kin! see, a
0. 5-u7rn tong projiectile -iloves at distaici aipproxittiatv~ly equal

I /I ,f ils lii1-i ill 0. 1 ii,i r--,, wil. Tiw
detifijioji mit projeeti le iimitý wouldI ilit ni-luii large
ill tIn de l (r 'riluiiiatioiu ()l iiiic ii ile i" iu

'Ilt ll out-la iv il ,Is uuiiuuuilitatjioi Itiitiuuir(ll. iiuIltI igile fl Isti railor~iel~iuv,
,u d,ijl oiliei, 1)1ut [)oI oI I, ol Ill-I tuailiiuig C.1i0I 'd, 1)101 ii tIVi~ I l i to11 uAIr 0eXItWI i-

ittts , 100 kvlt'k FiedEiusi Sii M~oile I 7 10-4-C-2 i FlId ,i X-R y I.Nijis ark
iseiol lit) ulitakinlinlwludigi~ of Ol ii oojtitilei In flight,. ]lix-ui unit,

.tllil -iy over aildillairtiu ofaptproxiitatcly It U w iciritsiucoits, At
ta;cti ot two stations, uprutige of thie target, a pair of x- ray ituBei itri so

arraniged as to obtaini sinitiltaou'ous orthiogonial views of the projec tiles.
Corrielation of target holes or crlater's with cur re.sptoliditii x- ray shiadow-
graiii inliapi a i!, (irfrIiolII- yil ntliiuii;itu rli-it thud ill Figiut'o Ii.

Theimshapev and muass of the individual projectiles are nivasurud fronm thl
(iiul. profile v.Iews whichi arc obtainetd. Velocity is mevasuredI front lit, di.-
jilucenieutt of each Jiruji'Ctilt whiech occuris durinig the( tinie bcts'ecu! s'.atioils.
Oreintation is obseriv ed onl the radiog raphs taken cia tue at to C~ie ta rgut just
prior to impact.

On the basis of an error analysis, we believe that this technique permits
determination of the mass of solid, simple-shaped projectiles to within
approximately~h1OS. Projectiles which are hollow. which have reentrant
sections, or which are otherwise irregular in shape are very difficult to
assess by this technique. We therefore examine tite x-ray shadowgraphs
carefully for suspiicious density gradienits or other eviden-ces of irregu-
tlarity, and (list arul suchi projtctilles.
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4. Ove r-All System

Figure 7 shows the over-all arrangement of our firing and instrurnentation
system. The asynnoetricaliy -initiated charges are fired through a thinl
mylar diaphragwi into an evacuated chamber. Preset timing triggers the
two x-ray tubes at the first instrumentation station to obtain the first or-

ahogonal pair of radiographs. The tubes at Ile secnond station (at the tar-
get) are triggered either by preset timing or by impact of lhe Lfastest pro-
jectile on the target surface.

A typical shaped charge for these expe ritullenti it- Iiiown in Figure 3. This,
is a 4z2 cone, which accelcrates projectiles to a maxinmutm velocity of about
S1, 000 fps. For velocities ulp to 39, 000 fps, Wey use a 250 cone angle de-
.i go. Cone alpil, es less than 250 should produce higher velocities, but we
hart,' gent rally found that the projectites which arte formed are not usecful
Iroun a ternitiial ballistic standpoint. Designs; employing detonation wave
shapers show tilhe greatest promise for achieving h•igher velocities in the
fullir, .

Liatel' 3 ilItl l'rti 11, ,it , I .- all It:;ult:; wvhlich art ih11alln i truin i suet -hsh-
IVl fis! vill) Ihis Iittcnitii, Shown it'ire pail. of orthog iiltll vii ew if Hitn

ln i, ii Its ill fligHt, lnio ttlhtr with flit, iirr,.espollinlr inlpalt.s 'onI lIl la'gct.

Atiprtoxiio•tilh y 7°14/ of flit- ik.sts porforniid will yieldI at il'ast ote, imlpaclt
itnla ioilit. rhi, icais fLh t tw Ie lass of at I:s t tint, imof Ih1' proj et ih,,s
could bio toinfiletllyl 'islablisihed, and tlil this lirojectili couid hI i coire-
lated with a crater or hole oil Ite targel Which is sufficiently separated
from its neighbors to prevent significant intoeractions.

'A. Typic al [)ila

"To this teciniqoe has been primarily utilized to study impact effects
tilt ',. ii t it targets:, This work is reported in referellces 2 and 3, and
also ill another paper at this synmposiurni(4). Sonic experintents have also
been performed against 4-inch thick aluminum targets at velocities from
29, 000-33, 000 fps. Data from Luithe experiments are presented in one
form in Figure 10, where they are compared with other experimental data
and with Bjork's theoretical predictions. The observed scatter is primarily
due to the fact that the data includes impacts of various shaped projectiles

at various orientations.

iif~l)
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~.A Proposed Method for Obtaining Data at 20 kn/sec.

Dcspite the optimistic assurances by many at the Fifth Symposium that
accelerators were available or would be availabl,! for obtaining, useful

imipact data at 20 kni/set-, it now appears chat this velocity is far from
being achieved. Indeed, no significant amount of data is known to be

available beyond that obtained with the Sliaped C~arge Accelerator at
12 kmi/sec, as reported in reference 3. It therefore seems appropriate

to propose a promising means by which large velocity increases can be

obtained through a combination -if two existing, proven accelerators.

Specifically, by a combination of the shaped charge accelerator and the
light gas gunl, it is believed that 20 lkm/see velocities can be achieved.
The large Atkins lighit gas gun at the Naval Research Laboratory (i),
wvhiceh has an 8- inchi puimp tube and a 2. 5 or 3-inch lauinch tube, could

pos sibly be used to accelerate shaped chnrgesa to velocities of 20, 000-
25, 000 fps. Sitbscqaeiit to lcanviiiA thc l~aunch tube; muzz.1,, thcu
Woiild he "elti-lea lk initiated, funcitioning during free flight in [the satin
iiii1,ICer il.; describedt previously.

Atkii,1(i) estimnt,'s I hit ilie, f"111 willtk.,i,~( 20(1 trni o In (7100 fC,;
4)1- 1t) ginilis In ?21, (1(10 fps' or 600 grains to 20, 000 fps. Our cilrrenit

all o(.1i-Oall Weight ofi illi r xi wate ly `i00 grams. We hilve neve'r sought
to di-lee ens this weight, hut We believei (liat both (lie. conet aiid exlplosivc
dilllvu stills vw i idel hcspbci KIbstiliiially. For ;,uli launchinig tlue Vex']Il-
skye( would he contaitnied illit a 1iual cuip with a heavy hase. I hi ifiltiatinig

s~ystem would be contaiined in the base. Ani external energy source would
fire the itili at or afte r thle charge le~ft thle launch tube mnuzzle.

The miass per unit area for a 4. 5-Inch launch tube is b. 3 gmts/cni for a
200 gram projectile, and 12. 6 and 18. 9 gm/crm2 r-uapectively for 400 and
OtOU graml projechi les. Cert~iinly 18. 9 gill/eli.? iiiepais high enough for

tile liner, exlplosive, aild base of at well-designed shaped chaige. Alsn

of importance \\ill be the miaxim-um pressure in thle column of explosive.
Assuming a maximum acceleration of 106 g, the base pressurf, in a 10-
cm long column of explosive pshing ahead of it a 0. 5-cm thick layer of
aluminum liner will be 16 kilobars. A pressed, later ally- contained ox-
plosive with no voids should be able to withstand such an acceleration
pressutre.
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'1o iL.-StSS thO e tistilllty of this combtination, a de~sign st~udy should be

wasd, et the techniques required for initiation, baffling, fragmentationt

shiioeldiitig, anid instrtumen'tat ion Ini addition, hi' ability of t'xplosi yes to
withstand ext reiim accevleration should he assessed wilth relatively smaill

tjiitt sof vxplosiv es launched A smaller guns.

IT. PLA.TE ACCELERATION TECHNIQUE

The acceleration of flat plates hats bee1,ii ~ 0 e by illi esiligaitors Lu the

purpose oif introducing strong, planar shock 'waves in various materials to
1e rilmi determination of dynamic coropres sihilitie s (i. c. Huguniot eqxit-
tions-of- stalte). Under ARPA Order 149 and( Contract AFO8(635)- 1382
witl Ithtec Weapoins Laboratory, Eglin AFB, wo have adapted lhiii. Itechn~ique
to lv intlnal ballistic- studies by suspendling statio0110ry projec tiles ill the

tathi of thec (lying plate.

Thle genevral techniqltil-" is illotult'atd bly flthe stit'atie- shown in) Figii'e 1 1.

As. the' d tloiiaiioii fi'oit ti i '1'551'5'(- ilt it 51 v giltlti liii( downitliie .4 i lal o

At),%ý t l lo' y iuctiI't- pi, i.i leco lely of f the titct lottal rahi-t imes itipflatticalf

WillQ Hitt' hiect'ratiiti: forces destroy thet'lati's.l 'f1Iw area of t. fit' h le 1(l

wti'jto I proji'ct Iwiii' W i n a i'lt i ttief piati' ia ant, tioue , c nit'k d Wt itne

1\lt- ig spee-d pttotoraiitic ot! i'idiograpiiit tils,'r\;ttiiiti it till'- pl lotot'

flight immeciately after impact. We have found either the 300 kv or
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vt'ttp is shwow ii, Figure 12,

Figure 13 shows a 6-in. x 6-itt, target plate in flight shortly after accel-

eration. The flat center area is apparent from this radiograph. Figure
14 shows a plate after impact with a 3/8-in. dia x 1/8-in, titanium disc.
The hole dimensions are distinctly shown. Residual fragments from the
titanium disc- are also evident.
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SUMMARY REMARKS

By
H.F. Swift

Imposing arrays of hypervelocity accelerator tech-
niques are presently at the disposal of terminal ballistic
research workers. Three basic groupings of hypervelocity
accel.2rators (light-gas guns, explosive accelerators and
spacial accelerators) have been significantly developed
during the past 18 months and are now largely complementary.
Gas guns have proven useful where precise control of ballistic
parameters such as model shape, mass, velocity, and possibly
orientation are required. Explosive accelerators are most
applicable to studies where large numbers of firings must be
made at velocities below 10 km/sec and are the only accelerators
currently available for launching macroparticles at velocities
above 10 km/sec. The special accelerators have found use in
launching projectiles of extreme shapes and sizes such as
thin plates and microparticles, and son.l may become important
for more general applications in the fuCure.

The performance requirements placud upon light-gas
guns can only be met by launching saboted models. The
Increase in sabot-launching capability during the past
18 months has been greater than any other similar period in
Lte past. This increase is particularly striking in view
of the fact that no significant increase in maximum gun
velocity has been reported during the same period. At
present, small glass and plastic spheres may be launched at
9.5 km/sec, small steel and copper spheres (1/8" dia)
can be fired at 8.25 km/sec and larger steel spheres
(1/4" dia) can be accelerated to 7.75 km/sec. These per-
formance capabilities have been brought about largely by
developing techniques for launching saboted packages at
the peak velocity-mass capabilities of various gas guns.
Careful sabot design, empirical optimization of firing
parameters and the application of realistic gun operation
theories have been responsible for these developments.
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SUMMARY REMARKS

Present computational techniques appear tix be zapable
of determining the optimum firing parameLers of most
current light-gas guns and are also useful for the design
of new guns that use relatively familiar modes of operation.
They are not sufficiently reliable in their present form
to use as the sole Justification for acceptance or re-
jection of new gun design concepts. Studies have demon-
strated the possibility that at least part of the present
difficulties with gun computational techniques arise from
inaccuracies in some of the commonly made assumptions,
i.e., zero leakage of the driver gas and constant projectile
bore friction.

Future increases in gas-gun capabilities will probably
be brought about by the use of new methcds for increasing
gun performance. The most promising new techniques pre-
sented at this meeting involve preheating the driver gas
either before or during the compression stroke. Both
theoreLical and experimental results, show that heated gas
will produce significant increases in model velocities
i,.ovidcd that inltial Lcmperaturcs above 6000K can be
ach~eved. Preheated gas hbs been shown anso to reduce peaik

ccel~eration levels required to reach particular velocities

and this effect c should spced the trend (11iqa rd launchling
saboted models aL the ma ximnum velocity-mass capabilities
of gas guns.

The theoretical treatments of exp losie acce le l:ras:8
have been developed to the point where the potential cup-
ability of many configurations can be predicted. This
fact has led to very rapid development of explosive ac-
celerator capabiLlity. The primary emphasis in explosive
accelerator development during the past 18 months has been
placed upon the development of techniques for launching use-
ful pelleLs for terminal ballistic research. The most:
striking advances reported during this session are the
development of conical-liner charges that generate discrete
particles. Conical liner charges have the advantage that
pellet mass and velocity may be adjusted without drastic
changes of the charge geometry.

Studies were conducted during the past 18 months to
develop traveling-charge guns and electromagnetic ac-
celerators into effective hypervelocity accelerators.
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SUMMARY REMARKS

Results of these efforts are promising but further woik
is needed to make either device operational. The electrical
acceleration of thin plastic sheets at velocities up to
9.5 kin/sec has been demonstrated. P. constricited-bore
velocity augmentor capable of substanti~lly increasing the
velocity of malleable pellets launche'd from light-gas guns
also has been developed. Both of theý.e techniques are
highly specialized but useful for parC.culax applications.

Although no significant increases have been reported
in the velocity capability of accelerators, the maximum vel-
ocities at which useful terminal ballistic data are gathered
have been subsLantially increased by advances in projection
techniques. Further large increases in the velocity at
which verminal ballistic data may be gathered must await
advances in overall accclerator capability. These advancet
should be achieved in the next 18 months.

•7
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